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It gives me immense pleasure to foreword AIM Pulse 2021, the
Annual Magazine of Assam Institute of Management. Over the
last five years, the AIM Pulse magazine had practically fizzled out
as had many old customs of Assam Institute of Management.
However, an Institute always stands out from the crowd because of
its distinct culture. AIM Pulse has had a glorious run over the
years and the launch of the AIM Pulse was done on the opening
ceremony of the AIM Annual Management festival AIMQUEST.
My first encounter with the magazine was when I was entrusted to
launch the magazine in 2007 by Shantikam Hazarika Sir then.
During those days of Orkut and the like, reading and creative
writing was still a vibrant habit among students and I witnessed
the enthusiasm amongst faculty and students to contribute articles
in various forms of creativity to the magazine. 

The last couple of years have been an extremely challenging and learning experience for the
whole world. A major impact was the surge in the use of the internet and mushrooming of
extremely talented groups of creative writers in the virtual world. Reading habits have changed
and the smartphone has become a boon as well as a bane for many. We at AIM took this as an
opportunity and with a very positive outlook decided to relaunch our dear AIM Pulse 2021 on the
virtual platform.

In this context, I would like to seriously thank my faculty colleagues in general for coming
forward with this idea of relaunching the magazine. I must also thank all our contributors who
have come forward to strengthen these customs and the culture of our Institution in general. I am
sure that in the future we will see a surge in creative efforts amongst our students, faculty, and
staff members as well. 

I wish the dedicated editorial team from the 2019-2021 Batch and 2020-2022 Batch of AIM
Management Programme students headed by faculty guide Shazeed Ahmed all the best and hope
our readers will feel a bit of the ‘Pulse’ of our Institute.

With best regards,

Dr. Sanjib Raj
Associate Professor & Director in-charge
Assam Institute of Management

MESSAGE FROM THE DIRECTOR
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It is my pleasure to present AIM pulse 2021 before the esteemed Readers. As you may be
aware, AIM pulse is the Annual Magazine of AIM being published since the early part of its
inception. It is a platform through which the AIM family in general and the student’s
community in particular expresses their thoughts and share their experiences. AIM pulse 2021
comprises of articles covering wide-ranging topics related to sustainable development, spirit of
determination, new age business, labour laws, global affairs, inspirational poems, motivational
quotes, arts and the like. It is hoped that the Readers would find AIM pulse 2021 quite mind
provoking. 

Among the contributors, I express my heartfelt gratitude to the well-wishers of AIM pulse
namely Dr. B. K. Das, Shri Bani Kanta Medhi, Shri Basistha Ram Kalita, Shri Tridip Kr.
Sharma, Smti Mita Nath Bora, Shri Uzzal Kr Borah, Shri Atif Amin, Shri Avinawa Talukdar
and many others not mentioned for forwarding their valuable contributions. I would also like to
thanks the AIM Alumnis working in various professional organizations in different locations
and the guest contributors not mentioned by name for moving an extra mile forward in
contributing their articles for AIM pulse 2021. In spite of their busy schedule, they responded
very affirmatively when was requested for their contributions. This indirectly motivated the
AIM pulse team to keep their spirits high in the entire exercise of this literary mission. Further
the current issue has seen a surge of new budding poets in the making. 

The current pandemic has put in place numerous challenges on multiple
fronts. The way of dealings in social life, mode of conducting economic
activities, nature of doing jobs, a system for managing institutions, medical
treatments cum counseling, mode of running political setup, ways of
recreation, etiquettes of conducting social functions, and the like have seen
massive changes.

MESSAGE FROM THE EDITOR

It delved into learning at home with a computer. They had a mechanical teacher who taught and
evaluated their performances. In fact, a onetime fiction story of the world moving to a stage
where instead of a physical classroom, pupils will learn from home through the use of
computers has become a reality today. It only tells us how the world is changing fast and how
we have to adapt ourselves so as to sustain ourselves in the years to come.
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Fortunately, in the sphere of education, the propagation of teaching continued because of the use
of online technology. The adoption of the online mode of conducting classes in the educational
institutions brings a reminiscence of the fiction story of Issac Asimov (1951) titled ‘The Fun
They Had,’ which was learned as part of the English Prose at my school level at Don Bosco
School, Guwahati. It was about a brother and sister in the year 2157 who were talking about an
unusual book. 



I am grateful to Dr. Sanjib Raj, Director (i/c) for facilitating the early release of AIM pulse 2021.
I am further indebted to all the members of AIM family both teaching and non teaching, for their
positive comments and suggestions during the entire process of publishing this issue. My special
thanks are also reserved for Mukul Sarmah, Office Assistant and Librarian (i/c) for looking after
the Assamese section of this magazine. 

This years’ AIM PULSE team comprised of a group of dedicated young and creative talents
namely Daisy Kalita, Himasmita Kashyap, Jupitara Baruah, Puskar Sharma and Shamistha
Borthakur from the MBA (2019-2021) Batch and Ananya Baruah, Ayana Hazarika, Debjani
Chakraborty and Hiya Deori from the MBA (2020-2022) Batch. They relentlessly worked
together with full team spirit to make this Annual Literary Mission of AIM a success. I believe
they have learned the real meaning of terms often use in management like teamwork,
coordination, mobilization, time management, content editing, design and the like by working
practically. In this regard I would like to extend my heartiest congratulations to them and wish
them all success in their future endeavours as well. 

Lastly as the Editor of AIM pulse-2021, I positively look forward for your innovative ideas and
constructive suggestions for the future publications of AIM pulse to make it more meaningful.
Your valuable suggestions are welcomed!

Wishing you to be a lifelong learner!

(Shazeed Ahmed)
Editor- AIM pulse 

MESSAGE FROM THE EDITOR (CONT'D)
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In this issue, as part of the mission to educate ourselves on unique facts related to our
geographical region, a few snippets have found place entitled 'Know Your North East India'.
Hope through this exercise, the readers will get more enlightened about the important and
interesting facts of the North Eastern Region of the country.
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2: NEP-2020 envisions an India-centric
education system that contributes directly
to transforming our nation sustainably into
an equitable and vibrant knowledge
society by providing high-quality
education to all. It is now the
responsibility of the implementers to make
it happen and bring India to the forefront
of world stage by 2040 in terms of quality
in elementary education, in higher
education and in vocational training in
both ruraland urban India. Meaningful and
innovative implementation is the key.
After all, the taste of pudding is in eating,
as the saying goes. In this endeavour, the
State of Assam should not lag behind. In
fact, it is heartening to note the State
Government’s timely and systematic
initiativesin regard to the implementation
process including large-scale and in-depth
consultations through the high-powered
empowered committee set up for this
purpose.

1: NEP-2020 has provided a comprehensive
framework totransform education in the
country. It replaces the earlier archaic
National Policy on Education, 1986 and is a
highly desirable and welcome step
considering that the world has drastically
changed in the meanwhile and it now needs
different and transformed skill sets to face
and resolve the challenges of the new society

The implementation should be authentic,
faithful to the cause, purposeful, State-
specific, well-choreographed and done in a
phased manner. It is in this context, the
following suggestions in a few selected aspects
within the bounds of NEP-2020 policy
framework are proffered for debates,
discussions and serious consideration 

2.1: PROMOTION OF 
LATERAL THINKING

 
Syllabus, pedagogy and systems should now
be so placed so as to actively encourage lateral
thinking from the early classes. The example
that comes to mind is the kindergarten teacher
in a school in Brussels. She took out the class
of tiny tots to the garden outside, wrote a small
problem in a blackboard and asked the students
to give hundred wrong answers thereby
provoking the students to think on multiple
tracks. Key is to always look for the second or
third answer beyond the obvious one. To
emphasise the point, if 1+I is always 2, then
computer would never have been invented.
1+1 can be 2, can be 0 in a binary system and
can even be 11 depending on the system one
follows. Lateral thinking invokes creativity
which leads to innovation. We are born
creative, but as we grow adult, we become
adulterated - our present robotic education
system of question-answer (stimulus-response)
kills the creative streak that we are born with
as it discourages thinking on multiple tracks
and looks for only one correct answer.

 2.1 CHARACTER BUILDING
 

Once habits are formed, it is very difficult to
change in adult stage. We need to introduce the
subject of ‘Personal Hygiene’ in the
foundation stage itself and the importance of
using toilets, not spitting and littering in
public, washing hands and the like should be
ingrained in the child’s habits. The subject,
Moral Science, can be reintroduced with
proper contents from foundation stage itself to
build character. 

Dr Bhupati Kumar Das
Former MD of NRL & BORL

NEP-2020 : INNOVATIVE
IMPLEMENTATION OPTIONS
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Yoga can be an integral part of curriculum
from foundation stage itself. Emphasis on
inculcating Indian ethos and value system like
respecting elders, ethical behaviour must start
early.

In the foundation stage itself, inclusion of
certain activities like planting of saplings,
watering and tending to them as fun activities
is extremely important to highlight care for
nature and environment. Thereafter,
subsequent higher modules on living with
nature and environment protection can be
introduced in the higher classes to bring these
important matters to pointed focus from early
stages so that it becomes part of the
personality.

2.4 NO ELECTRONIC GADGETS
 

No gadgets like computers, smart-boards, I-
pads, calculators etc should be allowed to be
used in the lower classes say till about class V.
Let the little children learn in the natural
environment and through their natural instincts
by experiential learning. This would help in
flowering of the students’ creativity. One can
take the example of Waldorf school in Los
Altos in California where gadgets like
computers and smart boards are banned in
school till about Class V and frowned at ifthese
are used at home. Because focus, attention and
learning are best at that age in the natural
environment. Interestingly, the top honchos of
the tech companies like Google, Apple etc are
sending their children to this school which is
one of the costliest schools.

 

2.5 QUALITY OVER QUANTITY:
AGGREGATION IS THE NEED 

OF THE HOUR

In the race for chasing quantity, quality often
becomes the casualty. As the resources are
limited, both human and financial, if we spread
too thin, say a school in every mileor in every
village, then it becomes very difficult to position
quality teachers, quality infrastructures and
quality supervision. 

Also required number of students is difficult to
find to provide critical mass in every school. So,
we need to aggregate schools, may be make one
good school by combining the non-performing
schools of three or four contiguous villages. Then
the selected school can be made to have required
number of teachers who can be trained and given
proper compensation package for motivation and
also number of students would be sizeable. As the
surface communication has improved,
commuting to school and back should not be a
problem.

My personal experience can be cited in this
context. My father got transferred as a judge from
Dhubri to Guwahati in the the early 60s when I
was in class 6 and we took residence in
Bharalumukh. Though Sonaram High School was
at a stone’s throw from our house, still I insisted
on getting admitted in Cotton Collegiate School,
the best school in Assam, those days. It meant my
walking about two miles each way to school
every school day. But it was well worth it as I
managed to secure a position among the first ten
in Assam in the Matriculation examination. So,
for good education, students would walk miles.

2.6 INDUSTRY ACADEMIA INTERFACE,
VITAL AT HIGHER EDUCATION LEVELS

 
Today, increasing interdependence between
academia and industry in a complex and
competitive world for sustenance and
innovation in their respective areas would
force them to come together and co-operate
on a continual basis. 
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It seems odd that in the world’s most
populous region, the biggest problem
facing employers is the shortage of
qualified people (The Economists). 
Universities churn out huge number of
educated pupils equipped with
theoretical tools that are mostly dated
and lack adaption to the real world. On
the other hand, industry support to basic
research, improvement of syllabi,
mutual interaction is virtually
nonexistent.
Academia and industry live in two
separate worlds - both have different
goals and mindsets. Any cooperation, if
it happens, is incidental and accidental.
Students are prone to develop ‘tunnel
vision’ in the universities where they
tend to bother about their own field of
study, research work and their own
academic environment. 
Industries only bother about their
production outputs, costs, marketing
and money - where required, they
organise their own training of the
workforce limited to their own business
activities or needs.
Lack of necessary communication
skills, inadequate quality of significant
portions of the education system and its
limited ability to impart practical skills
as well as a lack of cultural fit are some
of the road-blocks.

Businesses must view Universities as their
laboratories to experiment with new ideas,
new prototypes (may upscale to pilot
plants), new products. Universities must
view industries as not only the absorbing
place for their outputs (students), but also as
a fertile ground for enriching their
knowledge through practical inputs and
field experiences which should eliminate
their ‘tunnel’ vision. This will be mutually
beneficial, financially as well as in terms of
knowledge and skill upgradation and
refinement.

 

ROAD-BLOCKS AND LEGACIES
 

 

WAY FORWARD AND PATHWAYS

Since the country’s economy would depend on
how the MSMEs and Start-ups perform, the
industry academia collaboration is important to
give these sectors a push. A university can
become a hub by developing a web comprising
the whole value chain - an incubation centre to
generate and experiment with innovative ideas,
an IPR cell to protect innovative ideas by
obtaining patents, dedicated premises for start-
ups(making available its laboratories, libraries
and knowledge pool) to try out innovations and
a marketing wing to provide market linkage.
Dibrugarh University, I understand, had
already tried out such a model.

Industry and universities can collaborate to do
research work for keeping the local
requirement in view. For example, in
agriculture sector, Assam farmers hold small
plots and so large tractors, crushers etc are not
economic for them unless groups of farmers
join together which does not happen easily. So,
industries can sponsor research in local
universities to find tailor-made solutions to
meet local requirements of small sized
economic equipment / machines and the like.

To make the curriculum and syllabi
contemporary, relevant industry personnel can
be inducted in the Universities’ Board of
Studies, Academic Councils and Executive
Councils. This will hopefully obviate the
present situation of older course materials and
increasingly unemployable graduates of the
universities with the help and support of the
industry.

Laboratories of Universities should be made
contemporary and upgraded in scale,
equipment and coverage so that nearby
industries can outsource, where possible, their
major laboratory work to these laboratories.
Another area of cooperation can be in big data-
analysis.
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IIn the context of refinery operations or any
such industry, daily data collection and
recording of air quality and effluent quality
can be entrusted to concerned departments of
an University which, besides ensuring
transparency, will be cost effective for the
industry and a regular revenue stream for the
university. Besides, it will provide real time
practical experience for students.

Proactive interaction and regulation by
Governments to ensure industry’s
compliance of environmental protection
norms would necessitate substitution of older
technologies by newer clean technologies. A
case in point is the fuel upgradation projects
that refineries have been undertaking. So,
industry would necessarily look towards
universities/ research institutions for
solutions. This is an area of high potential
and huge money if the universities can get
prepared to take advantage of such
opportunities.

Industry can proactively help in designing
curriculum change and in introducing new
disciplines so that universities produce
industry-ready graduates - mutually
beneficial as industry would save on
grooming inductees and universities would
be able to better place their pass-outs.

Industry can give knowledge workers
sabbatical to take temporary teaching
positions at academic institutions and vice-
versa

Faculties can be encouraged to take lucrative
consultancy assignments on revenue sharing
basis for providing solutions sought by the
industry.

Academic institutions can equip themselves
and run training programmes on payment
basis to convert employees to knowledge
workers.

Industry can avail expert service from
professionals of academic institutions to design,
evaluate and select some of their key reward
programmes.

Campus recruitment, which may be an outcome
of close industry academia cooperation, can cut
cost of recruitment for enterprise while helping
the academic institutions to place their students.

The relationship between university and
industry should be interactive, continuous and
systemized. It should ideally be sealed through
MOUs with expectations and obligations
clearly defined. Such initiatives were taken by
Dibrugarh University through signing of MOUs
with a number of big PSUs.

2.7 A CULTURAL UNIVERSITY 
WITH A DIFFERENCE

 
Assam has a very rich cultural heritage.
Creative industries can make a huge
contribution in the economy. For example, In
Britain, it provides employment to almost two
million people and contribute 11.4 billion
pounds to their balance of trade, well ahead of
their construction industry, insurance and
pension and twice that of the pharmaceutical
industry.

Assam is known to be strong in culture. A
Cultural University named Assam Cultural
University may be set up in collaboration with
the Arts and Humanities Research Councils,
UK and the Columbia University Schools of
Arts, USA with the objective of revitalizing
our cultural heritage and simultaneously
producing high quality manpower required for
creative Industry. R& D on subjects like
Crafts, Culinary Art, Dance, Decorative Art,
Commercial Arts & Graphic Design, Fashion,
Film, Music, Photography and Video, Painting,
Sculpture, Theatre and Performing Arts can be
instituted and thereby provide expert
manpower/ inputs to the creative industry.
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2.8 AN INTEGRATED ENGINEERING
BACKED SUPER SPECIALITY HOSPITAL

Medical involves a lot of engineering in modern
times in the areas like Cardiac Valve
Replacement, Artificial Limbs, Knee
Replacement, Hip Replacement, Plate Fixing in
Fractures, Implantation Techniques, Stem Cell
Technology, Genetic Engineering and the like.
So, a heart surgeon or an orthopedic surgeon
needs to have engineering skills. So, a super
speciality hospital (industry) can be supported
by a Cardiovascular Research Institute
(University) with major thrust on development
of cardiac valves, artificial limbs, stem cell
technology, implantation techniques etc. The
back-end for experimentation and development
can be IIT Guwahati and front-end for market
research, marketing, strategic procurement and
OD can be IIM-Shillong or a new IIM in
Assam. 

3. PHASE-WISE IMPLEMENTATION
As resources are limited (manpower, suitable
land, project implementation expertise and
finance), it may be worthwhile to take a phase-
wise implementation approach. For example,
against the aspiration of having a University in
every district, the Government may think of
creating and improving Universities in a
modular form in synchronization with the
generation of resources, expertise and
experience. The following pathways may prove
to be fruitful in this approach

PHASE 1
(A) UPGRADATION OF THE 

EXISTING UNIVERSITIES

The following pathways can be adopted:

(a) Create the required infrastructure –
demolishing and rebuilding old assets which
have outlived their usefulness, creating new
facilities to accommodate the new streams,
improving and expanding the existing useful
assets to cater to new requirements; 

(b) Upgrade and improve pedagogy and
curriculum to make it contemporary as well as
to encourage and facilitate freedom of
migration from one stream to another by
incorporating a suitable credit-score
mechanism (for example, if a student wants to
change course mid- path from Physics
Honours to Honours in fine-arts, the system
must allow and provide for it without him
losing much time by taking advantage of
credit scores); 

(c) Add new streams, for example, specialised
sector-based tourism or journalism courses,
courses on graphic designs and commercial
art etc. making the education offered all
pervasive and wholesome; 

(d) Major emphasis on introduction of
vocational courses and providing pathways to
enter into technical graduation courses for
willing and brilliant students; 

(e) Thrust on nature care and environment
protection through introduction of suitable
courses on environment management, global
warming and climate change; 

(f) Bring the contiguous engineering and
medical colleges under its umbrella.

The idea is to make the University big
enough in scope, size, coverage and variety
to compete with the best in the country or for
that matter in the world. To make it happen,
the Government must take actions to bring in
the required resources for which besides
other things, flexible compensation package
is a must to attract the best. Just to cite an
example, the number of teaching staff in
Stanford University is more than even the
total students of our four best IIMs combined
indicating the size and muscle of this world-
class university.
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(B) UPGRADATION OF THE EXISTING
AUTONOMOUS COLLEGES SELECTIVELY 

TO FULL-BLOWN UNIVERSITIES

PHASE 2
CREATION OF CLUSTER-WISE NEW
UNIVERSITIES
Keeping in mind the resource constraints, we
may think of creating new universities in
chosen clusters, say one new university in a
cluster of few contiguous districts. That way,
we can limit the number of new universities
to 4 or 5, which would be easily accessible to
the students located in the cluster. It would
also help in sharing of resources among the
universities in the clusters. Idea again is to
emphasize on quality rather than quantity.

Note: Phase 1 and Phase 2 may run concurrently
if required and depending on resources available.

PHASE 3
These core universities then provide
pathways to create more universities within
the clusters depending on the performance,
requirements and availability of resources on
the basis of a mentor-protégé framework.

4. IN CONCLUSION
In view of rapidly changing environment,
technologies and market realities, learning
and updating of knowledge are essential
prerequisites to take advantage of new
opportunities available. The success of
implementation hinges on few key factors -
the quality of teachers, infrastructures,
research environment and most importantly
motivation and passion on the part of the
teachers. 
The authorities must create the enabling
environment including providing suitable
compensation package, particularly to the
teachers in foundation levels, so that they
devote their full mind and energy to the
assigned task. 
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The objective is to build a healthy society
with honest and conscientious citizens
committed to life-long learning - ‘from
womb to tomb’. 

(About the Author: The author formerly
served as the Managing Director for
Numaligarh Refinery Limited (NRL) as
well as Bharat Oman Refineries Ltd
(BORL). He is a Post Graduate in
Business Management from IIM
Ahmedabad and completed his Bachelors
in Engineering from BITS-Pilani. He has
been conferred the Doctor of Philosophy
(Ph.D) in Management by Guwahati
University. Besides he is an excellent
orator, a poet, a writer and a lyricist. He
is presently an active member of the
Governing Body of Assam Institute of
Management. He can be reached at
bhupati2010@gmail.com).

The corridor joining the rest of the
mainland India with Northeast is called
the Chicken’s Neck. Geographically
Northeast India is at a slight
disadvantage as the connectivity is very
limited. In exploring Northeast India by
roads, one would have to pass through
the famous Siliguri Corridor, also
known as Chicken’s Neck. It is a road
which connects Indian mainland to all 8
states of Northeast India. Socially and
strategically important for India, the
corridor is also one of the most scenic
roads to drive across.
Source:https://www.tourmyindia.com/blog/interesting-facts-
about-north-east-india



She is an inspiration to many of us. She is
an Odissi and Satriya Dancer. She
performed in many national and
international dance events. She happened
to attend many Odissi Workshops abroad
as well. She was quite fortunate as she had
taught many Europeans on the culture of
Indian Classical dance. At that time, she
was perusing her PhD Programme from
NEHU, Meghalaya in Folklore at that
point of time. Life was going pretty well
and was quite stable then. But the
Almighty was really cruel when all her
dreams met a tragedy suddenly.

 

After her two years of marriage in 2016, she
had to undergo an ovarian cyst surgery at
Hayat Hospital. But unfortunately post 

“Life is a journey which goes on. It is a very
beautiful phenomenon that we all
experience; one has to spend life in a very
fruitful manner without any regrets as it is a
journey.” This was what my cousin told me
once. I happened to meet her once 3 years
post her recovery with lots of life lessons and
motivation. 

 

Let me introduce you to my sister Dr. Purabi
Baruah, the "Survival of the fittest" who is a
renowned Indian classical dancer.

operation infections developed in other
parts of her body.

And as fate would have it, the deadly infection
spread to other vital organs of her body as well.
She was struggling for almost two years in ICU
because of some medical negligence by the
doctor. She had to undergo multiple surgeries at
the same period during her struggle for living.
She was in ventilator for more than six months.
Her situation was so critical that she could not
even communicate for almost two years nor
could she take her food by normal way due to a
surgery in her neck. Many people and NGOs
came forward and helped her with financial
assistance during her distress. 

 
Today for me and many others like me, she is a
real fighter and a miracle of God. She is still at
her recovery stage. Her will power turned out
to be so strong that she had completed her PhD
Thesis and got her PhD degree in her post
recovery period. She has a firm conviction that
her dance therapy had helped her in her early
recovery process. She once told me that ‘I am
not only a simple classical dancer but am a
living thinker dancer as well.’ 

 
Today she has a strong desire to help the
ICU patients languishing in many hospitals
for quick recovery. She wishes to instil
courage with her dance therapy along with
some motivational advices where she can
cite her real life story on how she struggled
against death. 

One of her performance before surgery

At a Workshop in Europe

Jupitara Baruah
    AIM (2019-2021) Batch

LIFE IS BEAUTIFUL JOURNEY
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Source: Haflong Travel Guide-(tourmyindia.com)

Haflong is the only hill station in the state
of Assam and is also the headquarters of
Dima Hasao district. The term Haflong
means White Ant Hillock in the local
language of Dimasa. Around two lakh wild
flowers including orchids and other sorts
of plants grow in abundance here. Further
fruits like pears, oranges, peaches and
pineapples are found here. Halflong is a
very sweet and a serene hill station.Among
the many sightseeing places the greatest
attraction of the place is the Haflong Hill
whose picturesque beauty appeals to the
people.

It is an eye-opener to every people of
wisdom and for genuine inspiration. We
normal beings in our day-to-day life, in spite
of so many blessings often have the tendency
to complain and remain disgruntled with
every trifling matter in our life. But the life
of Dr. Purabi Baruah is an inspiration and a
hope of solace for the ignorant. 

 

Purabi Baideo’s soft voice often echoed in
my ear!

 

‘Life is a beautiful phenomenon and we
should value it dearly’! 

Through the conversations of the people
emerging with time, one of the common
problems that stand in the forefront among
the circle is mental illness. Millions of us
suffer from the common mental illness like
depression and anxiety, its occurrence in
some form or the other, to some degree,
lesser or more. We may well hide, ignore,
suppress or lie about our mental illness but,
we cannot deny it. Many of us have some
form of mental illness and its time and its
presence is acknowledged and is talked
about, to prevent it from silently taking lives.

 
Mental illness involves psychological
symptoms (e.g., depression, anxiety, panic
attacks); behavioural symptoms (e.g.,
changes in appetite, irritability,
procrastination, mood swings) and physical
symptoms (e.g., raised blood pressure,
muscle tension, sweating, dizziness,
headaches or migraines) from which people
suffer almost regularly. Depression is
expected to be the second most common
disorder across the world behind ischaemic
heart disease by 2020. Most of the common
mental illness exists due to existence to gap 

Smti Mita Nath Bora, 
Writer- Researcher-Entrepreneur

MENTAL ILLNESS:
THE SILENT KILLER

After Surgery
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Most of the workplace stress occurs due to
employment conditions and mostly with
unstable workplace environments that offer 

between aspirations and reality. Through the
course of time, that we are living by today,
every individual is entitled with big dreams
and high hopes which may or may not be
realistic and achievable. Societal pressure
also creates and demands a lot from an
individual which leads to stress, anxiety and
depression amongst people.

 
The workplace is another area which
adversely affects our mental health due to
workplace stress, which is slowly becoming
the most dreaded disease in today’s fast
paced world with its fastest growing process.
Several research and experiments have
shown that people with jobs is mostly prone
to high level of stress, which has more than
11-fold relative risk of depression and that
there exists a positive correlation between
job-strain and depression. Almost all
employees experience some kind of
symptoms of poor mental health. The WHO
defines workplace stress as a "pattern of
physiological, cognitive and behavioural
reactions to some extremely taxing aspects
of work content, work organisation and work
environment.” As a consequence of the
changing nature of work and the impact of
globalisation, workplace stress is an issue of
increasing importance in the developing
world. 

reduced social security and stability. Stress
in the workplace may have a pervasive
effect on employees, leading to exhaustion,
anxiety and depression, and even substance
abuse. It is also well recognised that stress
leads to high levels of absenteeism in the
workplace. Stressors may include various
factors such as job insecurity, hazardous
working conditions, high workload,
unrealistic deadlines, lack of managerial
support and retribution from complaints
procedures. Other social factors also have
an impact on work productivity, including
interpersonal relationship difficulties, loss
and physical illness. 

 
How Do We Overcome It?
Firstly, through my own experiences it can
be said that, most employees do not wish to
share the issues and problems they suffer
from and troubles hounding them. As the
problems keeps getting piled up and
troubles keep rising, one starts getting
anxious and this is where mental illness sets
in without them knowing about it. This
leads to the position of uncertainty and
confusion, which ends up with the state of
sufferance. Unable to handle the suffering
anymore most of them succumbs to the
pressure of the illness and end their life.
Eventually, it carries the utmost importance
that employees discuss with their trusted
colleagues, seniors or even the head of the
organisation about their problems. It may
be both personal and official. Most
management are open to listen and help
employees overcome their problems so that
they can be more focused and are
productive and also effective at work. If
any employee finds it difficult to discuss,
they can also write their problems and send
it across the higher authority.

 
Secondly, in today’s highly active social
media life most people are in a race to
showcase themselves and the best of their
lives. Friends sharing their achievement, the
good life they are leading, their position, the
places they visit, about their life partner, etc
are creating an equally 
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Thirdly, overcoming the workplace mental
illness amongst employees is a collective
responsibility. Employer- employee
relationship is a key to understanding the
fact that there exists workplace pressure in
terms of job role & responsibility aligned to
a target within a completion time. Yes,
these are necessary, but undue pressure can
break an individual, which leads to stressful
times and un-productivity leading to mental
illness. Each worker also has to balance,
between their personal obligations and
official responsibility, hence the stress and
pressure gets doubled. To overcome these, 

desirous life by others. What one fails to
realise that these are just one phase of the
happy times that people share whereas the
most difficult and painful happening are
mostly not presented before the public.
People love projecting the good things over
social media platforms but, hides the
sufferings from others. Such online social
projections may help to give temporary
satisfaction but it does not truly help since
there is no direct communication or what we
call ‘human touch’, as there is an absence of
one-to-one interaction and therefore; neither
it reduces the pain or it solves the problem. It
is important to understand that social media
is only a connecting medium for information
sharing, for social connect and keeping in
touch with far away friends and family, but it
cannot replace the actual interaction,
discussion, direct communication and the
essence of being with family and friends.

Create awareness about the existence
of mental illness among the common
people as it is not happening at a
speed as it should be. Initiatives
should be taken up by the health
departments, government agencies,
NGOs, etc to conduct awareness
programmes, workshops and camps in
various schools/colleges/institutions,
etc as it is necessary to reach and help
the youths of our society.

it is important to have a transparent
relationship between the employer and the
employee and encourage departments and
organizations to keep their doors open for
grievance sharing, open communication,
guidance and mentoring. Superiors should be
more accessible and approachable by the
subordinates. 

 
Finally, one needs to realise and accept the
breaking point. When a stress or suffering
becomes too much to handle, one should
seek medical help immediately. There is no
shame at all in visiting therapist treating
mental illness. They are educated, trained
and are experienced in this area. Getting
help on time is of utmost importance. Even
close family members and friends can seek
help and take initiative on behalf of a
mentally ill person or friend, once they
realise that their dear and closed ones are
suffering from mental illness. 

 
Some of the proactive measures that I
would like to suggest here are:
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A night full of snow, beautiful and white
Admiring the divine beauty on the sight
Lost in the woods where no one was near
In a dense forest a lonely house was there
Walking inside I found nobody to care
A good night to spend for one who dare
Inside the house there was a small note
Telling the reader not to lose any hope
The entire night have a journey to cover
But I have with me a pen and a paper.

Brushing away the taboo and shame
attached to it, we have celebrities talking
about mental illness in public and the
same should be encouraged through
various mediums.

Humble acceptance of the fact that it is
a disease or illness like all other
acceptable disease. 

It is important to understand the need
to strongly address mental health and
its ill effects in the workplace by
organisations. Steps should be taken so
that organisations recognise it as a
genuine problem with a segment of
employees and create written rules and
policies to help overcome the same.

 

 

 
In general, recommending social meetings,
exchange of words, thoughts, encouraging
conversations, etc., can go a long way to
prevent it.

Rubul Amin Barbhuiya
AIM (2019-2021) batch

Bibek Kr. Dey
AIM (2015-2017) batch

People say that sometime giving up is the
best option because they realise that they
are just wasting their time. It is true at
some point because human beings are not a
Superman. However, I feel that it is not
about wasting time by giving up, but just
changing a goal. An alternative approach to
a goal is necessary than blind efforts. One
should never give up, but at the same time
should know when to let go. The never
give up spirit should always be there but
one should understand when to change the
course of action based on his or her core
strengths.

 
Our greatest weakness lies in the attitude to
give up. But do not give up; the beginning is
always the hardest. Of course if it is hard, it
may be genuinely hard. If it was easy,
everyone would have done it. But because it
is HARD, it is what makes it great”. There is
no shortcut to success. Success is a step by
step process where hard work, honesty and
integrity are required. For instance, a baby,
when it tried in the initial stage of learning as
to how to stand up by his own and to walk, it
may fall down many times but still they do
not accept the failure and continue the
process. But if they do not try hard they will
not be able to walk and grow faster.

 
Never give up, just try, you will succeed.
“If you fail, never give up because FAIL
means ‘First Attempt in Learning’

'Never give up on something you really want.
It’s difficult to wait, but worse to regret'

A HOUSE IN THE FOREST

NEVER GIVE UP

-END is not the end, in fact END means ‘Effort Never Dies’
 

-If you get NO as answer, remember ‘no’ means ‘Next
Opportunity’, so let’s be positive”. -Dr APJ Abdul Kalam
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The tagline (verse) ‘Prayoge Safala Vidya’
(                 ) which is used below the AIM
logo means success of knowledge lies in its
application. The idea of using this verse
was conceptualised by Dr. Ashok Kr.
Goswami in 1988. He was a Professor at
the Department of Sanskrit, Gauhati
University. He is retired from active
service and presently is an octogenarian.
He resides in his personal residence at
Jayanagar, Guwahati.

Everything comes to you at the right time,
be patient and trust the process. Always
have the attitude of “I can and I will”. In
the case of ourselves at the Institute, in
our final placement session if we get
reject in first two or three placement
interviews we get depressed and all sort of
negative things comes into our mind. We
lose the hope of getting placed. At that
time what we have to do is that we need to
stand up and try for the next better
opportunities. We need to identify the
mistakes we did in the previous interview
and learn from it. We need to ensure that
we do not commit the mistake in the next
interview. 

 
Then only we will get the taste of success
and more forward in the career. Always
think for the positive outcomes. Those
rejections are not a loss for us but an
opportunity to learn and experience further
so as to improve ourselves. So we can say
that, ‘life gives one both the positive and
negative experiences to learn and make us
more strong in our will power. Focus on
the good and move ahead with
commitment. 

 
Ships do not sink because of the water
around them; ships sink because of water
that gets inside them. Do not let what is
happening around get inside you and
weigh you down. Do not be disappointed
when nobody stands with you. Chanakya
once said, “I am thankful to those who left
me, because they taught me I CAN DO IT
ALONE”

“Remember to look up at the stars and not
down at your feet. However difficult life
may seem there is always something you
can do and succeed at. It matters that you
don’t just give up” - Stephen Hawking

 
Always do your best, what you plant
now you will harvest later!

Vignette!
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This is the situation of each and every
successful person. When the world says
‘GIVE UP’, Hope whispers ‘TRY ONE
MORE TIME”. In this way one has to
motivate oneself to continue the process
and achieve the goal.



Shri Uzzal Kumar Borah 
AIM (1998-2000) batch

North East India is currently considered as
the thrust area of many sectors in the
economy. Though there are comparatively
lesser number of industries as of date,
mention can be made of a few traditional
pioneering industries in the region which
have brought success for the region. The
Tea and Oil industries have played a
pivotal role in the industrial landscape for
several decades. Assam tea is famous
worldwide for its aroma and taste. It also
commands a high price in the international
market. The industry which is ancient in
Assam has its own flavor of culture. It has
an impact in state social milieu as well.
Besides Assam Oil industry is a noteworthy
one. In fact several Navaratna companies
are operating in the region and have been
rendering a great service in the nation
building process. Organizations like
ONGC, GAIL, OIL INDIA, Numaligarh
Refinery and the other PSU have absorbed
a large number of local populations who
have attained gainful employment through
these ventures. The Brahmaputra Crackers
and Polymer Ltd is another industry which
had recently come up in the state and has a
very promising future that is likely to
generate jobs directly and indirectly
employment in the state. Likewise, there
are many corporate entities in the private
sector that have made foray in this region
and made a visible mark in the business
landscape.  

These new businesses with IT enabled
platform have already started doing business
and had been able to create scalable business
model. This article delves on some of the
new age sectors that have made significant
mark in the business landscape of the state.

 
India as a nation has gone through severe
financial hurdle during the late nineties.
The economy experienced a sudden shift
in the economic policies from earlier
protectionism to a liberal regime. The
various forms of impediments like
quantitative restriction and other non-
tariff barriers on environment and  labour
were relaxed to facilitate easy intra and
inter border trade and commerce. The
entire business environment thus got a
fillip to witness growth in the economy
with the rest of the world. In fact, on the
ground files are replaced by bytes,
information is translated by e- resources
cum electronic data and the entire
environment became a knowledge driven
society. While the country has seen a
colossal figure of growth, there were
severe criticisms on turning the nation
into capitalistic society rather than a
constructive one. 

There are several positive impacts visible
all around but at the same time, little
impact was seen in the rural economy that
was predominantly agrarian in nature.
However, there was a strong glimmer of
hope that the country will achieve its
strong economic goal with inclusive
growth across all the territories. Digital
India, make in India and the like are
attempts in that direction and if properly
implemented this can create huge impact
in fostering rural economy in the coming
years.

 
North East India has been predominantly an
agrarian economy and because of many
bottlenecks in terms of infrastructure, power,
communication, its industrial growth has
been slow. 

NEW AGE BUSINESS IN
THE NORTH EAST:

 AN OVERVIEW
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Consequently, the rate of creation of
employment opportunities has been lesser
than the rate of skilled people created. The
phenomenon of dumping the educated
unemployed youth had been a perennial
problem in the region. The states had earlier
witnessed many social movements because
of this core problem. In the last few years in
the states some private organizations came to
rescue this core problem by employing a
numbers of youth. This contributed to ease
out the problems of unemployment in the
region but there is still a long way to go to
achieve the optimal level.

In a market driven economy, people is the
centre point of all activities. From public
administration, politics to governance, the
population is the focal point. With the
emergence of a new open economy, the
world order has changed dramatically,
ushering in radical changes in all walks of
life, whether it is social, economical,
political or in the science and technology.
In fact, there is a paradigm shift in trade
and commerce with the signing in the
WTO and the emergence of many new
avenues of industry or service coming into
the forefront. Significantly the
contribution of the service sector to the
nation’s GDP has increased which made
significant contribution parallel to the
manufacturing industry. Right from travel,
tourism, telecommunication and aviation
to financial services, all new forms of
enterprises became key influencer in the
growth of the nation. The entire gamut of
customer facing retail business is also a
noteworthy supplement. Below is an
attempts to 

portray a few emerging sectors that have the
capacity to contribute a lot to the north east
market in last decade.

 
BANKING AND 

FINANCIAL SERVICES
 

Banking and financial services happens to
be one of the most promising business in
an emerging economy like India. After
1991 with the relaxation of licensing
norms, private banks made foray into the
banking sector followed by a dozen of
foreign and MNC banks. These banks
came with the entire range of financial
service products that suit the needs of
different category of customers. These
banks are termed as financial conglomerate
where a customer can fulfill all his
financial needs at a most convenient and
affordable way. In fact, they have changed
the way of banking and it could give the
customers a feeling of the essence of
service. Besides these banks are playing
the vital role of inclusive growth by
providing the much-needed credit at
affordable rates to the poor and needy.
They are also enlightening people on
financial products, investment and
meaningful wealth creation which is
helping in the nation-building process.
PSU banks have picked up with the
adaption of technology and have
multiplied their balance sheets in the
commercial space too. The different types
of banks that have forayed into the region
and have been serving the region are
briefly described below.

PSU OR NATIONALISED BANKS    
 

Public sector banks or nationalized banks are
those banks where the Central Government
have majority shareholding. The PSU banks
play the role for developmental with
commercial retail banking service operation
as one of the core business. They are
regulated by the Reserve Bank of India
whereas NABARD acts as refinancing
agency for the rural development segment.
PSU banks play the 
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vital role of keeping the market equilibrium
by maintaining the balance between
credit/deposit besides playing the vital
activities of economy stabilization. They
are the drivers of auto-regulated market
parameters by maintaining liquidity and
ensuring a healthy economic loop. In short
they are the nerve of the country’s
economy. They are also the facilitator of
state and central treasury function
mechanism. 

 
CO-OPERATIVE BANKS

 
They may be classified as rural and
urban cooperative banks. They are
formed as society (either registered or
unregistered). Although in many
instances they are not scheduled
commercial bank and are not empowered
to offer all the services of a scheduled
bank, they very much resemble a
scheduled bank in shape and structure.
With enabling technology adoption, these
banks have acquired the skills and
infrastructure to combat the competitive
edge. Although cooperation in general is
a failure in this country there are quite a
number of success stories in recent past.
With changing environment, the
cooperative sector has also gained
prominence in the banking sector and a
marked significance in the national and
the state economy. In the state of Assam,
mentioned can be made of Assam
Cooperative Apex Bank, Nagarik
Samabay Bank and Udupi Cooperative
Town Bank in the co-operative sector.

PRIVATE AND FOREIGN BANKS
 

As per the second and third schedule of RBI,
some private players have been given
licenses to carry out banking business. Some
large multinational foreign private banks also
made foray into the Indian banking industry
and started operations. These banks focuses
on technology enabled premium services to
meet the customized needs of their customer.
They include organizations like HDFC Bank,
ICICI Bank, AXIS Bank and the like.

 
REGIONAL RURAL BANKS (RRBs)

 
RRBs are found specifically to cater to the
needs of region specific rural markets.
Normally RRBs are promoted by state
Government with a sponsoring bank (a
PSU) which is the major shareholder. For
instance, Assam Grameen Bikash Bank (an
RRB in the state of Assam) is promoted by
the state Government with the sponsoring
bank named United Bank of India. RRBs
operate like a full-fledged bank and
conform to the same norms of RBI as is
obeyed by other scheduled bank.

 
                  PAYMENT BANKS

 
Payment banks are comparatively new
entrant in the category of new age banking.
RBI issued licenses to these entities to
facilitate financial transaction with a limited
scope of service. Unlike a scheduled
commercial bank, they cannot provide all the
services of a bank but can only facilitates
payment transaction. These have become
vital for those customers who do transaction
through e-commerce or other on line
transaction. They are based purely on IT
enabled based platform without much
visibility as branch.

 
Besides banking activities other financial
services like stock broking, investment
advisory, general insurance, life insurance,
mutual funds, infra-structure leasing and
asset reconstruction. Besides there other 
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auxiliary financial services like credit rating
are doing marked business which is changing
the business environment.

 
NBFC / RNBC

Non banking finance companies (NBFC) or
residual non banking finance companies
(RNBC) are another category of financial
service company. They are authorized by
RBI to carry out limited purpose business
and are not empowered with the same level
of power equivalent to a banking company.
But they play a vital role in the economy.
They are quite large in numbers. Some of
such institution later gets banking license
and get converted into a banking company.
Organisations like Peerless, Muthoot
Finance and Mahindra Finance are examples
of NBFC.

 
DEPOSITORY AND STOCKBROKING
Depository and trading of shares and stocks
are two emerging sectors where there is
enough growth in terms of volume in the
region. After the enactment of depository
electronic account, more and more retail
customers were encouraged to participate in
the capital market segment and to have a
new concept of wealth management.
Accordingly, like many other states these
activities also have seen fillip in the region
and there is awareness among people to take
part in this segment of wealth creation.
Many browsing terminals came up in the
region providing entire range of financial
service right from depository to systematic
investment plan. They are also employing a
number of trained professional in that field.

CROP CHEMICALS INDUSTRY
Crop nutrients and pesticides, weedicides
and the like have a great potential in terms of
market in the North East. The total market
size for these products is to the tune of
several hundred crores and a lot of national
and multinational companies are operating in
the region and garnering huge 

business. With the farmers adopting more
and more of these advanced practices in
farming, employment opportunities are
also increasing.

              COMMUNICATION               
 

Telecommunication is an area which is the
path breaker in the communication
revolution in the country. With the onset of
mobile telephony, the civil society got
access to telecommunication facility at an
affordable rate as well as to a plethora of
other services like broadband, data and
utility service and the like. Like telecom,
video-communication also brought better
productivity at work station.
Communication revolution in fact has
phenomenally increased the speed of
business on one hand and on the other side
increased the standard of living of the
people.

PROFESSIONAL / HIGHER
EDUCATION

 
With the advent of knowledge society, the
dimensions of professional and higher
education have changed dramatically.
Education especially at a higher level has
become critical in the knowledge economy
and it has become a flourishing sector. For
acquiring a competitive edge, higher
education has become awfully essential to
combat competition. With the percentage
of higher education being increased in the
region, more professional Institute and
Universities have opened units. They have
started imparting specialized knowledge to
the younger generation. Today a lot of
professional courses promise good career
prospects for the student to excel in their
career. The professionally spirited people
could bring in a new impetus for change
and development in the region. In fact, the
social impact factor on account of the
growth of the Institutions of learning is
moving towards the higher side.
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The rich forest resource of the region is an
attraction for tourist to come to the region.
This provides tremendous scope for the
region to turn it into an industry. If
properly tapped there is a huge scope for
garnering good revenue. Because of the
scenic beauty, waterfalls and rivers, the
North East has been an attractive
destination for the tourist.

 
MEDIA AND ENTERTAINMENT

 
Like print media, the electronic media is also
a late comer in the north east market. Several
news channels have of late come up into
region employing large number of youth and
revolutionizing the media business. They
portray news and other entertainment
materials and further brought real life
coverage of important events in a very
attractive manner. 

 
MICROFINANCE ENTERPRISES

 
Microfinance Institutions (MFI) is a major
financial activity which has gained
momentum in recent times. It has brought
big social impact in terms of fostering
inclusive growth. Nobel Laureate Md.
Yunus came up with the idea of microcredit
which would not only generate a good
revenue but a lasting impact on the process
of alleviating poverty. MFI has attained a
big industry status worldwide and have
been deemed to be a charitable business.
But at the same time some MFIs have come
to criticism of late for excessively
punishing borrowers with exorbitantly
heavy interest rate due to their inability to
repay. So there is an urgent need to
legislate the MFI sector with a close
regulator. Till now neither RBI nor
NABARD has a direct control on the
operation of MFI’s. Looking at the ground
realities there is an urgent need to regulate
this sector optimally to get the desired
result.

There are many other businesses capturing
rural and urban population of the region. Self
Help Groups (SHGs) linkages have gained
prominence as village woman form groups
with the linkage with banks and they gather
marginal/small capital to run their small
enterprise. Sometimes they form society or
trust to jointly carry out livelihood measures.
The Government of India has launched two
broad based schemes like National Urban
Livelihood Mission and National Rural
Livelihood Mission to cater to the livelihood
needs of the growing population. These two
broad based schemes have catered to the needs
of rural and urban unemployment scenario.
SHG model is facilitating easy credit to village
woman and other beneficiaries to combat rural
poverty. By availing these easy credit facilities,
woman can engage into various forms of
vocation from cattle, dairy, textiles to
handicrafts and earn their livelihood. Some of
their produce is marketed through Government
agencies like APEDA and Export Promotion
Council of India in order to give proper
visibility and get proper market of their
products.

 
KPO/BPO AND SOCIAL NETWORKING

KPO (Knowledge process outsourcing) or
BPO (Business process outsourcing) are two
new sectors where a large number of
professionals are getting employed. BPOs are
basically outbound voice or service support
provider being an external agency to the
original organization which may be a bank or
an IT company or a wealth management
company. Likewise, KPOs are the domain
expertise companies providing outbound
service to the original manufacturer of product
or service. Both KPO’s and BPOs operate in a
highly sophisticated IT platform. 

 
NGOs OR SOCIAL PHILANTHROPY

These are charitable activities conducted by
NGOs or PSUs or large corporations as part 
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of their CSR activities. There are different
types of NGOs and their structure varies
according to their size, area of operations
and source of funding. Some foreign NGOs
also operate with extensive mandate and
have been providing great service to the
humanity. Some NGOs are purely
philanthropic (without any revenue
generation motive) and some NGOs are
activity with a cause. Sometimes they
generate revenue to become self
sustainable.
Below is a description of various social
business models that can be relevant with 
respect to the region.

The above is a comprehensive list of
business model that has attracted many
new entrepreneurs. Still successful
accomplishment of these ventures in an
eco-friendly way, which conform to the
global norms relating to environment and
population, is a challenge. Still there is
high level of apprehension that the
business sentiments and landscape of the
region will drastically change as more and
more ventures come to the area to foster
more economic activity and prosperity of
the region.
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other social programmes. This model is
integrated with non-profit organizations. Eg:
Consulting, counselling, employment training
and so forth.
Organizational Similar to support: Similar
to service subsidization but applying the
external model, business activities that are
separate from social programmes. Eg: Similar
to service subsidization, implementing any
type of business that leverages its assets.
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BUSINESS MODELS AND HOW IT
WORKS 

Entrepreneur support: Sells business
support to its target population. Eg:
Microfinance organisations, consultancy and
technical support.
Market Intermediary: Provides services to
clients to help them access markets. Eg:
Supply fair trade, agriculture and handicraft
organisations.
Employment: Provide employment
opportunities and job training to clients and
then sell its products or services on the open
market. Eg: Disabilities or youth organisations
providing work opportunities in landscape,
café, printing or other business.
Low-income client: Similar to free for service
in terms of offering service to clients but
focuses on proving access to those who could
not otherwise afford it. Eg: Healthcare,
eyeglasses and utility projects.
Cooperative: Provides members with benefits
through collective services. Eg: Bulk
purchasing and collective bargaining.
Market linkage: Facilitates trade and market
relations between research clients and the
external market. Eg: Import-export and market
research
Service subsidization: Sells products or
services to an external market to help fund 

The Author is an AIM Alumni of the (1998-
2000) batch. He is an Ex-banker and a
Finance Professional. He is presently a
practicing consultant. He can be reached at
uzzalb75@gmail.com



Panicked in the womb,
Hiding her identity

They pushed her in a swamp,
With a lost dignity

 
They mocked her every then and now;

Since birth she has heard those faux vows
 

A face that is worshipped
And a soul, distressed!

-With judgement of millions,
With unknown facts

 
Termed as the mother,

Compared to the nature;
She be the creator,

Though uncertain of her own future!

Ignoring the sufferings of her,
They say the world is rough;

Kept others ahead of her
Yet a woman is never enough!

Let’s start off with the legal Maxim “Ignorantia
juris non excu sat” which means Ignorance is
non-excusable in law. Wikipedia goes on to
describe this maxim in a beautiful manner by
stating that a person who is unaware of law may
not escape liability for violating that law merely
because of being unaware of it. Many even go to
the extent of saying this “If you think
compliance is costly then try non compliance”. 

 
It follows from the above that it is the
responsibility of people responsible for
enforcement of employment laws be it Owners /
Promoters / CEO’s / Directors / Partners /
Managers and the like to take all measures to
know the laws applicable, understand the
implications and ensure total compliance. This
needs to be adhered to not just for the sake of
compliance by the way but also for promoting a
healthy employer-employee relationship. After
all employment laws were framed to protect the
rights of the employees and as well as to ensure
that the obligations of the employers are
discharged in letter and spirit. 

LABOUR LAWS COMPLIANCES
IN THE EMPLOYEE LIFE

CYCLE AND BEYOND
Nilufer Jahan Aziz 

M.Com, Gauhati University
Shri Atif Amin

AIM, (2006-2008) batch

WOMAN
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Do you know that right from the time when
vacancies are available in an organisation to the
time when an appointment based on employee
entitlements is issued, from designing salary
structures to accounting for annual bonuses,
from dealing with employee related complaints
to dismissal of employees, from disbursement
of salaries and wages to penalising staff for
breach of code of conduct, from compensating
workers for losses arising during employment
like accidents to providing for health, safety and
retirement benefits all have to be within the
ambit of law. Thus, if you observe in the entire
employee life cycle employment laws have their
due share and even beyond when we talk about
retirement benefits like pension etc. 



Let’s understand in brief how the different
statutes govern employer-employee
relationship situation wise below with the
underlying logic:

 
LAW RELATED TO CONCEPT OF 

EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER 
AND RESPONSE TO SERIOUS
UNEMPLOYMENT SCENARIO

 
We all know the difficult times faced by
unemployment people running into crores. At
the same time, we know the talent crunch in
the job market. THE EMPLOYMENT
EXCHANGES (COMPULSORY
NOTIFICATION OF VACANCIES) ACT,
1959 comes into the picture to help
employers’ source candidates to fill their
vacancies and helps the job seekers to
connect to employers to compete for jobs as
per their qualification, experience, skills and
competencies. The compulsory notification
of vacancies not only results in employers’
providing for equal opportunities for job
seekers but also helps job seekers with easy
access to information on vacancies. 

 
LAW ON EQUAL WORK EQUAL PAY

 
Let’s assume that we have 2 jobs to offer
which require the same skill sets,
educational background, knowledge and
competencies. Equal Remuneration Act,
1976 states that employers cannot
discriminate between men and women
when it comes to remuneration for same
work or work of similar nature. The Act
even goes on to say that while recruiting
people for the positions no discrimination
is to be made based on gender when work
is same or is of similar nature.

 
LAWS ON WORK AND LIFE BALANCE

 
As they say “All work and no play makes
Jack a dull boy”. Similarly, all work and
no breaks lead to serious issues like
burnout, mental health problems, personal
life in serious disorder, unhealthy
relationships with family and friends etc to
name a few. 
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Laws like Shops and Establishments Act   (as
applicable in different States), The Factories Act
1948 and Maternity Benefit Act, 1961 clearly
state about the purpose of leaves (weekly offs,
sick leaves, privilege leaves, casual leaves,
National and Festival Holidays, maternity
leaves), rest periods/breaks during working hours
as well as holidays the purpose of all such leaves
and holidays essentially is to balance work and
life, to maintain a healthy body and mind and
enjoy the space to meet other non work
obligations of life. 
LAWS RELATED TO REASONABLE WAGES,
TIMELY PAYMENT AND LAWFUL DEDUCTIONS
FROM EARNINGS

Employers just because they wear the hat of an
“employer” with tremendous powers cannot
exploit the people employed by them whether it
is in the form of delayed wage payments or
paying less than the minimum wages to sustain
life. What is the standard then and what
constitutes a situation where there isn’t
exploitation of employees? The Minimum
Wages Act, 1948 and The Payment of Wages
Act, 1936.

The Minimum Wages Act, 1948 highlights that
employers should pay to employees no less than
the minimum wages prescribed by the
Government- A minimum wage which provides
for bare subsistence of life but also for the
preservation of the efficiency of the worker.

We all have heard about delay in salary and
wages payments right? Is this non compliance?
Of course it is. The Payment of Wages Act, 1936
says that employers employing people less than
1000 shall pay before the expiry of the 7th day
from the wage cycle and in cases where
employed persons are 1000 or more, the
employer shall pay the wages before the expiry
of the 10th day from the wage cycle. 

This Act also specifies that wage period cannot
exceed 30 days. Imagine employers exploiting
workers with a month’s wages paid after every
45 days. This is also in violation of Articles 23
and 24 of The Constitution of India which deals
with Right against exploitation. 



The Payment of Wages Act also gives a long
list of permissible deductions from wages
earned such as deduction for Income Tax,
deduction for house accommodation provided
by employer, deduction due to fines slapped
by employer for various legitimate reasons
etc. This means that arbitrary practices to
deduct wages of employees from their hard
earned money tantamount to illegal
deductions and can lead to prosecution.
Further, the Act sets the limit of lawful
deductions after accounting for all so that
sufficient balance remains to meet other
financial obligations of the wage earners.
Deductions are not permissible for more than
50 percent of earnings. 

 
LAWS RELATED TO  SOCIAL SECURITY

 
 

This aspect of social security reminds me
of one of my favourite models on human
needs and wants i.e Maslow’s Hierarchy of
Needs or Maslow’s Theory of Motivation.
It’s so comforting to see employment laws
dwell over social security aspects. In order
to have a decent quality of life all
employees’ needs up to the self
actualization level needs to be achieved.
Interventions of HR professionals are
directed towards this i.e to create the right
atmosphere so that employees can be the
best versions of themselves. In this
endeavour, taking care of social security
needs and ensuring they are met is also
mandated by employment laws whether it
is health insurance, provident fund or
pension benefits. The well known website
Paycheck.in describes social security very
beautifully in the following words:

Social Security for employees is a concept
which over time has gained importance in
the industrialized countries. Broadly, it can
be defined as measures providing
protection to working class against
contingencies like retirement, resignation,
retrenchment, maternity, old age,
unemployment, death, disablement and
other similar conditions.
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This Act also specifies that wage period cannot
exceed 30 days. Imagine employers exploiting
workers with a month’s wages paid after every 45
days. This is also in violation of Articles 23 and
24 of The Constitution of India which deals with
Right against exploitation. 

So if it is major sickness, accident,
disablement, unemployment benefits, old age,
retirement and other contingencies of life the
Acts provide for a protection and cover is
undoubtedly come as a great relief to
employees. 

 
 ON HEALTHY AND SAFE WORK ENVIRONMENT

It is the responsibility of the employers to
provide a healthy and safe work environment
to the employees. 
For instance The Factories Act, 1948 talks
about even the bare minimum infrastructure
arrangements such as proper lighting, adequate
air flow with proper ventilation to avoid a
choked environment, cleanliness, maintaining
a healthy work environment temperature,
providing for adequate number of washrooms
for the workforce, arranging for fencing of
areas where machinery is in use from safety
perspective, wearing of safety gears at work
stations where there can be risks of accidents
due to the nature of the occupation, providing
for safety measures like fire extinguishers /
hydrant systems, periodic maintenance of
buildings and machinery and so on. No
wonder the new Code i.e Occupational Safety,
Health and Working Conditions Code, 2020
subsumes 633 provisions of 13 major labour
laws including The Factories Act, 1948 into
one single Code. 

LAWS ON EMPLOYER- 
EMPLOYEE RELATIONSHIPS 

 
Just as human relationships run through rough
weather the relationship between employer and
employees also from time to time take the form of
disputes. Employment Laws such as Industrial
Disputes Act, 1947, The Industrial Employment
(Standing Orders) Act, 1946, The Trade Unions
Act, 1926 etc lays down clear guidelines
pertaining to matters such as acknowledging
employee complaints followed by issue of charge
sheet, conducting a domestic enquiry, recording
of evidences, dismissal of service on serious
grounds of misconduct, collective bargaining,
resolution of disputes through conciliation,
Industrial tribunals, arbitration etc, suspension,
layoffs, retrenchment etc. The different
employment laws provide for a wonderful basis
and guidance to resolve the issues keeping in the
principles of natural justice and equity. 



 LENGTH OF SERVICE/SERVICE LOYALTY
 

The Payment of Gratuity Act, 1972 provides for a
financial benefit in the form of Gratuity for
employees who render service for not less than 5
yrs. 

SETTLEMENT OF EMPLOYEES  TO EXIT 
 

Hopefully gone are those days when many
employers would harass employees who leave
the organization and would settle the dues
payable to employees on their exits as per their
own pace and in many instances also used to
keep the settlements on hold for varying reasons
including unjustified reasons blatantly violating
the rights of employees to their entitlements
earned by virtue of being in regular service with
an employer. The Code on Wages, 2019 says
that all Full and Final Settlements (FandF)
needs to be made within 2 days from the st
working day of the employees who make an exit
from service. 
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 ON DEATH OF EMPLOYEE WHILE IN SERVICE
 

To provide some relief to the nominees of
employees who die while in service, Laws such as
Employees Provident Fund and  Miscellaneous
Provisions Act, 1952  provide for EDLI
(Employees Deposit  Linked Insurance- A life
insurance cover for members covered under the
Act)  benefits to legally declared nominees which
as per latest amendments can go to a maximum
amount of 7 lakhs. 

The Employees State Insurance Act, 1948 also goes
beyond extending sickness benefits, maternity
benefits, disablement benefits, dependents benefits
and even funeral expenses for the deceased
members.

Notes:

1. The different Acts and the various provisions contained
therein are not applicable universally across industries.
Coverage of any Act depends on many factors in light of
the coverage conditions mentioned in the Acts including
based on manpower strength, nature and type of
business/organization etc. 

2. A generalized view of the different Acts getting
covered in different establishments is given here. To get a
holistic understanding of the Laws and the implications it
is advised to read the entire Acts and also refer to various
court judgments for a deeper and comprehensive
understanding of it. 

3. With the new 4 Labour Codes being introduced in
India the aforementioned Acts have been included in
the different codes viz The Code on Wages, 2019, The
Code on Social Security, 2020, The Industrial Relations
Code, 2020 and The Occupational, Safety, Health and
Working 

Conditions Code, 2020. However, the core and the
essence of all the Acts have been retained in the Acts
by subsuming various Acts into 4 codes with the intent
to rationalize, simplify and amalgamate the relevant
provisions of the various Labour Laws and promote
ease of doing business and goes without saying to
safeguard the interests of workers and employers.
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The world's largest sentence is found in the 
book Les Miserables and is 800 words long.

Vignette!

Source: https://www.google.com/amp/s/ashsinfinitel
ibrary.wordpress.com/2020/01/21/bookish-fun-16-
book-reading-and-author-related-facts/amp/ 



 
 

I am Neha Chetia hailing from Dhemaji, Assam. Being
from a middle class family and from an Army
background, it was a blessing in disguise and quite
challenging too. I travelled and experienced many
places and further made many good friends. But at the
same time it was difficult to adjust and adopt in the new
place every time. After completion of my schooling, I
came to Guwahati and the most challenging thing for
me was not knowing Assamese language too fluently as
I was born and brought up in Punjab where my father
was posted. After completion of my graduation, I joined
Assam Institute of Management for my Post Graduation
with specialization in Finance and Human Resources
Management. AIM was the turning point of my life. All
the Professors are very well equipped with the Industrial
exposure, are highly skilled and are quite professional.

The completing of my Post Graduation facilitated in
enhancing my communication skills, financial
terminologies and knowledge on using SPSS and MS
excel which are highly essential in every organization.
From my experience I realised that specialization does
not affect that much in the matter of job, as rarely
organizations asks for specific job roles. What actually
matter is how much one is skilled, confident, and can
adopt oneself to everything around smoothly. Being an
MBA and a Manager after entering into a professional
career, every employer in any big organization expects
the employee to be ever ready and fit to be suitable
placed in a job and to take multiple responsibilities. So,
a fresher has to be ready and well prepared to handle the
responsibilities. And one has to go into the depth
knowledge of everything. It is quite good if one is an
expert and knows everything in details.

But for those who are afraid of not being too proficient
in comparison to their friends, I want to correct them by
saying that there is nothing to worry about. Just stay
confident and give your best. After all what matters in
reality are your minor skills and the way you adopt to
the working environment. Most of the people from
northeast part of India have the necessary potential in
them. But what I feel is that, they do not get enough
support from their family side to make their best career
in spite of many opportunities available in the
professional world. This happened with many of my
friends too. I just want to convey and request all the
parents to please try and understand your child and have
faith in them. 

Yes! It is not that easy for parents to leave their child
alone in an unknown city and to make a bright career.
But at one point of life one has to understand to
compromise with one’s own situation and that is what
life is. It is not that if your child is away from you, he
or she will stop loving and caring you. So I feel that
all parents should give their child a chance to fly high
and I promise they will not disappoint you.

In my life also, there were too many ups and downs
but I am very lucky. Parents are simple, straight
forward and over possessive. And that applied to me
too. But I am fortunate that they never stopped me
from doing any thing which is good for my career.
And I got that support from my little brother Akash,
my entire family and my few good friends cum well
wishers that I have come across in my life. 

I still remember, the moment when I received my
offer letter of my job. There was a feeling of joy in
my parent’s eyes. After all, the hard work and
sacrifice for the child have yielded fruit. But they
were worried too as it was the first time I was going
to leave alone and that too far from my home. For me
South India is a totally new place, with a different set
of culture, food habits, new working environment and
new friends. Here everything is new. After coming to
Hyderabad and joining the Asia’s biggest bank head
office at ICICI Bank Tower, Gachibowli, Hyderabad,
I groomed myself a lot. Me and my friend Aprajita
(of the same batch from AIM) both felt too fortunate
to get this posting at Head Office and that too at a
high level job role of a Credit Manager (DM-1) at the
very initial phase of our career. Here working
environment is nice with a massive campus. All my
colleagues are very friendly. But while joining the
corporate world, I realised that everyone here stays
too busy in their work and are aptly helpful in nature.
But nobody gets that much of time to teach you
practically. As a fresher one gets theoretical induction
cum training, but when practicality comes, it is very
difficult to implement that smoothly as a fresher. So,
I would suggest all our upcoming Managers of AIM
that try to be friendly and stretch out smart. One has
to be flexible in adopting to the new working
environment. Being a fresher one has to try to
convince and communicate well with their colleagues
and seniors with utmost humility so that they really
feel to teach you the things which you do not know.
Slowly and gradually you will master in your role. By
now with the passage of time, I am also getting used
to this place. 

Travelling leaves
one speechless in
the journey and
then turns the
same person into
a storyteller. And
I am one of those
travellers of my
life’s journey……

MY CAREER’S JOURNEY
 
 

Neha Chetia, AIM (2019-2021) Batch
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 Food Court at ICICI BANK Tower, Gachibowli, Hyderabad 



COVID-19 pandemic has taken a toll
at everyone’s life around the world. It
has posed challenges before the entire
humanity. People’s very existence in
this earth has been threatened. There is
hardly any sphere of modern life which
remained unaffected during this
pandemic. Numerous businesses were
being shut down and the global
economy plummeted resulting to
mental anxiety and depression. 

 
Consequently, people lost their jobs
which led to near catastrophe in many
counties. As per WHO Report, more
than 200 million people
approximately were affected by the
Corona Virus globally. And out of
those affected more than 4.8 million
people have already lost their lives
and the number of deaths is still
increasing. According to the latest
edition of the International Labour
Organisation Monitor, 114 million
jobs were lost in the year 2020. This
led to reduction in working-hour
within employment and consequently
reduction in working-hour losses
which as per calculation is four times
as high as during the financial crisis
in 2009. 

Abhilash Bhardwaj
 AIM (2019-2021) batch

COVID-19 PANDEMIC AND
THE EVOLVING WORK

CULTURE
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Hyderadbad is a very beautiful and modern city. I am
learning and also adapting to the many new things
which really matters in pursuing my career. Many
people think that Hyderabad is too expensive and not
good. But in reality it is a very nice place, be it from
career perspective or from other perspective. Here all
the food and grocery items are available at very low
price. Accommodation price for PG and rented
apartments are quite reasonable. And especially for
women, it is a very safe place to live. The challenging
part in the new culture is the food, as Hyderabadi
culinary tends to be too spicy and tangy. In terms of
spoken language, the people knows Telugu or
English, Telugu or Hindi or only their local language
and so it is little difficult to communicate. And
essentially here all the necessities including facilities
are available at your door step. I feel slowly and
gradually one can easily acclimatize to which ever
location one is assigned. In matters of pay salary
package varies and depends as per the job location.
And the CTC increases based on once performance
and the number of years one served the particular
organization. 

So my dear juniors, the upcoming Managers from
AIM!
Do not worry about the salary package and do not
easily come into anyone’s influence without
experiencing it on your own. The good thing is that if
one returns back to his or her home town from
another state after serving the same organization for 2
years, than that organization gives 25 percent extra
increment on the current salary of the employee that
he or she enjoyed in the former state. Now as I got
adjusted to my working environment, I am very happy
with my job role. This was my beautiful journey from
being a student to a skilled professional. This is not a
big achievement for me as I have miles to go. But I
hope that this brief of my little journey may be an eye
opener and of some use to you. I wish, you all will
have a beautiful career ahead to lift the banner high
for yourself, your parents and the Institution from
where you will be graduating.

Just be nice to all and always give your best. Best
wishes to you all from my end....

As written and mailed on 31/12/21 by Neha Chetia
from the desktop of Deputy Manager at ICICI BANK,
ICICI BANK Tower, Gachibowli, Hyderabad,
Telangana.

ICICI BANK Tower, Gachibowli, Hyderabad 



However, the current pandemic has been a
blessing in disguise for some
professionals especially those who are in
the private sector. Most of the big MNCs
that are located at major cities had
employees coming from various parts of
the country. But due to this pandemic, the
life of the corporate citizens has been a bit
easier compared to the normal days as
they have got the opportunity to work
from home with flexible timings. 

Moreover, along with flexible work
timings, happy employees and the ability
to work from anywhere, the companies
got the leverage to recruit from a bigger
talent pool instead of hiring from own
geographic location. It also saved the cost
of recruiting an employee from a
particular region. Also with the education
sector emphasizing on virtual mode,
corporate citizens could upgrade their skill
sets and knowledge through various
certification courses in different online
platforms. Adding to the pros of virtual
work facilities, there has been lower
emission of carbon towards the
environment. Since, offices were closed
down during the pandemic there has been
less traffic on the road, less usage of air
conditioners as well as mechanical and
electrical tools. With the decrease of
carbon emission and destructive activities
for the sake of so called development and
progress, nature got a chance to heal and
revive in its own way. It could also bring a
total change in people’s perception
towards life and nature. 

But, still, there is other side of the story
too. Though COVID-19 became a boon
for the corporate culture from one
perspective, from the other side, there
were curses too. The first issue that
cropped up was the trust factor between
the managers and the employees. Working
virtually does not allow the managers to
keep an eye on the employees all the time.
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The International Labour Organization
estimated that the working hours lost in 2020
(compared to pre-pandemic levels) were
equivalent to 255 million full-time jobs, leading
to $3.7 trillion in lost labor income. Moreover,
there was a sudden spurt in the number of
domestic violence cases all around the world.

The very nature of jobs and the office activities
have undergone a sea-change for which the
organisation and institutions were not totally
prepared. Indeed, the entire mode of businesses
and administrative operations has gone for a
shift from physical to virtual medium which has
its own innate pros and cons. At one point of
time before the pandemic, working from home
was a luxury for the people where everybody
did not get the opportunity to work from home
except for a few freelancers and a self-
employed people. 

People could now spend more time with the
family, increase their savings and can work
from any part of the world. As a result, the
employees are much happier compared to
the traditional working culture as they could
properly manage their work life balance,
leading to more productivity and less
employee turnover. 



There is a difference in the productivity
generated while working from home and
working from the office. Working in the
office along with the colleagues, in an
environment full of hardworking people
helps to motivate the people to work even
harder and this surely help in increasing
the productivity of an individual and the
organisation. Work from home involves
sitting in front of the laptop for longer
hours which is physically stressing and
affects eye sight. 

As a result, it increases stress and
anxiety which decreases the work and
creative ability of a person. Although
virtual work environment has flexibility,
it comes with the same or more amount
of work. Consequently, people have to
work on holidays or weekends as well.
In the long run, it can be very
frustrating. Further there are differences
between physical and virtual working
conditions. In virtual form of working,
people may feel isolated and lonely and
sometimes the work pressure is so much
that it adversely affects the organisation.
Teamwork is the key to any success
especially in private and public sector
but in an online mode, being physically
not in touch with the colleagues
dampens the spirit and zeal of an
employee. In such a situation, where the
workers loose the real spirit and
motivation, they tend to give different
excuses for justification of non-
performance which cannot be checked
by the employees being physically
detached and without being in a real life
work environment.

 
Today, even if the COVID-19 pandemic
situation improves, we are still going to
stick to many habits and mode of working
practices in our lives and virtual mode of
operation is one of them. In fact, online
mode of work can be used keeping a
balance between physical and virtual
means of work. Otherwise, people will lose
their very virtue of being human. We
cannot effort to lose human values and
qualities at the cost of machine and
technology. Lets us hope for the best and
be positive that nature heals the earth once
again in its own natural way with that level
of burden that we can bear.
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As a result, the manager may have a
feeling that the employees are using the
official hours for personal work. There
is always a trust issue that lies between
the managers and the employees.
Secondly, in virtual mode of work, the
productivity gets compromised. 



Vignette!

Counting beads or Japmala are used by
members of various religions such as
Buddhism, Hinduism, Christianity, Islam,
Shinto, Sikhism and many other faiths to
count the repetitions of mantras (sacred
phrases), Shabads (prayers or hymns),
chants or devotions. The beads are used as
a mnemonic for counting prayers. It is
believed that during medieval times such
prayer beads were made from varied items
like precious stones, metals, wood, dry
seeds of specified plants, bones and the
like. It is said that these beads center a
person as part of a meditative prayer
where the user repeats mantras or prayers
to deepen their faith and bring a sense of
peace to the person practicing it.

Source: wikipedia

OIL PRICE HIKE
Ankur Goswami

AIM (2020-2022), Batch

Since the beginning of the year 2021
constantly the fuel price is hitting a
record high almost every single month.
In fact, fuel prices have surged 24 times
since May 4, petrol prices have crossed
100 rupees per litre and diesel price have
inched past 90 rupees per litre mark. This
is causing a serious impact on the Indian
consumers, mainly transportation
industries which has already suffered a
lot due to Covid-19. 

Going back to the historical events related
to oil crisis in 1973, the year when the
world was witnessing the first oil crisis
since the Organization of Petroleum
Exporting Countries (OPEC) countries
made the oil price hike from 5$ a barrel to
12$ a barrel because the United States
supported Israel. This devastated the
economical condition of many countries
and pushed for a recession. At that time
millions of people lost their jobs and many
heavy industries collapsed. When the
whole world was facing the oil crisis,
Brazil adopted an alternative solution to
tackle the crisis and came up with the
novel plan called Brazil Ethanol Program
1975, wherein a certain amount of Ethanol
is blended to conventional petrol which
decreased the emissions as well as
consumption of petrol. The best part of
ethanol is that it can be obtained from
various agro sources like sugarcane, wheat,
corn and even potatoes. The Ethanol
Program resulted in reduction of
dependency on oil imports at a macro
level.

Things have become more complicated with
the Reserve Bank of India declaring that
inflation is creeping in at disastrous rate of
5.1 percent. This is further aggravated by the
political crisis in the Middle East because of
which the world economy is at the verge of
another recession. In such a situation, are the
Governments prepared to tackle the
situation?
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During this World Oil Crisis, as Brazil was
facing the oil price hike problem,
simultaneously there was reduction in the
sugar prices because its major importers
namely USA and Europe found out an
alternative to sugar known as corn syrup.
Consequently, Brazil solved both these
problems through Ethanol adaptation. The
Ethanol adaptation had reduced yearly oil
import cost and boosted the production of
sugarcane to 50 percent which strengthened
their agricultural production and boosted
their economy. New industries were also
opened to produce Ethanol hence it solved
the unemployment problem. As a result,
ethanol production also skyrocketed to 2.8
billion litres. Further the Brazilian
Government also started pushing the
automobile industries to develop engines
which could be run both on ethanol and
petrol. And to boost their production, it
provided the producers substantial subsidies.
This led to the development of world’s first
ethanol operated vehicle Fiat147 (1976) and
within 9 years, 96 percent of the sold vehicle
were ethanol powered vehicles. As a
consequence, the ethanol production shot up
by 12.8 billion litres. Thus Brazil has saved
considerably from 1975-2002 due to
adoption of the process of ethanol blending. 

 
India is an oil importing country. It imports
around 80 percent of its oil requirement
from foreign countries. India is also an
agriculture dominant country as it has large
infrastructure for sugar and sugarcane
production. By statistics, for the 5th
consecutive year India will be producing
sugar in surplus. In the year 2020, India has
produced 6 million tonnes of sugar in
surplus. Today the history of the 1970’s is
getting repeated as tensions have been rising
in the Middle East. It is a high time that the
government derisks the economy by
adapting the method of ethanol blending in
India and takes an extra step to prevent the
looming oil crisis. On 27th Jan 2021, former
Indian oil minister Mr. Dharmendra Pradhan
has said that India had proponed the target
of achieving ethanol blend by 20 percent by
2025
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The Road and Transportation Minister
have also ordered the automobile
manufacturers to produce flex fuel vehicle
which can be operated on 100 percent
ethanol and gasoline. This is the reason
why in just one year, Indian sugar
industries are ramping up sugar production
as government orders advance blending. 

 
The second disruptor for oil imports can
be electric mobility. But is the market
viable enough for the electric vehicles.
The important driver of the electric
vehicle market’s viability is the
government policies. In order to promote
electric mobility, the Government has
already said on record and expressed the
need to quickly decrease the dependence
on oil imports. Government of India has
already set up an ambitious project with
an investment of 20 billion dollars in the
green energy sector. The government by
reducing dependence on oil imports and
also reduces fuel emissions. This is the
reason why government is trying hard to
prepare the market for electric vehicles.
Consequently, the biggest challenge is at
the end of the manufacturers who are the
first stakeholders. They are required to
spend a substantial amount of capital to
set up the plants that includes heavy
investment on machinery and land. 

 
On close observation on the timeline
from 2015 to 2021, one can see a
lucrative government policy that gives
these manufacturers generous amount of
subsides on both land and machinery. It
includes FAME 1 scheme from 2015 to
2019 followed by FAME 2 from 2019 to
2021 and the Production Linked
Incentive Program (PLI) for battery
manufacturers.Basically these are tax
rebates given to manufacturers by the
government. These tax rebate policies
will also include the 2nd stakeholder that
is the customers by reducing the road tax
amount and free insurance policies after
buying an electric vehicle. 



From the government point of view, they
will lose around 15 thousand crores by
giving customer manufacturer tax rebate
and subsidies but it will recover within a
period of 5 years when these companies
will start making profits. They have to
pay taxes and at the same time
government will save 5 to 10 times more
money on oil imports alone. According to
an independent study released by The
Council of Energy Environment and
Water, it is estimated that India can save
1 lakh crore rupees on crude oil import by
meeting 30 percent electric vehicle
penetration target every single year. By
reducing the GST amount from 12
percent to 5 percent, reducing the road tax
will encourage and motivate the
customers to buy electric vehicles. The
3rd stakeholder of the electric vehicle
market is its large players like OLA and
UBER. In June 2019, Road and Transport
Minister of India, Shri Nitin Gadkari
ordered the cab operators to convert their
40 percent of the fleet to electric vehicles
by 2026. Consequently, the manufacturers
has to set up an healthy ecosystem like
charging infrastructures, service centers
and increasing the longevity of vehicle
drive in a single charge. As the
transportation cost will be reduced 10
times from the present, travelling will be
no longer be that costlier.

Let us hope for the best!
Sources: Hindustan Times, Business 
Today, Mint, NDTV car and bike, some blogs and YouTube.
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MOTIVATION QUOTES

When you want popularity you need
others attention!
When you need peace you need self-
satisfaction!
Success in one night is a lottery!
Success through hard work is true
victory!
Success cannot bedefined by your bank
balance! 
Success can be defined by the self-
satisfaction you have achieved through
hard work!

Assam has the largest and smallest
river islands in the world. The Majuli
Island is the world’s biggest River
Island and the Umananda Island is
believed to be the world’s smallest
inhabited island and it is nestled right
in the middle of river Brahmaputra.
Source:https://www.tourmyindia.com/blog/interesti
ng-facts-about-north-east-india/

https://www.tourmyindia.com/blog/interesting-facts-about-north-east-india/


A trendy topic going on all around the
world is sustainable development. It means
the development of the present generation
where the resources will be used in such a
way that they will not get depleted and will
be available for the future generation as
well. But it is to be noted that the developed
nations who are talking about sustainable
development are still producing products
that are detrimental to the environment. For
instance, an air conditioner (AC) is a
product that creates an adverse effect on the
environment. AC is known to release
ChloroFluoro Carbon (CFC) which leads to
depletion of the ozone layer. And when
there is depletion of the ozone layer, it leads
to percolation of ultraviolet radiation onto
the earth which is harmful to mankind. But
people still today are busy fulfilling their
mere desires. Today the production of AC is
still going on and if the world is so
concerned about preserving the environment
then the production of such products should
have been stopped by now. 

 

It is much talked about among conscious
elderly citizens that two decades ago when
Durga Puja was used to be held, the
localities used to roam around wearing
winter clothes. But today due to global
warming and pollution, there is drastic
variation in the climate. It is to be noted that
refrigerators 

Amit Kr. Sharma
AIM (2015-2017) batch

SUSTAINABLE
DEVELOPMENT -A MYTH

OR REALITY?
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Arunachal Pradesh is the only state
where the sun can be seen first in India.
It is known as the land of rising sun for
all the right reasons, Arunachal Pradesh
being the easternmost state witnesses the
first ray of sun in India. However, being
very precise, Dong village in Anjaw
district is the place to receive the second
ray of Sun on the planet after Japan.
Situated at an elevation of 1,240 metres
above the sea level, Dong is reached by
doing an 8 km trek.

The world’s only mothers-run market is
in Manipur. Also known as Ima Keithel,
the Mother’s Market is solely lead and
operated by mothers. It is probably the
only women-led market in Asia and
probably in the world. From grocery
shopping to buying local handicrafts, this
market is an ideal place to visit for
shopping in Northeast India

Source:https://www.tourmyindia.com/blog/interesting-
facts-about-north-east-india/

https://www.tourmyindia.com/blog/interesting-facts-about-north-east-india/


Lastly, I truly believe that India is becoming
a developed nation of the world but are we
genuinely focusing on sustainability?
Infrastructures need to be well developed but
can we not think of making them sustainable
by planting trees. We should not forget our
responsibility towards the environment and
thus maintain symbiotic relations with the
other elements and species of the
environment.  I do believe that we have a
long way to go towards sustainability!

The above-quoted words from the Holy
Bible highlight the importance of
appropriate management of land for the
benefit of resident human beings as well
as for all other living beings on the planet
earth. In this context, it may be noted that
rapid industrialization has led towards
upliftment in the living standards of
people worldwide. Consequently, there
has been an unprecedented increase in
unhealthy habits among such people. One
such problem is the unscientific disposal
of household municipal solid waste
(HMSW) from our homes. This has led to
the ever-increasing accumulation of such
wastes in our localities as well as in
landfills and dumping grounds. This
problem has exponentially been affected
by the visible population explosion in
many countries primarily in the
developing and underdeveloped countries.
This has created an unhygienic
atmosphere in such areas affecting the
health of their residents. It may be noted
that plastic waste generated from HMSW
take long time to biodegrade. After 

“The earth is the Lord’s, and everything in
it, the world, and all who live in it; 

for he founded it on the seas and
established it on the waters”.

Psalm 24.1 (The Holy Bible (NIV)
-

which preserve the food products for a longer
duration if not used, then there will be a
reduction in CFC obviously and consequently
the wastage of food products will become less.
This is because people will buy only what they
can consume. In the context of service
marketing (as we human beings providing
service to the mother earth), among the 7 P’s,
the element ‘People’ will determine the
existence of the mother earth. 

 
In India today, New Delhi has become a
polluted city. After Diwali because of the
firecrackers burnt (which is also a major
contributor to child labour), there is major
pollution in the state. News channels often
highlight that the air quality has been
deteriorating due to pollution and especially
during the winter, smog covers major cities in
the country and thus disrupts the visuals in the
highways. It also caused fatal accidents. Today
if the mindset of our generation gets limited by
religion, caste, sex or purchasing power then
how can we move towards the path of
sustainability? The present generations have a
kind of attitude i.e. “If we have the power, we
will do it” and act carefree. But they do not
understand that their future generations will be
the ones having to face the implications of
their doing. I don’t want to be philosophical in
this context but it links to the ‘KARMA’ as
mentioned in ‘The BHAGAVAD GITA’ or
we can simply say ‘Tit for Tat’.

PERMACULTURE AND
HOUSEHOLD MUNICIPAL

SOLID WASTE

Figure A.1: Green Vegetable Cultivation in the backyard of a house

Assistant Professor, AIM
Dr. Sinmoy Goswami
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ingestion of such plastic wastes by various
organisms, they enter their food chain
causing enormous harm to various living
beings including humans in the end. Studies
have shown that HMSW consists of the
following types of wastes:

 
i) Recyclable wastes: These include paper, 
plastics, glass, metals etc.,
ii) Toxic wastes: These include paints,
pesticides, used batteries, medicines etc., 
iii) Compostable organic wastes: These
include fruit and vegetable peels, food waste
etc., and 
iv) Soiled wastes: These include blood-
stained cotton, sanitary napkins, baby diapers, 
adult diapers, disposable syringes etc.

 
Such increasing accumulation of HMSW and
ensuing negative effects will assume gigantic
proportions if no other alternative eco-
friendly means for their disposal are utilized.
As a matter of fact, the accumulation of such
wastes also leads to soil pollution in addition
to other problems. This renders the concerned
piece of land uncultivable and unsuitable for
living in the case of all living beings in the
future. One such example is the dumping
ground in the West Boragaon area in the
vicinity of Deepor Beel, a bird sanctuary and
Ramsar site. One important solution for
dealing with this problem is the application of
the concept of permaculture. This is
particularly useful for dealing with
compostable organic wastes contained in
HMSW. Other types of wastes included in
HMSW such as recyclable wastes, toxic
wastes, and soiled wastes can be dealt with
processes like recycling, incineration with
energy recovery, landfilling with energy
recovery etc.

 
A permaculture is an approach to land
management in a sustainable manner in
congruence with the natural ecosystem. It
involves the use of sustainable principles like
regenerative agriculture, rewilding,
afforestation, preservation of natural
ecosystem and community resilience. As a
matter of fact, the word “permaculture”
originated from the words “permanent
agriculture”. The word “permaculture” was 

first coined by Bill Mollison and David
Holmgren in the year 1978. It involves the
use of natural and time tested traditional
methods of land management including
farming and aquaculture over modern
industrial methods. This is because of the
very fact that the latter methods have proved
to be unsustainable for land management in
the long run. As such, the concept of
permaculture implies the practicality of the
above mentioned Biblical verse regarding
any piece of land. The following common
practices of permaculture can play an
important role in case of appropriate land
management as far as the issue of HMSW is
concerned.
1) Agroforestry: It involves growing
different types of beneficial trees and plants
along with crops and livestock. This also
involves the process of forest gardening. The
latter employs processes to mimic natural
forests. 
2) Urban and suburban permaculture: It
involves growing crops and plants for food
production in the backyard, gardens and
flower tubs in urban and suburban dwellings.
This process involves efficient and effective
utilization of the aforementioned spaces. An
example of the cultivation of green
vegetables and brinjal (eggplant or
aubergine)in a backyard are shown in 
Figure A.1 and A.2, respectively.
3) Vermicomposting: It involves the use of
earthworms to decompose waste. The latter
mentioned waste includes mainly green and
brown waste. Usually, such earthworms
produce worm castings. The latter can
organically fertilize any portion of land. 
4) Rainwater Harvesting: It involves the
accumulation and use of rainwater before its
deposition via percolation into the ground. It
is usually collected from rooftops of houses
and buildings. Such collected water is used
for cleaning, dishwashing, feeding livestock
and for agriculture. 
5) Greywater Harvesting: It involves the
collection, storage and use of wastewater
generated from household activities like
cleaning, bathing, dishwashing and laundry.
Such water is normally used for irrigation
and agricultural purposes.
6) Domesticated animals: Various studies
have shown that domesticated animals play 
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Figure A.2: Brinjal (Eggplant) Cultivation using
Thermocol (Polystyrene (PS) ((C8H8)n)) box in the 

backyard of a house

Vignette!

One species of Jellyfish is called the Turritopsis
Dohrnii is immortal. It is only about 4.5 mm
(0.18 inches) across, smaller than a pinky nail.
It has the ability to revert to its child state after
becoming sexually mature. It never dies.

an important role in the case of permaculture.
This is possible through their activities such as
clearing of fallen fruits and other eatables,
consumption of weeds and pests, spreading
seeds, cycling nutrients, grazing 
(in line with nature) etc. For example, goats and
sheep can consume certain types of weeds and
invasive plants. In addition, through grazing,
grass lawns and meadows can be maintained
and dungs (like cow dung) can help to fertilize
the soil.

Proper handling of household municipal solid
waste (HMSW) through appropriate land
management is highly essential. This is for
creating a healthy atmosphere for cultivation
and survival for the benefit of all living beings
including humans on the planet earth. As noted
earlier, permaculture can be an effective means
for achieving this objective. As a matter of
fact, this method will ensure appropriate land
management using time tested techniques that
are environmentally friendly. This is in
contrast to similar land management
techniques using modern industrial methods.
The latter methods cause immense harm to any
piece of land in the long run including
subsequent loss of fertility of the soil. In fact,
scientific management of HMSW through the
use of permaculture can help in the betterment
of our surroundings through the reduction of
accumulation of such wastes in dumping
grounds and landfills. This can create a
sustainable habitat for all living beings
including humans. This can go a long way in
the control of environmental pollution,
epidemic diseases, and the destruction of our
environment. Also, this is significant for the
well-being of the nature, environment and our 
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planet earth in general. In this regard, it is
expected that this particular article can be an
eye-opener as far as proper handling of
HMSW through permaculture is concerned. 



At age 5 his Father died.
At age 16 he quit school.
At age 17 he had already lost four jobs. 
At age 18 he got married.
At age 19 he became a father.
At age 20 his wife left him and took their
baby daughter.
Between ages 18 and 22, he was a railroad
conductor and failed.
He joined the army and washed out there.
He applied for law school he was rejected.
He became an insurance salesman and failed
again.
He became a cook and dishwasher in a small
cafe.
He failed in an attempt to kidnap his own
daughter, and eventually, he convinced his
wife to return home.
At age 65 he retired.
On the 1st day of retirement, he received a
cheque from the Government for $105. He
felt that the Government was saying that he
couldn’t provide for himself. He decided to
commit suicide, it wasn’t worth living
anymore; he had failed so much. He sat
under a tree writing his will, but instead, he
wrote what he would have accomplished
with his life. 
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Collected by Smti Chandrashree
Sarmah AIM (2006-2008) batch

AN INSPIRING STORY
He realized there was much more that he
hadn’t done. There was one thing he could
do better than anyone he knew. And that was
how to cook. So he borrowed $87 against his
cheque and bought and fried up some
chicken using his recipe, and went door to
door to sell them to his neighbors in
Kentucky.

Remember at age 65 he was ready to commit
suicide. But at age 88 Colonel Sanders,
founder of Kentucky Fried Chicken (KFC)
Empire was a billionaire.

Moral of the story: Attitude. It's never too
late to start all over.
Source: The Life of Colonel Sanders, retrieved from
https://www.snopes.com/fact-check/colonel-sanders

Mizoram’s Pukzing Cave is believed to be
carved by a hairpin. The biggest cave in
the state of Mizoram, the Pukzing cave is
a major tourist attraction. It is believed
that the Cave is carved by a man called
Mualzavata who used just a hairpin for it.

Source:https://www.tourmyindia.com/blog/interesting-
facts-about-north-east-india/

https://www.tourmyindia.com/blog/interesting-facts-about-north-east-india/


Glory to the Creator, the Sustainer of nature
Who is worthy of praise with due stature

Untold stories are there for mankind to learn 
And for the humble one’s who have a yearn 

 
Among nature’s creations is the world of bees

That lives in the hills, man’s habitation and trees 
Bees as a creature are humble and obedient
And they are ordained to be rather resilient 

 
Bees collect the nectar of fruits and flowers

And turns it into honey in its belly as it hovers
The taste and savour of honey have a variety
For use as food and medicine in the dietary

 
Bees turn the hives into hexagonal cells

To dwell and assimilate the juice aptly well
The beehive cells are geometrically perfect
It is verily for every human being to reflect 

 
Bees have drones, workers and queens

Who work in their hive like kith and kin
Work with a medium of waggles in a team
That provides them the real guiding beam
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THE HONEYBEE
Daisy Kalita

AIM (2019-2021) batch

Bees often find out the inaccessible places
Of which mankind have no noticeable traces
Through unerring mode bees fly back its way

From far away with the most excellent hay
 

Who has taught these honey bees to make?
The perfect beehive by working neck to neck

It is the marvel of nature with its creations
Realised with the least degree of deviations

 
These are signs for mankind to give a thought

And a noble guidance for those who really sought
Glory to the Creator, the Sustainer of nature

Who is worthy of praise with due stature



'sir ahilae'
'sir jai'
'sir aji khana khai kene lagil'
'sir aji akdom khana simple bonaisu'
'sir aji boil dali, bota aru sobji aasae'
'sir aji pura bilahi aru dali sobji aasae'

 
These are the few words, often spoken
by the person I want to speak about. It
is none other than Sri Dinesh Ch Deka
who is one of the longest-serving
employees at Assam Institute of
Management (AIM). I usually call him
as Dineshda.

 
Dineshda when he was still a toddler, his
grandmother took him to a nearby place
called Bhomlahati in Bezera and brought
him up. He studied till the 2nd standard at
his school. When he was a still a
teenager, in the year 1975 he was hired by
a Railway Doctor of Rangapara Hospital,
Tezpur. He was employed there as a
helper. Dineshda stayed at Tezpur for
around 4 years. Later in the year 1979, a
person from his native village, placed
Dineshda in the Silpukhuri residence of
Dr Manoj Kr Bhuyan, who was then an
eminent heart specialist of Guwahati
Medical College. He worked as a helper
in the residence and was involved in a lot
of daily chores like shopping of daily
necessities, cooking food, gardening and
other petty activities. With the passage of
time, Dineshda picked up the art of a
good healthy cooking from the
experienced wife of Dr. Manoj Kr
Bhuyan. 

Dineshda's journey at Assam Institute of
Management began when he was hired by
AIM in the year 1991 for his first job
assignment as a helper in the Library.
After a brief period, he was assigned the
task of running the AIM canteen. Later
on, he was entrusted with the additional
job of a security guard till date. But 
 today he is well known more for his
activities often related to the AIM
canteen. And by now he has already
completed 30 years of active service at
AIM.

AN UNSUNG HERO OF AIM
Shazeed Ahmed

Assistant Professor, AIM

In conversation with Dinesh Ch Deka
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Sri Dinesh Ch Deka was born in the year
1967 in the family of Gopal Ch. Deka and
Sushila Deka in Kamalpur at
Bordoipokhiya supa under Kamrup
district. Late Gopal Ch. Deka (the father
of Dineshda) earned his living as a daily
wage labourer. He was illiterate and out
of a dire economic situation at that point
of time, sold all his inherited land assets
due to undue influence for a meagre price.
It was out of mere ignorance and because
of this foolish act people in the locality
nicknamed him as Gandu (an Assamese
slang used in the locality to denote a
foolish person). Dineshda recalls that the
property sold by his father was around 7
bighas of land near the Kamalpur Chowk
and around 40 bighas of land agricultural
fields in the interior of the village at
Bordoipokhiya. And he takes this incident
during his early days as a fateful tragedy. 



Some of the daily tasks with which Dineshda
is primarily engaged at AIM are managing
the numerous office assignments. Two
important work he is engaged in on a routine
basis is as a security guard and running the
office canteen single-handedly. He is also
involved in maintaining the AIM garden,
cleaning the washrooms and the like. These
activities are quite low profile jobs but
involve the exhaustion of a lot of physical
energy and bearing of emotional labour.

Dineshda is the boundary spanner of AIM,
operator of the power generator during
electricity cuts, head cook of the AIM
canteen, informer of all the day to day
happenings at the Campus to the authority
and the like. He is dedicated to his job,
quite sincere and has the spirit of sacrifice.
He is further a perfectionist, quite
industrious and faithful. In brief, he is an
all rounder. Dineshda is popular at AIM not
as a security guard but for the antique
culinary items he cooks from the petty
vegetables he grows in his backyard. For
the employees of AIM the food cooked by
Dineshda at his kitchen is distinctively
different for the normal food that is
available at the commercial hotels. They
are quite hygienic with the least amount of
oil and we very often refer to them as our
‘ghorua khana’ (or our home-made food).
One of the secrets of Dineshda’s cooking
speciality is that he cooks by a slow heating
process that gives a unique taste to the food
and that too without much spices.  

As Dineshda looks at the petty vegetables
growing in his garden, located at the
backyard of AIM Boragaon Campus, he
smiles to himself with a sense of
satisfaction. He is happy because all his
hard work has paid off – after all, ever
since he shifted to the permanent campus
of AIM at Boragaon. The naturally grown
vegetables at his garden like pani laou,
mula sak, sewali phool, laou pator aag,
bilahi, jolokia to mention a few are some
of the items of supply for Dineshda's
kitchen dishes. These are his only assets
and property when nobody is there at the
campus after office hours. Dineshda is a
person who is quite cool in his
interpersonal dealings and has the ability
to digest his anger. Sometimes people at
the office speak rudely to Dineshda but he
bears them without any exchange of
words. He never wants that at the end of
the day anyone harbours any ill-feeling
against him. He wants to start the next day
with a fresh mind once again.

Dineshda at his AIM kitchen

Dineshda's garden at the AIM backyard
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For Dineshda, managing multiple tasks has
not been an easy task and as the daily office
hours ends, when there is no one in the
campus to provide him solace, matters are
hard for someone who has a sense of
humanism and empathy.

 
Dineshda may not possess a formal
Management Degree but he is a perfect
practicing Manager in his own world. 

 

Long Live Dineshda!

Written as reported by Dinesh Ch Deka on 08th
November, 2021 at AIMs Admin Block at
Boragaon Campus, Guwahati.



The most destructive habit
                           ....Worry

The greatest Joy
                           ....Giving

The greatest loss
                            ...Loss of self-respect

The most satisfying work 
                            ....Helping others

The ugliest personality trait
                             ....Selfishness 

The most endangered species
                              ...Dedicated leaders

Our greatest natural resource 
                               ....Our youth

The greatest "shot in the arm" 
                                ....Encouragement

The greatest problem to overcome
                                 .... Fear

The most effective sleeping pill
                                 ....Peace of mind

The most crippling failure disease
                                ....Excuse

The most powerful force in life
                                ....Love
The most dangerous pariah

                               ...A gossip
The world's most incredible computer

                               ....The brain
The worst thing to be without

                                ....Hope
The deadliest weapon

                                ....The tongue
The two most power-filled words

 ...."I Can"
The greatest asset 

 ....Faith
 
 
 

The most worthless emotion 
                                  ....Self-pity
The most beautiful attire
                                 ....SMILE!
The most prized possession
                                 ....Integrity
The most powerful channel of communication    
                                      ....Prayer
The most contagious spirit
                                   ....Enthusiasm
The most important thing in life
                                     ....GOD

Life ends, when you stop Dreaming; Hope
ends, when you stop Believing; Love ends,
when you stop Caring; and Friendship ends;
when you stop Sharing...!!!
Source: Harvey Mackay (2015). 21 principles for a richer life, retrieved 
from:https://www.desmoinesregister.com/story/money/business/columnists
/2015/11/16/harvey-mackay-21-principles-richer-life/ 75701350/

Compiled by Priangshu Sarmah
Class IX, SBOA Public School, Garchuk

GOOD AND BAD THINGS
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In Assam at Jonbeel Mela Centuries- old
barter system can still be seen in
practice. Held every year in the
Morigaon district of Assam, this Mela is
unique as it exhibits the centuries-old
barter system. The tradition started in
the 15th century, where the king used
this platform to interact with the
common people. Anyone who visits the
Jonbeel Mela can take part in events and
experience the delight of being a part of
the 500-year-old traditional mela (fair)
in an open space!

Source: India-northeast (Everything about us)



The initial idea of starting Goodlife medicos
came to me when I was hanging around with
a couple of my friends in Guwahati. We
were chatting and the topic of pandemic and
the prices of the medicines rising high came
up. I thought it would be quite profitable to
open a pharmacy in Guwahati during this
very time. So at first I discussed the idea
with my cousin sister as she lived in
Guwahati and she is also a business owner. I
wanted to discuss the idea with her before
carrying out the plan. One fine morning I
along with my sister discussed the matter and
she also agreed with the idea. I then
discussed the proposed plan with my father.
At first he was not on board with the idea
because he thought that it would affect my
studies. Further he thought that it was just a
phase of life that would wear out with time.
But I explained to him with logic and told
him that I was serious about the plan. Then
my father agreed to invest in it,
concomitantly my cousin elder sister was
also present and liked the idea about opening
up a pharmacy. She also agreed to invest in
the proposed business as well. 

This way, the idea was finalized, but then
came the hard part to find a place for the
pharmacy. It took us almost one and a half
months to find a good place but at last, we
did. We found a place in BEEKAY TOWER
located at Dr R P Road, Guwahati. After we
found the place we hired a designer to design
the space. But during this very time when the
work was at the peak of progress the 

Government announced the sudden curfew
due to the pandemic. And because of this
reason, the pace of the work became slow.
As major Government offices closed down
due to the release of strict SOP by the
district administration, we could not get
some of the important documentation
work done fast. But we did not lose heart
and continued to carry on with the work of
building the pharmacy. Later on when the
offices were opened, we got the required
documents necessary for starting the
business. And we finally opened the
pharmacy on 21 June, 2021.

Now the pharmacy has been almost 5
months on the run. We are learning gradually
on how to run the pharmacy in a more
professional manner. In the beginning, we
did make errors by taking some wrong
decisions. But we were steadfast in learning
from our past mistakes and continue to
manage everything to our optimum capacity.
There is still a long way to go but we are
quite positive for a bright future for
GOODLIFE MEDICOS. 

Ayushman Baruah
    AIM (2020-2022) Batch 

GOODLIFE MEDICOS
   -HOW IT STARTED
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The Northeastern state of Meghalaya has
matriarchal society, which construes women as
the decision makers in the society as well as
households. The Khasi tribe is the one to
practice this culture where women are the
bread earners of the families. In the tribe, if a
female child is born it is followed by a
celebration and if it’s a son, the society accepts
it humbly as the god’s gift. Breaking the
gender stereotypes, Khasi tribe has shown that
there is no shame in role-reversal in the
household, while still respecting both the
genders.
Source:https://www.tourmyindia.com/blog/interesting-facts-
about-north-east-india/

https://www.tourmyindia.com/blog/interesting-facts-about-north-east-india/


We consider mothers to be the most
powerful warrior in the world. Hindu
Sastras call women “JagatJanani”; the
existence of power, wisdom and knowledge. 

 
We can find the courage of women not only
in the Sastras and Mahakabyas but also in
our history. Despite that, history also
depicts that the key role of women was
inside the four walls of her house. The rules
of those conservative societies created by
both men and women have contributed to
the increase in patriarchy.

Later, to protect the rights of women and to
establish equality of women in society, the
concept of feminism started. Feminism
states that men and women are equal.
Agreeing to this, I also want to add men and
women are equal but are different. But how
far feminism has protected the right,
equality, identity of a woman in society?
Are they able to remove all the negative
power that stands against women?

Turning the pages of Assamese history, one
can find the female ancestors who
successfully established their unique
identity while sustaining a world full of
patriarchy.

To begin with, mention can be made of
‘Borroja Phuleswari Quori’,

the first woman to sit on the throne of
Ahom kingdom. She established
‘Borrojarporhaxali’, a school on the palace
campus for girls, and inspired translation of
‘Shakuntala’ into Assamese verse. She was
in charge of training the young girls on the
art of weaving.

 
Mula Gabhoru, was the Tai woman warrior
of Ahom's kingdom. After losing her
husband Phrasengmung Borgohain, in
hands of Turbok, she took the ‘hengdan’ to
free Assam from the destruction of the
enemy. Nang Mula strongly fought with
Turbok Khan but being a trained fighter,
Turbok killed Mula Gabhoru. After her
death, the Ahom soldiers were awakened
with new strength. 

Mention can be also made of
Chandraprabha Saikiani. Though the
concept of feminism formally began in
1848, the concept was not familiar in
Assam. Saikiani fought for women's rights
as she witnessed a lot of discrimination
against women from her childhood. She
became the first Assamese woman to foray
into politics in independent India and
contested elections for the legislative
assembly. Also her sister Rajaniprabha
Saikiani was the 1st woman doctor of
Assam. Chandraprabha Saikiani had to face
vehement opposition from the conservative
society in bringing up her son as a single
mother. Today the women sections of the
society can go to Haygrib Madhab Temple
for worshipping only because of
Chandraprabha Saikiani. She vehemently
struggled and fought against the
discrimination of women at the temple.

Had young adult Aideu Handique did not
stand up herself with bravery from the
Assamese conservative society to act in
Jyoti Kokaideu’s film, she would not have
been recognized as the First Assamese
actress.

Mamoni Raisam Goswami is a moral and
social rebel. She was certainly a humanist.
Her aim was to depict life and its problem
realistically. Being a widow at an early age,
she dressed up with colored saree and bindi, 

Mrinalini Goswami
AIM (2019-2021), Batch

WOMANISM,
ASSAMESE WOMEN

AND SOME THOUGHTS
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which is forbidden for a widow. In fact,
Assamese woman take pride to accept as
fortunate successors of such brave women.
And majority of them did not come under
the influence of modern day concept of
womanism and liberalism. 

A strong willpower is important to do noble
work. In the society, women have a strong
identity in society. This identity should be
used selflessly to move the society forward.
A strong identity and a strong will power
combined together can make a synergy. It
can create miracles in societies if used in the
right direction. The question of gender
should not be an issue when we talk about
progression of society. It is the need off the
hour that we as members of the society have
to fight against the long held prejudices so
that we can move forward. And to aim for
success, only the end goal should be on
focus and nothing else.

 
As said by Charlotte Bronte, “I am no bird,
and no net ensnares me; I am a free human
being with an independent will, which I
now exert to leave you.”

A botched endeavour to become
Sankardeva! ……...... "Hastriyadekhiyalaad,
sashajan fare marg"- this piece of poetry had
been beautifully woven 600 years ago by one
of the greatest Assamese of all time,
Mahapurush Srimanta Sankardeva. He is
considered a Saint and a Reformer. He
dedicated it to another gem of Assam, the
'Apramadi Kavi' Madhav Kandali.

“A woman is the full circle. Within her is 
the power to create, nurture and 
transform.”– Diane Mariechild

“Each time a woman stands up for herself, 
she stands up for all women.” 

–Maya Angelou

Shri Abhinawa Talukdar
 Assistant Professor- 

CMS Gauhati Commerce College 

SANKARDEVA
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Painting by Vladimir Trochin on Sankardeva

The anecdote I want to share has an adorable
connection to the poem and I believe one
will have a good laugh! My long educational
journey started with a small but lovely
Institute i.e. Abhayapuri no. 2 Lower
Primary School. In the professional world, I
worked and changed jobs in a lot of colleges
as well as universities. In the process, I
learned and gained experiences. But my first
school days remained unforgettable as built
the foundation of my life. Those five years of
my life were surreal: eventful and gave me
thousands of memories to cherish. Among
them, one is quite memorable and I want to
share! 

One fine day, I along with other kids in the
pre-primary class was reciting multiplication
tables sitting on the grass outside of the
classroom with our teacher. Something
strange happened thereafter which captured
everyone’s attention. Some older kids of 4th
standard were chasing a bull on the school
premises. 



 Interestingly, I had read a biography of
Mahapurush Sankardeva just a few days ago;
I believe it was “Jakeri Nahike Upam". I was
still pretty much fascinated by the tale of
how the young Sankardeva held a bull by its
horns and pushed it to the ground. Hence, at
the spur of the moment, I got up and ran
towards the bull. Before anyone could say or
do something, I faced the raging bull and
held it by its horns! I remember flying for a
few moments, and then landed on the ground
with a big thud. The bull ran over me and I
could still recall its muscular black
underbelly even after almost 30 years!
Everybody in the school ran hurriedly
towards me. I was pretty sure that I would be
dead by then. But a miracle had happened
and I was completely unhurt! However, I
was weeping and saying- “I just wanted to be
like Sankardeva”! I was pretty sure that my
guardian angel was watching over me on that
very day or maybe it was the spirit of
Mahapurush Shrimanta Sankardeva.
Nevertheless, the day ended well. However,
I was teased by my classmates and the
faculty members for many days after the
incident.

That remains an unforgettable childhood
tale. Recalling childhood pranks in the later
part of life brings a lot of joy and happiness.
It makes us feel and retrospect on how time
is running fast. Every past incident of our life
is a learning lesson for us whether good or
bad. A positive person will also take things
as an opportunity to firm up experiences of
life with every passing day.

The newer generation may not have that
physical strength of the earlier generation.
But the spirits and universal ideas of great
saints and reformers of different ages
continue to have firm impact on our lives
and for generations. What is more important
is on how we try to imbibe and manage the
mental, spiritual and psychological soul in
ourselves and remain firm and successful in
the days to come. 

Stay happy and healthy! 
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Ending a week of drought in the heart
Weekend is like a blissful oasis in the pert
Weekends are all about meeting friends

With the goal of filling life in a trend
 

Packing up bags for the long-awaited vacation
Being attracted to visit the nearest hill station,

Or laying down on the couch with popcorn
While watching the favourite soccer to adorn

The scoring of goals one after the other
Is quite enjoyable to pass the time rather

 
Weekend is the period for reminiscing

The beautiful memories of the yesteryears
Over a cup of tea or coffee with crazy friends
And ending up giggling over and over again

 
Weekend is all about giving more time to

Hobbies that took a backseat to pursue
Due to the hectic and mundane schedule

Weekend is that period of the week
Where I can be more of what am in real me
And less of what the world wants me to be

 
Weekend is the time for one to be carefree

And all about giving time to my family
The best part of the week is the weekends
And nobody wants an end to "Weekend"

 
 

WEEKENDS
Ahel Choudhury, student at ICSI

 
“Be in the habit of getting up bright and early
on the weekends. Why waste such precious

time in bed?”
 

-Marilyn Vos Savant
 



Bhaskar Dutta
AIM (2019-2021) batch

e-Rupi digital payment solution was
launched on 2nd August 2021 in India. It
was developed by National Payments
Corporation of India, Department of
Financial Services, Ministry of Health and
Family Welfare. It is a step towards
introducing digital currency in India. The
Government of India in its process of
working towards a Central Bank Digital
Currency (sovereign currency in an
electronic form) process, launched e-Rupi. It
potentially targets to fill the gaps in digital
payments infrastructure that is necessary for
the success of the future digital currency
implemented by Government of India. 

e-Rupi is a cashless, contactless instrument
(or e-voucher) for digital payments to the
beneficiaries. It connects the sponsors of the
services with beneficiaries and service
providers in a digital manner without any
physical interface. It assures timely payment
without involvement of any intermediary. It
uses a QR code or SMS based e-voucher
which is delivered to the mobile of the
designated beneficiary. It can redeem the
voucher from a bank or any institution or
organization without a card, digital payment
app or internet banking access.

The concept of e-Rupi

AN
AUTOBIOGRAPHY

OF e-Rupi
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Positives of e-Rupi 

e-Rupi is an instrument used in specific
matters and for specific purpose. It uses a
synchronizing way to uplift the targeted
subsidy and is also a process related to direct
benefit transfer. One of the most vital part of
e-Rupi is that it neither internet nor
Smartphone is required to enjoy such
service. It ensures that the payment to the
service provider is made only after the
transaction is completed. Being prepaid in
nature, it assures timely payment to the
service provider without involvement of any
intermediary, which is notable. Proper
privacy maintenance of beneficiaries is
another advantage of e-Rupi. On the other
hand, government can track the utilization of
vouchers so that beneficiaries do not utilize
those money or goods for other uses than the
specific purpose for which it is to be used.

India’s readiness

As far as Rural Economy of the country is
concerned, about 2/3 rd of India’s
population and workforce resides in rural
India. It is projected that by 2050, more
than half of India’s population will still be
rural, despite the process of rapid
urbanization. About 46 percent of
contribution towards national income
comes from the rural economy. A study
has revealed that about 70 percent of
people in India are unaware about
digitalization in terms of proper usage of
electronic devices in the right manner. In
such a scenario implementation of a
platform like e-Rupi is really admirable.
Moreover, making people aware about
such a prospect is itself a 



challenge for the Government. On the other
side as hackers have the tendency to
devastate a good step of the Government, in
such a situation maintaining proper privacy,
safety and security becomes quite important
of the success of e-Rupi.

Like a coin every novel step has its positives
and negatives. Though implementation of e-
Rupi definitely has numerous positive
impacts, certain specific aspects of e-Rupi
make it implementation aptly unfavourable
for rural India too. As India is moving fast
towards a rapid cashless environment,
making people aware about digitalization, its
positives and negatives, the proper usage of
electronic media, the do’s and do not’s are
some important things to be stressed upon
when comes the question related to capacity
building of the beneficiaries.

Conclusion
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AS SPRING ARRIVES
Priya Sharma

Junior Engineer - Civil Engineering

Fondling with a serene divine touch
Beautiful days are here on a bunch

Apprising the arrival of spring to all
Nature rejuvenates to life after fall

 

Butterflies dance around the buds
While incense of gardenia encircles

Bulbs bloom bright on flowering
As bird's sings with melodic musing

 

Far stands the striking cherry blossom
As mid of hedgerows bluebells flower
When cool breeze swirls up in the air
Succeeding every heavy downpour

 

Spring bring wonders in the nature
Adding life to every element in rapture

Tripura is home to the only floating Palace in
Northeast. Tripura is one of the most
underrated tourist destinations in India but
has numerous forts and palaces belonging to
the royal family of the state. However, one
fort which takes the crown is Neermahal,
which is the only floating palace in the entire
Northeast region. Built by King of Tripura
Bir Bikram Kishore Manikya in 1938, the
palace is an exhibition of the royal heritage
and its glorious past.
Source:https://www.tourmyindia.com/blog/interesting-facts-about-
north-east-india/

The bell-metal industry of Assam is
considered to be the second largest handicraft
sector after bamboo craft. Bell-metal is an
alloy of copper and tin. The metal is less
corrosive and less prone to abrasions. The
objects made are mostly used in domestic and
religious purposes. Sarthebari is a place in
Assam which is famous for bell-metal
production. During the Ahom regime, the
king gave incentives to the artisans engaged
in Sarthebari bell-metal industry. As a result
the bell-metal industry in Assam achieved the
golden period during this period.

Source: http://www.abhijna-emuseum.com/exhibition/sarthebari-
bell-metal-industry-assam/; https://www.indiastudychannel.com

 /experts/40283 -What-is-bell-metal-What-are-its-uses

https://www.tourmyindia.com/blog/interesting-facts-about-north-east-india/
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HEALTH MANAGEMENT
THROUGH HERBS

Shazeed Ahmed, AIM

Civilization throughout the ages has been the
witness to various forms of treatments for the
human body. Although different ways of
treatment are available, all are not accessible
to the common man. This is because of the
constraints in terms of affordability,
accessibility and time factor. These
constraints often pose a challenge to the
human mind so as to search out for some
alternative ways to get rid of and treat the
various ailments by self as far as possible. 

 
Treatment through the use of traditional
herbs is a noble way to cure many ailments.
Plants that are identified as precious for their
scent, flavor or medicinal properties are
known as herbs. These herbs are often used
in cooking foods, for making medicines, for
pest control and also for spiritual purposes.
Since ancient times, medicinal values of
different herbs have been recognized by
almost every part of the world. Around the
world varied tribes and cultures have been
known to have used them for various
treatments. It is agreed upon that such
methods are normally devoid of side effects
and they are easily available at our common
households. 

                         
Cockroachis is an insect that spread
bacteria or symptoms of streptococcus
bacteria infections, in general in the
human household. People are often
irritated and fearful of cockroach,
especially by the female sections of the
society. The insect is quite hairy with a
long antenna, blackish brown and can
even fly because as it has wing. It has a
track record of living in a dirty and
unhygienic habitat.

There are about 4500 species of
cockroaches in the world and four of
them are categorized as pests. However,
just like other living things, it also has
benefits that one of them is for the
health which is as a treatment.

Cockroaches also play a vital role in the
life cycle of plants. As they crawl
through flowers seeking food, they also
transport pollen and thus help with plant
reproduction. Cockroaches eat what
other organisms leave laying, breaking it
down and increasing the amount of
nitrogen in the soil. Without their
nitrogen-rich excrment, the forests
would suffer.

Source:www.drhealthbenefits.com,
https://blog.therainforestsite.greatergood.com/cs-cockroach-
good-benefits/

Vignette!



Among the various herbs available, mention
can be made of a few precious herbs which
are very popular and have immense value
due to their healing properties. Mention can
be made of Cinnamon (Dalchini), Coriander
(Dhaniya), Turmeric (Haldhi), Pepper
(Jaluk), Basil leaves (Tulsi leaves), Sesame
seeds (Til), Fenugreek (Methi), Nigella
Seeds (Kalonji) and Neem. Each of these
herbs has multiple properties to treat
ailments. The various benefits of these herbs
are delved upon in this treatise.

CINNAMON 
 

Cinnamon (commonly known as Dalchini)
is the brown bark of the cinnamon tree,
which when dried, rolls into a tubular form.
It is one of the oldest spices known and has
long been a popular spice in baking and
cooking. Cinnamon has various health
benefits. The use of cinnamon daily can
lower LDL (low-density lipoprotein)
cholesterol which is often called the ‘bad’
cholesterol. It has a regulatory effect on
blood sugar, making it especially beneficial
for people with Type 2 diabetes. At the
same time, it has an amazing ability to stop
medication-resistant yeast infections.
Further it reduces the proliferation of
leukemia and lymphoma cancer cells.
Cinnamon also has an anti- clotting effect
on the blood and it significant relieves
arthritis pain. It can be often added to food
which inhibits bacterial growth and food
spoilage, making it a natural food
preservative. Moreover, smelling cinnamon
boosts cognitive function and memory.
Lastly it is a great source of manganese,
fibre, iron, and calcium. 

CORIANDER 
 

Coriander (commonly known as Dhaniya)
is often used as a fragrant flavour to food.
It is considered both an herb and a spice.
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Coriander seeds have various health benefits.
Coriander seeds as well as fresh coriander
leaves have antioxidant properties that
promote the healthy functioning of the liver
and the bowel movements. It is a rich source
of many essential vitamins like folic acid,
vitamin C, vitamin A and beta-carotene. It is
known for stimulating the production of
insulin, thus maintaining healthy blood sugar
levels. At the same time regular intake of
coriander protects one from food borne
diseases due to its antibacterial properties.
Moreover, it contains a high amount of iron
that helps prevent anaemia. It is also
considered as one of the best remedies for
conjunctivitis (pink eye). Coriander is known
to prevent heavy menstrual flow and helps in
preventing menstrual irregularities. Lastly it
can be used in curing various skin diseases
like eczema, itchy skin, rashes, inflammation,
pimples and hair loss.

TURMERIC

Turmeric (commonly known as Haldhi) has
been used throughout history as a
condiment, healing remedy and textile dye.
Turmeric comes from the root of the
Curcuma longa plant and has a tough brown
skin and a deep orange flesh. This herb has
an attractive taste and aroma. There are
numerous health benefits of turmeric.
Turmeric has powerful anti-inflammatory 



effects that actually target the inflammatory
pathway at the molecular level. It
dramatically increases the antioxidant
capacity of the body and helps in preventing
ageing and many diseases. Turmeric also
boosts levels of the brain hormone BDNF
(brain-derived neuro- trophic factor), which
increases the growth of new neurons and
fights various degenerative processes in the
brain. Further it has beneficial effects on
several factors known to play a role in heart
disease. Turmeric is known to improve the
function of the endothelium and is a
beneficial herb in cancer treatment. It is also
useful in preventing and treating
Alzheimer’s disease. At the same time
turmeric is an effective antidepressant and
helps in alleviating the symptoms of
depression. Lastly it acts as an age delaying
agent and fight against age related chronic
diseases

 
PEPPER

Pepper (commonly known as Jaluk) comes
from the berries of the pepper plant. Black
pepper, green pepper and white pepper
corns are actually the same fruit; the
difference in their colour is a reflection of
varying stages of development and
processing methods. There are various
health benefits of black Pepper. Pepper has
natural antibiotic characteristics owing to
its vitamin C content which curbs harmful
free radical reactions. It eases the digestion
process by secreting hydrochloric acid as an
alert before food consumption and helps in
the prevention of diseases related to the
intestine and the stomach. Pepper is often
used in treatment of diseases like
constipation, diarrhoea and colic. It also
acts as a remedy for cough and cold as the
antibacterial properties of black pepper are
used for treating respiratory disorders.
Further pepper helps in the treatment of
cancer and it helps in boosting the
metabolism in the body. It burns the
unwanted calories and helps in reducing
belly fat and obesity. Inclusion of pepper in
the diet helps to improve skin conditions 
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and promotes weight loss. Pepper is also
helpful in improving the dental health by
fighting against tooth decay by provides
quick relief from toothache. Lastly it is a
natural anti-depressant which stimulates the
nervous system. 

 
BASIL LEAVES

Basil leaves (commonly known as Tulsi
leaves) is a fairly common plant in
households. Considered holy by many
religions, the tulsi plant is revered for its
divine properties. Tulsi has potent
germicidal, fungicidal, anti-bacterial and
anti-biotic properties that help to cure fevers.
It helps in lowering a person’s blood sugar
and to treat diabetes effectively. It also helps
to protect the heart by keeping one’s blood
pressure under control and lowering
cholesterol levels. Chewing a few leaves of
tulsi on an empty stomach everyday can both
prevent and protect many heart ailments.
Further it is an anti- stress agent which helps
to sooth the nerves and beats free radicals
that are produced during stress. Tulsi helps
to clean the kidneys, helps in breaking down
kidney stones and its painkiller effect helps
in reducing the pain of kidney stones. Tulsi
is known to have strong anti-oxidant and
anti- carcinogenic properties that help to stop
the progression of breast cancer and oral
cancer (caused due to chewing tobacco).
Furhter it has a strong anti-stress compounds
that helps one quit smoking. Eating tulsi
leaves, drinking the juice or adding its paste
to a face pack can help cure skin and hair
conditions. It has the property to relieve one
from cough, cold and other respiratory
disorders. Lastly it helps to relieve headaches
caused due to sinusitis, allergies, cold and
migraines. 

 
SESAME SEED 

Sesame seeds (Til) have been considered as
one of the most potent nutrient-dense
medicinal foods. Sesame seeds are not only
known for their nutritional content in seed 



form, but are also highly valued for their
rancid-resistant oil. Sesame seeds are full
of zinc which is an essential mineral for
producing collagen and give skin more
elasticity. Sesame oil is known to sooth
burns and prevents skin related disorders.
Sesame seeds and especially its oil have
the capacity to combat hypertensive
diabetics. Sesame oil is known to have an
additive effect in lowering blood pressure
and can boost heart health by preventing
atherosclerotic lesions. It also protects
against DNA damaged caused by
radiation. Traditionally sesame seeds are
known to contain an anti-cancer
compound called phytate along with
magnesium which has anti-cancer
properties. Further it boosts steady flow
of milk for lactating mothers. As sesame
seeds are rich in fibre, it is known to pave
way for a healthy digestive system and a
healthy colon. Lastly it provides relief
from rheumatic arthritis and promotes
respiratory health by preventing airway
spasms.

FENUGREEK 

Fenugreek (popularly known as Methi) seeds
and leaves are primarily used as a culinary
spice. It is also used to treat a variety of
health problems. Fenugreek helps to reduce
cholesterol level, especially that of the low
density lipoprotein (LDL). The use of
fenugreek seeds helps to control heart rate
and blood pressure. It also has the property
of slowing down the rate of sugar absorption
into blood as it contains amino 
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acid responsible for inducing the production
of insulin. Further it helps in flushing out
harmful toxins from the body and thus aids
digestion. Inclusion of fenugreek seeds in
food can be an effective remedy for acid
reflux or heartburn. It further helps in
reducing weight. Fenugreek when taken with
a teaspoon of lemon and honey is known to
work wonders by reducing fever by
nourishing the body and helps to relieve
cough. Traditionally it is known to increases
breast milk production in lactating women. It
also contains anti- inflammatory compounds
that aid in the treatment of various skin
problems like burns, boils and eczema. It can
be further used as face packs to help prevent
blackheads, pimples, wrinkles and help treat
beauty problems. Lastly it can help to solve
hair related problem and can make hair shiny
and black. 

 
NIGELLA SEEDS
Since time immemorial Nigella Seeds
(commonly known as Kalonji) have been
used as a medicine. The health benefits of
Kalonji seeds are numerous. Kalonji seeds
are useful for severe headache, internal
worms, toothache and nasal congestion. It is
effective in various respiratory discomfort,
asthma, bronchitis, cough, allergies, flu and
emphysema. It also helps to relieve gas,
reduce colic, diarrhoea, constipation,
dysentery and haemorrhoids. Kalonji is
known to be a natural way to birth control as
their intake initiates menstruation. It can be
used by lactating mothers to enhance milk
production. Kalonji seeds have to property to
help in lowering blood cholesterol and blood
pressure. It is effective for treating cancer
and its complications by boosting up the
immunity of body. Further the regular use
Kalonji can help to maintain a healthy heart
and kidney. It is also known traditionally as a
cure to joint pains. Lastly itsuse helps in the
improvement of eye sight.

 

NEEM LEAVES
Neem leaves derived from neem plant has
numerous health benefits. Neem leaves
stimulate the immune system, improves



Health management by the use of herbs is
an art. It is a significant part of self
management. It is based on the principle
of ‘prevention is better than cure’. Use of
herbs on a routine basis can help us a lot
in getting rid of minor ailments and acts as
a preventive measure for escalation of
major ailments. A person who uses such
methods for health management is
required to have firm believer on self and
strong in determination. Further he or she
has to be a person who does not support
the idea of going to a professional doctor
for each and every trifle ailment. 

liver functionality, detoxifies the blood
and promotes a healthy respiratory and
digestive system. It is famous for malaria
treatment and works for diabetes. Neem
leaves are known to enhance biological
functions by strengthening the immune
system by absorbing and eliminating
fungal virus. As a preventive measure, one
can prepare a neem paste and apply on the
affected area. It is also very useful for
treating chicken pox and small pox. At the
same time Neem leaves are known to be
an effective blood cleanser. Drinking
Neem infused boiled water, controls high
blood sugar. Further Neem is used in
treatment of ulcers and inflammation as
they have significant anti-inflammatory
and anti-ulcer activity. Neem bark and
leaves are beneficial for alleviating cancer
and tumor cells and also helps to cure
arthritis and reduce pain. Neem leaves are
also used to aid beauty and skin care.
Lastly it further helps in treating
poisonous insect bites. 
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In the use of herbal treatment, a person has
to know the right use of the different herbs
and the right timing of its use on the part
of the day as well. Let us be a part of the
nature by living in natures’ way so that
nature also embraces us as well and makes
the earth a wonderful place to live in!

The world’s largest weaving village is in
Assam. Sualkuchi is the world’s largest
weaving village. It is said that every
household in the village is directly
associated with weaving exotic silk fabrics.
The main silk that is weaved here is the
famous Muga silk.
Source:https://www.tourmyindia.com/blog/interesting-facts-
about-north-east-india/

The Himalayas cover a majority of the
landscape in North Indian and Northeast
Indian states. Around 70 percent of the
Northeaster terrains are covered by
mountains and hills. Attracting a lot of
tourists every year, the mountains, valleys
and mountain passes in this region are
equally beautiful compared to the Northern
counterparts. The picturesque states of
Arunachal Pradesh and Sikkim lie  at the
foothill of the Himalayan ranges.

https://www.tourmyindia.com/blog/interesting-facts-about-north-east-india/


Smti Pinaki Das, B.E.

I was out in the run of luck
Seeking happiness and glee

But was it so easy?
Here, I relate to thee, my journey

And the verdict of destiny
 

I was out, the route was long
But patience was in me

My destination to the world of colours
Where the path was adorned with flowers

 
For the flowers, with their colours so gay 

To kiss them and to love them,
I stopped midway and wished
Forever they would fill my life
With their fragrance so sweet

Instead, they pierced my heart 
Leaving it to bleed

 
Never did I recognize

Those thorns in disguise
A frail pain started and it grew 
And the days to live were few

 The load of life was hard to bear 
And my journey concluded there

 

Smti Sagarika Khakhlary

The cries we never hear
The sorrows flowing through
The edge of their real stories,

The naked bodies eagerly seek
 The warmth of love and respect

To the brisk of the sparkling eyes, 
Thou shall seek the ocean of dreams,

Furtively waiting and waving
 

Messed up hair scruffily along
Yet not the messed up smile on lone, 

Ear to ear, the curve shines bright,
Where shall the tale lead one to?

Percolating slowly to you and me! 
Of the unheard, their rise or fall, 
And kept forgotten with a wither 

As witness we are to all!

The author is an Electrical Engineer from
Assam Don Bosco University, Guwahati

VERDICT OF DESTINY THE STORY THROUGH 
THEIR EYES
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Whoever oppresses the poor shows
contempt for their Maker, but whoever
is kind to the needy honors God. 
                        — Proverbs 14:31, NIV



Sagarika Khakhlary completed her BA
(Hons) in History from Handique Girls'
College. 

"A hero is an ordinary individual who
finds the strength to persevere and
endure in spite of overwhelming
obstacles." - Christopher Reeve

"We rise to great heights by a winding 
staircase of small steps." - Francis Bacon
"It does not matter how slowly you go as 
long as you do not stop." – Confucius

Photos captured by - Rikee Talukdar and
Vidisha Gogoi.

What does one feel like to get up early and
go for gardening with thy father?

Or arranging the dining table, for a Sunday
morning?

 
What does visiting a crowded market and

bargaining veggies feels like,
Or an auto ride singing the favourite

Bhupen Hazarika songs
 

I don't know! I don't know!
What it feels like to be a good daughter.

 
The voice of Deta’s old scooter hit death,

Yet it feels like a fresh baked cookie
Maa’s sewing machine looks at me,

And the boxes full of threads and needles,
 

Our sofa covers, table clothes, bed sheets
Scream Maa’s name, when someone

appreciates it!
 

I don’t know how the phone dances when
mothers call,

Or a consolation message of a father looks
like, when his child fails

 
Festivals come without Maa, inspiring me 

to wear her favourite colour
I don't know, when posing for a photograph

with a father, how it feels like
 

What peace does a daughter taste, making
braids or arranging the plaits of her 

mother's saree? I don't know! 
 

STORIES UNTOLD A Daughter's Letter

Two pictures defining the untouched stories
of the unprivileged. A snap was taken
during a cloth donation drive. The man in
the picture, asked to take a picture of them
together. Their smiles reflect emotions
straight from their heart. He just wanted to
capture the moment, seeing the girl, dolled
up in the frock is someone else’s phone
memory. Strange right, how at times, such
little moments, lights up your day and adds
a memory to your album.

Smti Nibir Jyoti Mriduta
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The author is a Journalist (News Anchor) 
at Prag News (NE News Live)

Maa's shoulder goes missing, when I search
for some love on days of heartbreak, and I

speak to my shadow
 

When I say, ‘I am late today and am hungry
the whole day’! Who will pamper me with 

a plate full of laai xaak's pakoda and
maalpua?

 
I don't know whom to say, when my love

goes wasted or my poems go blur
 

I don't know whom to say, about my
successful interview or about the

innumerable rejections or about my little
wins everyday

 
I don't know how to act like a daughter or

remember Deta go for a song or Maa’s
favourite TV show

 
How a hug at home does feels like after a

long tiring day?
And what power, a caress of love on days 

of illness holds!
 

Or a plate of my favourite dish and a ride 
on Deta's scooter feels like, I don't know.

 
I have won love of mothers and fathers all
around the world but as a daughter when to
return to my proud parents, I don't know! . 
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Anxiety is rocking back and forth 
At deep 1 am like a frightened child 
Biting my nails, picking at my skin 
The tiny snaps that make no noise
It tastes like the sugarless coffee 

Which you often hate at 3 am
 

Anxiety is my lopsided smile
The first thing that people see

The first thing that shouts at me
And struggling to fit at places

 
I know I will never fit at

It is me pulling on pencil skirts
And converse I hate because that is 
What all the other folks are wearing

 
Not that it makes me look pretty

Not that I could possibly be
Anxiety is noticing and the minute

That changes people in tone
In posture, manners and choices

 
It is like the time when you are sick

And the bathroom is a mere ten steps away
 But it stretches to a hundred miles away 

Before you because in those ten steps
So much you may go astray 

 

Nibir Jyoti Mridusmita
S.B.O.A. Public School
Garchuk, Guwahati. 

ANXIETY



It is a broken record,
And you see everything is fine

And yet panicking at the drop of a pin
Replaying conversations over and over Mental

dispute of even one word
 

Anxiety wants to love you
Very badly and fighting to end

Against your head with negative self talk
Because this skin is aptly not pretty

 
Anxiety is nothing but my own

 Flowers that I have sown
Anxiety goes to sleep as I fall asleep

Is there a way out of the mind?

I am starving, I want some food
I run in search of it, they throw me wood

They don’t touch me as I am grimy
They don’t feed me as I am smelly

Oh, deity! Please send me somebody
Who takes me to a home

 
No home to guard

No master to safeguard
I too want somebody to wag my tail
And somebody on whom I can rely

Oh, deity! Please send me somebody
Who takes me to a home

 
I can’t bear these allergies

I wish they could help me a little
Looking at their capacities

Provide me a shelter that protects me
From the harsh rain that showers

Spare a little mercy for me
 

As I too have the pain
Oh, deity! Please send me somebody

Who takes me to a home
 

I am getting solus, I am getting weaker;
Oh, deity! Please send me somebody

Who adopts me sooner
Oh, deity! Please send me somebody
Who takes me to a home full of life

I promise I will be their faithful partner
For the rest of my life…

 

Shamistha Borthakur
AIM (2019-2021) Batch

Deep Breathing is a noble way for partial
stress management. Stopping and taking a
few deep breaths can take the pressure off
you right away. You’ll be surprised how

much better you feel once you get good at it.
Just follow these 5 steps:

*Sit in a comfortable position with 
your hands in your lap and your feet on 

the floor. Or you can lie down
*Close your eyes

*Imagine yourself in a relaxing place. 
It can be on the beach, in a beautiful 
field of grass, or anywhere that gives 

you a peaceful feeling
*Slowly take deep breaths in and out
*Do this for 5 to 10 minutes at a time

 
Source: www.webmd.com

Vignette!

AN ORISON…
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মই �যাৱা ৩৫ বছৰীয়া চাকৰী জীৱনত �ায় ২৯
বছৰ কাল কপ�েৰটত চাকৰী কিৰেলা। জীিবকা
আ� জীয়াই থকাৰ তািগদাত �কইবাটাও
চাকৰী সলােলা। ভাৰতবষ�ৰ বািহেৰও িবেদশত
�গ �তওঁেলাকৰ কম� �নালী অনুধাৱন কৰাৰ
বােটা কপ�েৰটৰ চাকৰীেয় িদেল তােৰ িকছ�
কথা যুিকয়াই িলিখবৈল �লেছা যােত উ� অহা
�জ�ই মই �ঠকী �ঠকী িশকা কথােবাৰ হাতৰ
মু�েত পায় আ� লগেত জীিৱকা আহৰন
কালত অনু�প পিৰি�িতৰ মুখামুখী হ’�ল
সাহেসেৰ স�ূখীন �হ অনায়ােস ওলাই আিহব
পােৰ। 

কপ�েৰট বুিল ক’�ল আিম এেন এখন
কম��লীৰ কথা জােনা য’ত কামক অন�
সকেলাতৈক �বিছ �াধান� িদয়া হ’য়।
মাজৰািতৈলেক কাম কৰা, পুৱাই এয়াৰপট�ৈল
�দৗৰা, মাজিনশাও এয়াৰপট�ৈল �দৗৰা আিদ
সচৰাচৰ ঘ� থকা ঘটনা। নহ’�লেহ মনৈল
আেহ কম��লীত �মাৰ ��� কিম আিহেছ
�নিক? ব’�চ মই কিৰবলগীয়া কামেবাৰ �মাৰ
তলৰ জনৰ হত�ৱাই কৰাইেছ �নিক �ন �মাৰ
ওপৰত িনভ� ৰ নকিৰ িনেজই কিৰবৈল �লেছ ?
�ন অন� কােৰাবাৰ হত�ৱাই কৰাইেছ ? �বিছৈক
মদ �খাৱা মানুহক �যেনৈক এলক’হিলক
(alcoholic) বুিল কয় �তেনৈক কপ�েৰটত কাম
কৰা মানুহক ৱক� হিলক ( workaholic) বুিল
�কাৱা �েনা। 

উ� অহা �জ�ৰ �ায় অিধকাংশ যুৱক
যুৱতীেয় কপ�েৰটত চাকৰী কৰাৰ আকা�ী
আ� তাৰবােব �তওঁেলােক িনজেক ��ত
কেৰ। �কান ইন��উত পিঢ়েল িকমান টকাৰ
চাকৰী �পাৱা যাব, �সই  ইন��উতৈল �কান
�কান �কা�ানীেয় �ক�াচ িচেলকচন /
ই�াৰিভউ কিৰবৈল আেহ আিদ সকেলা নখ
দপ�নত ৰােখ। �মাৰ ওচৰৈল ব�ি�গত 
 পৰামশ�ৰ বােব ব�ত ছা� ছা�ী আেহ ।
তােৰাপিৰ  অসমৰ �ায়েবাৰ ইন��উটতৈল
�মাক মােত গিতেক �তওঁেলাকৰ �ত�াশা
�দিখেছা। 

কপ�েৰটত চাকৰী �সামাবৈল �কেনকুৱা ধৰণৰ
ই�াৰিভউৰ মুখামুখী হ’ব লগা হ’য় আেলাচনা
কৰা যাওক। সাধাৰনেত িভ� িভ� পয��ায়ৰ
চাকৰীৰ বােব িভ� িভ� ধৰণৰ �থা অৱল�ন
কৰা �দখা যায় তােৰাপিৰ �কা�ানী িবেশেষ
ই�াৰিভউৰ �থাও �বেলগ �বেলগ হয়। আমাৰ
আেলাচনাত আিম সব�সাধাৰণেত চিল থকা
�কইটামান ব�ৱ�াৰ বণ�না কিৰম। তলত তােৰ
�কইটামান পয��ায়ৰ কথা উে�খ কিৰেলা । 

�াৰি�ক �লেভল (starting level): এই
পয��ায়ত িযেহত�  চাকৰী �াথ�ৰ সংখ�া সৰহ হয়
গিতেক িলিখত পৰী�াৰ �যােগিদ বাচনী
আৰ� কৰা �দখা যায়। িলিখত পৰী�াত
উতীণ� �হাৱা সকলক psychometric test
কেৰাৱা �দখা যায় যােত িবিভ� অৱ�াত
িনব�াচীত �াথ�জেন �কেন আচৰন কিৰব পােৰ
তােৰ এটা সম�ক ধাৰনা কিৰব পােৰ। ইয়াৰ
পাছৰ পয��ায়ত �মৗিখক পৰী�া �লাৱা হয়।
সেদৗ �শষত ডা�ৰী পৰী�াৰ �াৰা িনব�াচীত
�াথ�জন �য শাৰীিৰক আ� মানিসক
দেুয়ািদশেত সবল তাক সুিনি�ত কৰা হয়।
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Shri Tridip Sharma
Chief People Officer-NESFB

কপ�েৰট ৱ�ৰ বাটচৰা



�জ�� পদবী ( senior level) : এই পয��ায়ৰ
িনব�াচন স�ূণ� সুকীয়া কাৰণ এই পয��ায়ৰ
পাথ�জন ইিতমেধ� অন� এটা �কা�ানীৰ উ�
পদ� তথা �িতি�ত িবষয়া �হাৱা �হত�
�কা�ানীেটােৱ অনাঅনু�ািনক ব�ৱ�াৰ �াৰা
িনব�াচন কেৰ। সাধাৰণেত দেুয়াপ�ৰ মাজত
এক �সৗহায��পূণ� পিৰেবশত আেলাচনা কৰা
হয় আ� �াথ�জনক �তওঁেলাকৰ �কা�ানীত
জইন কিৰবৈল মাি� কৰায়। �াথ�জনৰ
ব�ি�গত অহ�তা ইমান �বিছ থােক �য অিত
�গাপনীয়তাৰ মােজিদ িনব�াচন �ি�য়া চেল ।
�তেন এজন �াথ�ৰ হৰন ভগেণ আনিক
�কা�ানী দটুাৰ �শয়াৰ বজাৰত মূল�ৰ
তাৰতম� ঘেটাৱাও �দখা যায় । 

মাজৰ �লেভল (mid level): ব� �কা�ানীেয়
এই পয��ায়ৰ িনযুি�ৰ কাৰেণ ইন��উতৈল
�যাৱা �দখা যায় আ� ছা� ছা�ী সকলক
িনজৰ �কা�ানীৰ �িত আকিষ�ত কিৰবৰ
কাৰেণ pre-placement talk অথ�াৎ
�কা�ানীৰ ব�মুখী আচঁিন, �গতী , ল��
আিদৰ লগেত উ� �কা�ানীত �যাগদান
কিৰেল ভিৱষ�ৎ িকমান উ�ল হ’ব পােৰ �সই
িবষেয় বহলাই ব�খ�া কেৰ । সাধাৰনেত এই
পয��ায়ৰ বাচনী group discussion ৰ �াৰা
আৰ� হ’য় আ� �মৗিখক পৰী�াৰ পয��ায়ত
�শষ হয়। এই ধৰনৰ বাচনীত ছা� ছা�ী
সকলৰ মকৰল িশ�া স�ূণ� �হাৱাৰ আগেতই
�হ যায়। ছা� ছা�ী সকলৰ িযদেৰ এটা
�িতি�ত �কা�ানীত চাকৰী কৰাৰ হািবয়াস
থােক �ক �তেনৈক �কা�ানী িবলােকও ভাল
চাকৰী �াথ� (candidate) এজনক মকৰল
কিৰবৈল �হতা ওপৰা লগায় । 

এিতয়া জািনবলগীয়া কথা হ’ল �কানেটা
পয��ায়ত এজন �াথ�ৰ পৰা িক আশা কৰা যায় ।
�াৰি�ক পয��ায়ৰ চাকৰীৰ কাৰেণ �াথ� এজনৰ
পৰা �তওঁৰ �াতক বা �ােতােকা�ৰ িবষয়ৰ
ওপৰত �ান , কমিপউতাৰ চেলাৱাৰ পাৰদিশ�তা
, িযেটা �কা�ানীত আেবদন কিৰেছ �সই
�কা�ানীৰ িবষেয় সম�ক �ান , ছা� জীৱনত
িলডাৰ�ীপ �লত িকবা ভ� িমকা আিছল �নিক ,
সামািজক সজাগতা , অথ�ৈনিতক , ৰাজৈনিতক ,
ব�ৱসািয়ক �ান, �দশত চিল থকা অৱ�া
স�েক�  �ান আিদ �জাখা হয়। সকেলাতৈক
�েয়াজনীয় িযেটা কথা �চাৱা হয় �সইয়া �হেছ
�াথ�জনৰ মানিসক সে�ালন বা positive
attitude ; �সইয়া এজন অিভ� ই�াৰিভউ
�লাৱা ব�ি�েয় জিুখ �পলায় । ধনা�ক িচ�াধাৰা
আ� লগেত িশকাৰ আ�হ থকা বুিল �মািনত
�াথ� এজনক িনজৰ িবষয়ৰ ওপৰত অিধক
�ান থকা �াথ� এজনতৈক �বিছ ��� িদয়া
হয় যিদেহ ি�তীয় �াথ�জনৰ attitude negative
বা ঋণা�ক হয় । 

সকেলা �কা�ানীৰ িনজ� ��ইিনং িবভাগ থােক
আ� �তওঁেলােক freshers বা ন-িশকা� �াথ�
এজনক �কা�ানীৰ �েয়াজন মেত ��ইিনঙৰ
�যােগিদ গঢ় িদবই �কৱল �াথ�জনৰ
adaptability to change and continuous
learning desire অথ�াৎ পিৰবত� নক আেকাৱালী
ল’ব পৰা মানিসকতা আ� িনৰিবি�� ভােব
িশকাৰ আ�হ থািকেলই হ’ল । 

সাধাৰণেত অিফচ আিদৰ সলিন চাহেমল বা
�ভাজেমলৰ িনম��ীত অিতথী িহচােপ
�াথ�জনক অনা হয় য’ত �কা�ানীৰ উ�� তন
কিত� প�ই �তওঁৰ লগত আেলাচনা কিৰ
িনব�াচন �ি�য়া স�ূণ� কেৰ, ইয়াক ই�াৰিভউ
বুিল �কাৱা নাযায় বৰং meeting with a
prospective successor বুিলেহ কপ�েৰট
ৱ�� ত জনা যায় । 
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Senior level ৰ �াথ�ৰ সংখ�া অিত কম থােক
আ� এওঁেলাকক visionary leader বুিল
�কাৱা হয়। ব�ত সময়ত �দখা যায় �য
এওঁেলাক িভ� ব�ৱসায়ৰ পৰা অহা �লাক িক�
�তওঁেলােক লগত ব�ৱসায় আ� �ােয়ািগক
�ানৰ ইমান ডাঙৰ ভৰাল এটা �ল আেহ �য
অিত কম সময়ৰ িভতৰেত এওঁেলােক
�কা�ানীৰ ব�ৱসািয়ক িদশৰ আমূল পিৰবত� ন
সািধবৈল সমথ� হয়। �কিতয়াবা �দখা যায়
এওঁেলােক জইন কৰাৰ অলপ িদনৰ িভতৰেত
িনজৰ িব�াসী িকছ�  �লাক �ল আেহ যাৰ
ফলত �কা�ানীেটাৰ িভতৰ চৰাত এটা মৃদু
�জাকাৰিনৰ সৃ� হয় যাৰফলত কম�চাৰী
সকেল িনজৰ ি�িত মজবুত কিৰবৰ বােব
অেহাপূ�ষাথ� �চ�া কেৰ আ� �কা�ানীেটা
লাভবান হয় । visionary leader সকলৰ
�কতেবাৰ উে�খনীয় িদশ হ’ল: 

Middle level ৰ �াথ� িবলাক সাধাৰনেত
targeted talents or desired talent pool
for an organisation বুিল জনা যায়। এই
সকল �াথ� সাধাৰনেত leadership role ৰ
কাৰেণ িনব�াচন কৰা হয় আ� �তওঁেলাকৰ
পে�া�িত খুউব খৰটকীয়া হয়। এওঁেলাকক
�কা�ানীেয় িনজৰ িভ� িভ� ব�ৱসায়ত
সঘনাই িনেয়াগ কেৰ যােত �াথ�জেন
�কা�ানীেটাৰ সমূহ ব�ৱসািয়ক �ান অিত
কম সময়েত আয়� কিৰ ল’ব পােৰ।
এওঁেলাকৰ লগত এজন Mentor or Buddy
থােক িযজন �কা�ানীৰ এজন পুৰিন
কম�চাৰী আ� এওঁ নত�ন �াথ�জনৰ পথ
পদশ�কৰ ভ� িমকা লয়। Middle level ত
িনেয়ািজত �াথ�জন বা �াথ�সকলক
�কা�ানীেটােৱ high value talent িহচােপ
গন� কেৰ আ� �িতেযাগী �কা�ানী
িবলােক এওঁেলাকক িনজৰ ব�ৱসায়ৈল
আকিষ�ত কিৰ িনয়াৰ স�াৱনা অিধক।
�কােনা �কােনা �কা�ানীেয় এওঁেলাকক
young leader চমুৈক YL িহচােপ অিভিহত
কেৰ। এওঁেলাক িযেহত�  fast track growth
rate career ত কাম কেৰ গিতেক
�তওঁেলাকক challenging assignments
িদয়া �দখা যায় আ� সঘনাই ��ইিনং িদেয়।
িনৰাস� বা non challenging job হ’�ল
এওঁেলােক িনেজই চাকৰী এিৰ অন�
�কা�ানীত জইন কৰাৰ স�াবনা �বল। 

১)সিহ�ুতা বা tolerance
২)িনকা দ�ৃভ�ী বা unbiased attitude 
৩)বা�ীতা বা good orator/ communication skill
৪)মািলকৰ দেৰ িচ�া বা entrepreneurship 
৫)দলব� কামত িব�াসীবা team player
৬)ি�তাৱ�াৰ িবেৰাধী বা question status que
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এওঁেলাক career growth স�েক�  অিত
সেচতন। আমাৰ আেলাচনাৰ আৰ�িনেত
উে�খ কিৰিছেলা �য এওঁেলােক িনব�ািচত
ইন��উত এটাত িচট পাবৈল সাধনা কেৰ
যােত চাকৰী জীৱনত অিত কম সময়েত
িশষ�তৰ পৰা িশষ�তম পয��ায়ৈল যাব পােৰ । 



- �ী ি�িদপ শ��া ; ৯৮৩১০৪৯০১৯

ওপৰত উে�খ কৰা �ন সমূহ মা� সচৰাচৰ
�দখা �পাৱা �নসমূহৰ উদাহৰণ, ইয়াৰ
উপিৰও যুি�বাদী িচ�াত িব�াসী, সাহসী,
কক� থনা সহ� কৰা শি� আিদ ব�েতা �ন
�দখা যায় । এওঁেলােক নত�ন িচ�াক আদৰী
লয়, �� কেৰ আ� আেন �� নকিৰেল �বয়া
পায়। গতী এওঁেলাকৰ জীৱনৰ পৰম স�ী ।

মানব স�দ িবষয়ত ৩৫ বছেৰ পিৰক�না,
ব�ৱসায় িব�াৰ, িনযুি�, মানব স�দ
সংৰ�ন, িবকাশ, পিৰবত� ন মুখী আভ��ৰীন
সংগঠন, পিৰচালন আিদ কামৰ �সেত িবিভ�
এফএমিচিজ, �টিলকম, উৎপাদন, �সৱামুলক
�কা�ানী, �বিকং আ� ব�ি�গত খ�ৰ
িব�িবদ�ালয়ৰ �সেত কাম কৰাৰ অিভ�তা
আহৰন কেৰ।�কব�, িহ��ুান ইউিনিলভাৰ,
ভাৰতী এয়াৰেটল আিদ মাি�েনচেনল
�কা�ানীত কাম কৰাৰ ওপিৰও, িকছ� িদন
কািজৰঙা ইউিনভ� াৰিচ�েটা কাম কেৰ। �লখক
বত� মান নথ� ই� �ল ফাইেন�চ �ব�ত কম�ৰত।
চাকৰীৰ ওপিৰ �তেখেত �মেনজেম�ৰ এটা
���পূণ� িবষয়ত গেবষণা কিৰ আেছ ।
�মেনজেম�ত �ােতােকা�ৰ িড�ীৰ ওপিৰ ,
আইনৰ �াতক আ� আই আই এম
কিলকতাৰ পৰা িচিনয়ৰ �মেনজেম�ৰ িড�ী
ধাৰী �হাৱাৰ লগেত তাবলাত িবশাৰদ আ�
কাৰােটত ��কেব� িড�ী আহৰণ কেৰ ।
চাকৰী জীৱনত �পাৱা িবিভ� বটা সমুহৰ
িভতৰত HR Excellence award,
Enterprise award, Apex award, Six
sigma award আিদ �কইটামান উে�খেযাগ�
বটা ।

িবটকইন (₿) �হেছ এক িবেক�ীকৃত
িডিজেটল মু�া, �ক�ীয় �ব� বা একক
�শাসক অিবহেন, যাক মধ��তাকাৰীৰ
�েয়াজন �নােহাৱাৈক িপেয়ৰ-ট�-িপেয়ৰ
িবটকইন �নটৱক� ত ব�ৱহাৰকাৰীৰ পৰা
ব�ৱহাৰকাৰীৈল ��ৰণ কিৰব পািৰ।
ি�ে�া�াফীৰ জিৰয়েত �নটৱক�  �নাডৰ �াৰা
�লনেদনেবাৰ পৰী�া কৰা হয় আ� �ক �চইন
নামৰ ৰাজ�ৱা িবতৰণ কৰা খাতাত নিথভ��
কৰা হয়। ি�ে�া কােৰ�ীেটা ২০০৮ চনত
এজন অ�াত ব�ি� বা মানুহৰ �গােট সােতাশী
নাকােমােটা (Satosi Nakamoto) নাম ব�ৱহাৰ
কিৰ উ�াৱন কিৰিছল। মু�ােটা 2009 চনত
ব�ৱহাৰ আৰ� �হিছল �যিতয়া ইয়াৰ
কায�কৰীকৰণ মু� – উৎস ছ�েৱৰ িহচােপ
মুকিল কৰা �হিছল।

ি�ে�া�াফীৰ ব�ৱহাৰ, �কাড বেনাৱা আ�
ভংগ কৰাৰ িব�ানৰ জিৰয়েত 'ভাচ�� েৱল ধন'
সৃ� কৰাৰ শ শ �েচ�াৰ িভতৰত ই
আটাইতৈক সফল। িবটকইেন শ শ
অনুকৰণকাৰীক অনু�ািণত কিৰেছ, িক� ই
বজাৰ মূলধনৰ �াৰা সব�বৃহৎ ি�ে�া কােৰ�ী
�হ আেছ।

িবটকইন খিনকম�সকেল �ক নামৰ �লনেদনৰ
�গাটেবাৰ িনি�ত কৰাৰ �েচ�াত জ�ল
সঁাথৰ সমাধান কিৰবৈল জ�লকি�উটাৰ
িৰগ(computer rigs) চলায়; সফলতাৰ
িপছত, এই খ�েবাৰ �ক �চইন খতত (block
chain record) �যাগ িদয়া হয় আ� খিন
কম�সকলক কম সংখ�ক িবটকইনেৰ পুৰ�� ত
কৰা হয়। 

িবটকইন(₿)(Bitcoin)
Debashree Phukon

AIM (2020-2022) batch
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িবটকইন খাতা এক িব�াসহীন �ণালীৰ
জিৰয়েত �ৱ�নাৰ িব�ে� সুৰি�ত; িবটকইন
িবিনময়েবােৰও স�াৱ� চ� িৰৰ িব�ে� িনজেক
ৰ�া কিৰবৈল কাম কেৰ, যিদও উ�-�ফাইল
চ�িৰ সংঘ�ত �হেছ।

িবটকইন �হেছ জানুৱাৰী ২০০৯ত সৃ� কৰা
এটা িডিজেটল মু�া। ই ৰহস�ময় আ� ছ�
নামযু� সােতাশী নাকােমােটাৰ �াৰা
��তপ�ত িনধ�াৰণ কৰা ধাৰণােবাৰ অনুসৰণ
কেৰ। এই �যুি�েটা সৃ� কৰা ব�ি� বা
ব�ি�সকলৰ পিৰচয় এিতয়াও ৰহস�জনক।
িবটকইেন পৰ�ৰাগত অনলাইন পিৰেশাধ
�ণালীতৈক কম �লনেদন মাচ�লৰ �িত�িত
�দান কেৰ আ� চৰকাৰৰ �াৰাজাৰী কৰা
মু�াৰ িবপৰীেত, ইয়াক এক িবেক�ীকৃত
কতৃ� প�ৰ �াৰা পিৰচািলত কৰা হয়।

িবটকইন �টােকনৰ উ��� ৰাজ�ৱা আ�
ব�ি�গত চািব (key) ব�ৱহাৰ কিৰ ৰখা হয়,
িযেবাৰ গািণিতক এনি�প�ন(encryption)
এলগিৰথমৰ জিৰয়েত সংেযািজত সংখ�া
আ� আখৰৰ দীঘলীয়া �ডাল যাক �সইেবাৰ
সৃ� কিৰবৈল ব�ৱহাৰ কৰা �হিছল। ৰাজ�ৱা
চািবেটােৱ (�ব� একাউ� ন�ৰৰ �সেত
ত�লনীয়) িব�ৈল �কািশত �কনা িহচােপ কাম
কেৰ আ� যাৰ বােব আেন িবটকইন ��ৰণ
কিৰব পােৰ।

তাৎ�িণক পিৰেশাধৰ সুিবধাৰ বােব িপেয়ৰ-ট�-
িপেয়ৰ �যুি� ব�ৱহাৰ কৰা িবটকইন �হেছ
�থম িডিজেটল মু�ােবাৰৰ িভতৰত এটা।
িযসকল �ত� ব�ি� আ� �কা�ানীেয়
পিৰচালনা কি�উ�ং শি�ৰ গৰাকী আ�
িবটকইন �নটৱক� ত অংশ �হণ কেৰ -
িবটকইন "খিনকম�"- �ক �চইনত
�লনেদনেবাৰ �ি�য়াকৰণৰ দািয়�ত আেছ
আ� পুৰ�াৰ (নত�ন িবটকইন মুকিল কৰা)
আ� িবটকইনত পিৰেশাধ কৰা �লনেদন
মাচ�লৰ �াৰা অনু�ািণত।

এই খিন কম�সকলক িবটকইন �নটৱক� ৰ
িব�াসেযাগ�তা �েয়াগ কৰা িবেক�ীকৃত
কতৃ� প� বুিল ভািবব পািৰ। নত�ন িবটকইন
খিন কম�সকলক এক িনধ�ািৰত হাৰত মুকিল
কৰা হয়, িক� সমেয় সমেয় �াস �হাৱা হাৰত।
মা� ২১ িনযুত িবটকইন আেছ যাক মুঠেত
খনন কিৰব পািৰ। জনু 2021 �লেক, 18
িনযুততৈকও অিধক িবটকইন অি��ত আেছ
আ� খনন কিৰবৈল 3 িনযুততৈকও কম
িবটকইন বাকী আেছ।

এেনদেৰ, িবটকইন আ� অন�ান� ি�ে�া
কােৰ�ীেবােৰ 'িফেয়টমু�াৰ' পৰা পৃথকভােৱ
কাম কেৰ; �ক�ীভ�ত �বি�ং �ণালীত, মু�ােটা
সাম�ীৰ িবকাশৰ �সেত িমলা হাৰত মুকিল
কৰা হয়; এই �ণালীেটা মূল�ৰ ি�ৰতা বজাই
ৰখাৰ উে�েশ�। িবটকইনৰ দেৰ এক
িবেক�ীকৃত �ণালীেয় মুি�ৰ হাৰ সময়ৰ
আগেতআ� এটা এলগিৰথম অনুসিৰ িনধ�াৰণ
কেৰ।

িবটকইন খনন �হেছ �সই �ি�য়া যাৰ �াৰা
িবটকইন �চিলত হয়। সাধাৰণেত, খননৰ
বােব এটা নত�ন খ� আিৱ�াৰ কিৰবৈল
গণনামূলকভােৱ ক�ন সঁাথৰ সমাধান কৰাৰ
�েয়াজন হয়, যাক �ক �চইনত �যাগ িদয়া
হয়।
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িবটকইন খনেন সম� �নটৱক� ত �লনেদনৰ
�ৰকড� েযাগ আ� �মািণত কেৰ।
খিনকম�সকলক িকছ�  িবটকইনেৰ পুৰ�� ত কৰা
হয়; �িত 210,000 খ�ত পুৰ�াৰেটা আধা কৰা
হয়। �ক পুৰ�াৰেটা ২০০৯ চনত ৫০টা নত�ন
িবটকইন আিছল। 11 �ম, 2020 তািৰেখ,
তৃতীয়েটা আধা হয়, যাৰ ফলত �িতেটা খ�
আিৱ�াৰৰ পুৰ�াৰ 6.25 িবটকইন �ল �াস
পায়।

িবটকইন খনন কিৰবৈল িবিভ�ধৰণৰ হাড� েৱৰ
ব�ৱহাৰ কিৰব পািৰ। অৱেশ�, িকছ�মােন
আনেবাৰতৈক অিধক পুৰ�াৰ �দান কেৰ।
িকছ�মান কি�উটাৰ িচপ, যাক এি�েকচন-
��িচিফক ইি�ে�েটড চািক� ট (এ এছ আই
িচ) বুিল �কাৱা হয়, আ� অিধক উ�ত �েচিছং
ইউিনট, �যেন �ািফক �েচিছং ইউিনট
(িজিপইউ), অিধক পুৰ�াৰ�া� কিৰব পােৰ।
এই িব��ত খনন �েচছৰেবাৰক "খিনিৰগ" বুিল
�কাৱা হয়।

এটা িবটকইন আঠটা দশিমক �ানত (এটা
িবটকইনৰ 100 িনযুত ভাগ) িবভাজ�, আ� এই
আটাইতৈক স� �গাটেটাক সােতাশী বুিল
�কাৱা হয়। যিদ �েয়াজ নহয়, আ� যিদ
অংশ�হণকাৰী খিনকম�সকেল পিৰৱত� নেটা
�ীকাৰ কেৰ, িবটকইনক অৱেশষত আ�
অিধক দশিমক �ানৈল িবভাজ� কিৰব পািৰ।

িবিভ� িব�ীয় �িত�ানৰ ওপৰত �ভাৱ

যিদও �গালকীয় অথ�নীিতৰ ওপৰত িডিজেটল
মু�াৰ �ভাৱ এক অসাধাৰণ আেলাচনা,
এইেটা �দখা উিচত �য ই িবিভ� িব�ীয়
�িত�ানক �কেনদেৰ �ভািৱত কিৰেছ; এইেটা
সকেলােৰ বােব সচৰাচৰেন সং�ােটাৰ বােব
িনিদ� �? িব�ীয় �িত�ানেবাৰ িযেকােনা �দশৰ
চৰকাৰী িব� িবভাগৰ পৰা ��য়াৰ বজাৰ,
�বংক আ� িজিডিপৈল অনলাইন �ানা�ৰ বা
�ত�� বা পেৰা�ভােৱ অথ�নীিত �ভািৱত
কিৰব পৰা িযেকােনা ব�ৈলেক হ'ব পােৰ।

এইেটা এটা সুপিৰিচত আ� সাধাৰণেত �ীকৃত
সত� �য িব� অথ�নীিত মুখ�তঃ আেমিৰকান
ডলাৰৰ ওপৰত িনভ� ৰ কেৰ যাক �গালকীয়
অথ�নীিতৰ বােব সংৰি�ত মু�া িহচােপ গণ�
কৰা �হেছ। গিতেক আেমিৰকা যু�ৰা�ৰ
বজাৰত িযেকােনা উ�ান-পতেন িব�
অথ�নীিতক �ত��ভােৱ �ভািৱত কেৰ, 2008
বষ�ৰ িব�ীয় ম�াৱ�া ইয়াৰ এক জীৱন-
আকাৰৰ উদাহৰণ। এই তথাকিথত
আেমিৰকান ডলাৰ আধািৰত �গালকীয়
অথ�নীিতেয় পৰ�ৰাগত ধৰেণ কাম কিৰ
আেছ িয পিৰচালনা কতৃ� প�ক অনুসৰণ কিৰ
আেছ আ� তৃতীয় প�ক িব�াস কিৰ আেছ।
িবটকইনৰ �মা�েয় বিধ�ত জনি�য়তা এই
িকংবদি� �ণালীেটাৰ বােব �কেনবাৈক
�ত�া�ানজনক �যন লািগেছ|

চৰকাৰৰ ওপৰত �ভাৱ

ব�েতা �দশৰ চৰকােৰ �তওঁেলাকৰ �দশৰ
অথ�নীিতৰ বােব ি�ে�া কােৰ�ী বা িবটকইনৰ
ধাৰণােটা �পানপ�য়াৈক �ত�াখ�ান কিৰ আেছ
আনহােত িকছ�মােন এই িব�ব�াপী িব�ীয়
�ত�া�ান �হণ কিৰবৈল সাজ ু �হেছ।
�তওঁেলাকৰ অথ�নীিতৰ বােব িবটকইন �হণ বা
�ত�াখ�ান কৰাৰ দেুয়াটা ���েত, �দশেবাৰৰ
িনজা �বধ কাৰণ আেছ। �যেন এটা মুৰত
িবটকইন �হ  স�য়ৰ ���ত সুৰি�ত মু�া
িকয়েনা ই িডিজেটল, আ� লগেত �নটৱক� ৰ
ওপৰত চিল থােকঁােত উ� এনি�প�ন আ�
সহকম�সকলৰ মাজত �পানপ�য়া �লনেদনৰ
বােব সুৰি�ত। িক� আনহােত িযেহত�  ই
�কােনা �ক�ীভ�ত বা কতৃ� �শীল �ণালীৰ �সেত
আব� নহয়, ধনৰ �বাহ িনয়�ণ কৰা সহজ
নহয়। সুিবধােবাৰৰ বািহেৰও, িবটকইন
িকছ�মান অসুিবধাৰ �সেত আিহিছল। িযেকােনা
উৎকৃ� সং�াৰ অি�� �নােহাৱাৰ বােব,
�লনেদনেবাৰ ভাবুিক আ� �ৱ�নাৰ �াৰা
�ভািৱত হ'ব পােৰ। মািন ল�ািৰং (money
laundering) আ� অপৰাধত ি�ে�া 
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কােৰ�ীৰ ব�ৱহােৰ িযেকােনা ৰা�ৰ িনৰাপ�াক
�পানপ�য়াৈক �ভািৱত কিৰবৈল স�ম হ'ব
পােৰ িয িযেকােনা চৰকাৰৰ বােব অসহনীয়
হ'ব।

�বংকৰ ওপৰত �ভাৱ

ি�ে�া কােৰ�ীৰ উ�ানৰ �াৰা �ভািৱত �হাৱা
�বি�ং খ� �হেছ �থম িব�ীয় �িত�ানেবাৰৰ
িভতৰত এটা, িবেশষৈক আটাইতৈক জনি�য়
ি�ে�া কােৰ�ী িবটকইনৰ পৰা। �বংকেবােৰ
িযেকােনা �দশৰ ধন আ� ইয়াৰ িব�াসেযাগ�তা
চ�ািলবৈল আটাইতৈক ���পূণ� ভ� িমকা
পালন কিৰ আেছ। িক� িবটকইনৰ কাৰেণ, িয
সহকম�সকলৰ মাজত িযেকােনা কতৃ� প�ৰ
অি��ক �পানপ�য়াৈক অৱেহলা কিৰ আেছ,
লগেত ই এনি�প�নৰ বােব সুৰ�াৰ ���ত
যেথ� শি�শালী, �সইবােব ই �বংকৰ কাম
কৰাৰ প�িতক �ত�া�ান জনাই। �বংকেবােৰা
�কৱল বিহ �চাৱাৰ ি�িতত নাই; �তওঁেলােক
এই ধৰণৰ ত�লনামূলকভােৱ নত�ন ধন িবিনময়
ব�ৱ�াৰ �সেত �মাকািবলা কৰাৰ উপায় িবচািৰ
উিলয়াব লািগব।

�ক বজাৰত (stock market)

িবটকইনৰ �ভাৱ �ক বজাৰৰ ওপৰত
অপিৰহায�, যিদও পেৰা� �কৃিতৰ হয়। ই
�কেচইন বা অন�ান� ি�ে�া কােৰ�ী
স�ক�য় �যুি�ৰ �সেত �লনেদন কৰা
�কা�ানীেবাৰৰ �সেত িযেকােনা �ক
এ�েচ�ৰ ছিবৈল আিহেছ। লগেতই ব�বাৰ
উ� মূল�ৰ লাভৰ �সেত িব�ৰ �ক এ�েচ�ত
ইয়াৰ উপি�িত �দখুৱাইেছ। যিদও এটা ডাঙৰ
অথ� নীিতেক ধিৰ িকছ�মান �দেশ িবটকইনৰ
উ� অি�ৰ �কৃিতৰ বােব িনিষ� কিৰেছ।

িবটকইন ব�েতা �লাকৰ বােব সহায়ক হ'ব
পােৰ। িযেহত�  ই এক আ�জ�ািতক মু�া, আপুিন
মু�াৰ মাজত �পা�ৰ নকৰাৈক িযেকােনা
�দশত ইয়াক ব�ৱহাৰ কিৰব পােৰ। �কেচইন
সঁচাৈকেয় সুৰি�ত আ� ই আেপানাক িনি�ত
কিৰব িদেয় �য আেপানাৰ ধন স�ক ব�ি�ৈল
যায়/আেহ। িবটকইন �া� কৰা �লাকসকেল
�লনেদনৰ বােব এেকা পিৰেশাধ কিৰব নালােগ,
আ� িবটকইনৰ যেথ� সমথ�ন আেছ।
এইসকেলােবােৰ িনি�তভােৱ িবটকইনক
অিধক ব�ৱহাৰকাৰী�া� কৰাত সহায় কিৰব,
আ� যিদ সকেলােৱ িবটকইন ব�ৱহাৰ কেৰই
ৰা��য় মু�াৰ �ান ল'ব পােৰ। িনি�তভােৱ,
ইয়াৰ িকছ�মান অসুিবধা আেছ, িক� �সইেবাৰৰ
কাৰণ �হেছ �য িবটকইন এটা নত�ন ব�,
�সেয়েহ সময় �যাৱাৰ লেগ লেগ �সইেবাৰ
সমস�া �াস �হ  যাব।

At the Longwa village in Nagaland one can
be at two places at once. Longwa village in
the Mon district of Nagaland is a spot
where the border passes. Dividing the
village into two parts, one falling in India
and the other part in the country of
Myanmar, Longwa allows you to be in two
places at once! Even the village chief’s
house lies on the border, half on either side
of the border.

Source:https://www.tourmyindia.com/blog/interesting-facts-
about-north-east-india/

https://www.tourmyindia.com/blog/interesting-facts-about-north-east-india/


িলটনঃ �তামাৰ ল�� �ান ক’ত? �সইেটা যিদ
�ক কিৰব �নাৱাৰা, �তে� �কান পেথ �খাজ
িদবা �কেনৈক জািনবা৷ �তামাৰ ল��ই �তামাৰ
পথ িনধ�াৰণ কিৰব৷
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প�জৰ িপতৃ অিশি�ত হ’�লও িনজৰ কত� ব�
সুচা��েপ পালন কিৰবৈল য� কিৰিছল৷
সেপান আিছল তাক পঢ়াই-�নাই ডাঙৰ মানুহ
কিৰব৷ সেপানক বা�ৱ �প িদবৈল কেঠাৰ
পিৰ�ম আ� আিথ�ক দীনতােকা �নওিচ তাৰ
পৰা সু-ভিৱষ�তৰ বােব পদে�প �লিছল৷ বানত
জ�ুলা �হ প�জৰ �দউতােক তাৰ লগেত
এজনী বােয়ক আ� এটা ভােয়কক �ৱাহা�ৈল
�ল আিহিছল৷ নুনমা�ত এটা �কাঠািল ভাড়া
কিৰ িসহঁতক পেঢ়াৱাৰ বােব ব�ৱ�া কিৰিছল৷
নুনমা� হাই�� লত প�েজ পিঢ়িছল আ� �� লৰ
িভতৰেত িস ভাল ল’ৰা িহচােপ সুখ�ািত লাভ
কিৰিছল৷ িস নৱম ��ণীত �মাৰ ওচৰত
পিঢ়বৈল আিহল৷ সাধাৰণ গিণত আ� উ�
গিণতত �উচন ল’�ল৷ আন ছা�-ছা�ীৰ দেৰ
তাৰ পৰাও মািহিল মাচ�ল �লিছেলঁা৷

ৰািতপুৱাৰ সময়ত প�েজ মানুহৰ ঘেৰ ঘেৰ
বাতিৰ কাকত িবেলাৱা কাম কিৰিছল৷ এই কথা
মই এমাহৰ িভতৰেত গম পাইিছেলঁা৷ �দউতাকৰ
কথা িচ�া কিৰেয়ই িস �হেনা এই কামেটা
কিৰবৈল বাধ� �হ পিৰিছল৷ ব�তৰ বােব
অনুকৰণীয়৷ মই িচ�া কিৰবৈল ধিৰেলঁা, ইয়াক
ভালৈক guide িদব পািৰেল ব�ত ভাল িৰজা�
কিৰব৷

�থেম তাৰ িবদ�ালয়খন সলিন কিৰেলঁা৷ পূব
�ৱাহা� হাই�� লৰ �ধান িশ�ক ক�ণা �বশ�
ছাৰৰ লগত কথা পািত এই কামেটা কিৰেলঁা৷
�থেম প�জৰ �দউতােক চা��িফেকট
আিনবৈল যাওঁেত Transfer Certificate িদয়া
নািছল৷ �সেয়েহ দজুনমান মানুহৰ সহায়ত 
 Transfer Certificate উিলয়াবৈল স�ম
�হিছেলঁা৷ পূব �ৱাহা� হাই�� লত �গ িস তাৰ
পঢ়াৰ �িত��ী িবচািৰ পােল৷ য’ত আগেত
িসেয়ই অ�িত��ী আিছল৷ িকছ� িদনৰ িপছেত
মই তাৰ িশ�া��ৰ উপিৰ অিভভাৱেকা �হ
পিৰেলঁা৷ তাক মই �কৱল পিঢ়বৈল িদেলঁা৷ তাক
মই ��ণীত �থম �ান পাবই লািগব বুিল �কাৱা
নাই, ক’�লা সকেলা িবষয় আঁিত�িৰ মািৰ
পঢ়বৈল৷ িস বৰ লাজকুৰীয়া �ভাৱৰ আিছল
বােব ব�ু�পূণ� স�ক� েৰ তাৰ
�েয়াজনীয়তােবাৰ পূণ� কিৰ যাবৈল �চ�া
কিৰেলঁা৷ মই তাক বাতিৰ কাকত িবেলাৱা
কামেটাত িক� বাধা িনিদেলঁা, তাৰ পিৰৱেত�
ৰািতপুৱা এঘ�া আগেত উ� পিঢ় ল’বৈল
পৰামশ� আগবঢ়ােলঁা৷

এিদন তাক মই ক’�লা – ব’ল আিজ তহঁতৰ
ঘৰৈল যাওঁ৷ িস �মাৰ িপেন চাই তলমুৱা �হ
থািকল৷ িস মই �যাৱােটা হয়েতা িবচৰা নািছল,
িক� মই গ’�লা৷ �গ মই গম পােলা �য তাৰ
ঘৰত চকী এখেনা নাই৷ �টবুল এখন আেছ৷
এখন িবছনা আেছ, তাত িস, তাৰ বােয়ক আ�
ভােয়ক �েৱ৷ বােপেক মা�েত মৰাপাটৰ ব�া
ডাঠৈক পািৰ �েৱ৷ �সইেটা �হেনা বােপকৰ
অস�াস৷ �কাঠািলেটাৰ িবছনাখনৰ িপছৰফােল
িসহঁেত ৰ�া-বঢ়া কেৰ৷ ভাত ৰ�া বাচন-
বত� নেবাৰ খুউব পিৰ�াৰ কিৰ ৰািখেছ৷
বােয়কজনীেয় এইেবাৰ কাম কেৰ৷ তাৰ
বােয়েক �মাক চাহ কিৰ িদব খুিজিছল, িক�
মই মানা কিৰেলঁা৷ বােপেক হািজৰা কাম
কিৰবৈল �গেছ৷ লগ ধিৰব �নাৱািৰেলঁা৷ মই
িকছ�  সময় থািক ওলাই আিহেলঁা৷ িসেয়া �মাৰ
লগত আিহল৷ 
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তাক ক’�লা, �দওবােৰ তই �মাৰ লগত এঠাইৈল
যাব লািগব৷ �তাৰ �টবুল আ� চকী এখনৰ
দৰকাৰ আেছ৷ মেয় িদম �দ৷ �মােৰা টকা নাই৷
ছা�-ছা�ীৰ পৰা �পাৱা মাচ�লিখিনেৰ িকবাৈক
চিল আেছঁা৷ ঘৰৈলেক মাহৰ মূৰত টকা অলপ
হ’�লও পঠাব লােগ৷ গিতেক কম দামৰ চকী
আ� �টবুল িকবাৈক হ’�লও িদম৷

তাক মই �টবুল-চকী িদেলঁা৷ লগেত �েত�কেটা
মাহেত চাউল, দািল, হৰিল� আিদও িকছ�
পিৰমােণ িদ থািকেলঁা৷

িস দশম ��ণী পােল৷ তাক আমাৰ Coaching
Centre ত মই পেঢ়াৱা িবষয় দটুাৰ উপিৰ
ইংৰাজী আ� িব�ানেৰা �উচনৰ ব�ৱ�া কিৰ
িদেলঁা৷ লগেত তাক সতক�  কিৰ িদেলা �য
সফলতা লাভৰ বােব �েয়াজন কেঠাৰ পিৰ�ম,
দায়ব�তা, সাহস আ� ত�াগৰ৷ পঢ়াৰ �িত
িন�া আ� ভালেপাৱা সদায় ৰািখব লািগব৷
িযসকল ছা�-ছা�ীেয় সদায় পঢ়ােতই ব�� �হ
থােক, িসহঁতৰ বােব সময়ৰ �কিতয়াও নাটিন
নহয়৷ মনত ৰািখব লােগ �য সময়তৈক �কােনা
ধেনই �বিছ হ’ব �নাৱােৰ৷

সময় আগবািঢ় �হ থািকল৷ িস �ট� পৰী�া
িদয়াৰ িপছত এিদন মই পূব �ৱাহা� �� লৈল
�গ ক�ণা �বশ� ছাৰক লগ কিৰেলঁা৷ প�জৰ
পঢ়া-�নাক �লেয় িকছ�  সময় কথা পািতিছেলঁা৷
ছােৰ সাধাৰণ গিণত আ� উ� গিণতত letter
marks �পাৱাৰ স�াৱনা থকা বুিল জনােল৷ �সই 

সময়ত দটুা িবষয়ত letter marks পােলও ব�ত
ভাল িৰজা� �হাৱা বুিল সকেলােৱ ভািবিছল৷
ছাৰৰ লগত মেয়া একমত আিছেলঁা৷ ছাৰৰ
হাতেত মই তাৰ form fill-up কৰাৰ টকািখিন
িদ আিহেলঁা৷ তাৰ িকছ� িদন িপছত �ম�কৰ
form fill-up �হিছল৷ �ম�ক পৰী�াৰ এমাহ
আগেত বাতিৰ কাকত িবেলাৱা কামেটা অন�
এজন ল’ৰাক িদিছল৷

�ম�ক পৰী�াত প�েজ সাধাৰণ গিণতত
letter marks নাপােল, িক� Adv. Maths ত 
 letter marks পােল৷ 1st division, ভাল
percentage �লেয় পাছ কিৰেল৷ মই General
Maths ত letter marks �নােপাৱা কাৰেণ তাক
এেকা �কাৱা নািছেলঁা৷ মােথঁা �কিছেলঁা �তাৰ
িৰজা� ভাল �হেছ৷ H.S.ত আ� �বিছ ক�
কিৰব লািগব৷ িস ক’�ল- General Maths ত
পাম বুিল ভািবিছেলঁা, িক বা হ’ল ক’বই
�নাৱািৰেলঁা৷

মই তাক ওমৰ �খয়ামৰ কিবতা এফািক গাই
�নােলা-

�লাৱা ততািলেক িয �পাৱা হাতত
�নােপাৱািখিন থাকক বাকী
দৈূৰৰ বাজনা �িনেল িক হ’ব?
মাজত �তামাৰ �তেনই ফঁািক৷

কিবতাফঁািক গাই তাক এটা �কাঠাৈল মািত
িনেলঁা৷ মই তাক সুিধেলা- এিতয়া িক stream ত
পিঢ়িব? �মাৰ মেত তই কমাচ�  পিঢ়েল ভাল হ’ব,
এিতয়া কমাচ� ৰ যুগ৷ �সানকােল চাকিৰ �পাৱাৰ
স�াৱনা �বিছ৷ িস �মাৰ কথাত �কােনা আপি�
নকৰাৈকেয় মািন লেল৷

িকছ� িদন িপছত তাক �ৱাহা� কমাচ�  কেলজত
admission িদেলা, লগেত 1st year ৰ
সকেলােবাৰ িকতাপ িকিন িদেলঁা৷

H.S.ত admission �লাৱাৰ দমুাহমান �হ গ’ল৷
প�জৰ �দখা-�দিখ নাই৷ িকয়বা অহা নাই, �ন  
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িকবা �বমাৰ-আজােৰই �হেছ, িচ�াত পিৰেলা৷
তাৰ ঘৰৰ ওচৰৰ এজনক স�ান কিৰ তাক
মািত প�য়ােলঁা৷ িক� অহা নাই৷ ব� িচ�াত
পিৰেলা, িক হ’ব পােৰ তাৰ? িকছ� িদনৰ িপছত
মই এটা খবৰ পাই হতবাক �হ পিৰেলা৷ �মাৰ
িকছ�  সময় মাত-�বাল নাইিকয়া �হ গ’ল৷ িস
কমাচ�  পঢ়া বাদ িদ িব�ান শাখাত admission
�লেছ, �ৱাহা� কেলজত৷ �মাক এেকা খবেৰই
িনিদেল৷ �মাৰ িচ�া-ভাবনাক িস বা� এেনৈক
িকয় দিলয়াই িদেল? িস �মাক িকয় নক’�ল �য
িস কমাচ�  নপেঢ়, িব�ান শাখাতেহ পিঢ়ব৷ িকয়
মেন মেন……৷ �মাক ব�ত কথাই আঘাত
িদবৈল ধিৰেল৷ মই ভািববৈল বাধ� হ’�লা �মাৰ
�িত তাৰ �কােনা আ�া নাই, িন�া নাই, নাই
ভি� ভাব৷ মই বা� ক’ত ভ�ল কিৰেলঁা?
একলব�! �মাৰ একলব�ৈল মনত পিৰ গ’ল৷
একলব� এজেনই আিছল৷ িযজেন ��দি�ণা
িহচােপ দান কিৰিছল িনজ হাতৰ বুঢ়া আঙ�িল৷
শিতকাজিুৰ সকেলােৱ উদাহৰণ িদ বুজাবৈল
�চ�া কেৰ, ��ভি� িক? প�জৰ ��ভি�
�কেনধৰণৰ? এই কথাই �মাক ব�ত ভািববৈল
বাধ� কিৰেল৷ একলব�ৰ দেৰ িযেয় ��ক
ভগৱানৰ দেৰ ময�াদা িদেয়, বত� মান এই
যাি�কতাময় যুগত মূল�েবাধক �াধান� িদ
িশ�া �লাৱা ছা�-ছা�ী নাইিকয়া �হ গ’ল
�নিক?

মই প�জৰ কথা পাহিৰ যাবৈল �চ�া কিৰেলঁা৷
মই �যন তাক সততা, সাহস, আ�িব�াস আ�
�নিতক �ান িদব �নাৱািৰেলঁা৷ মই �মাৰ ব�থ�তা
মািন ল’�লা৷

এবছৰৰ িপছত গম পােলঁা, প�েজ িব�ান
শাখাৰ �থম বষ�েত িৰজা� �বয়া কিৰেছ৷ বৰ
দখু পােলা, লগেত অশাি�৷ এই অশাি�েয় �মাক
বােৰ বােৰ আঘাত কিৰেছ৷ এই আঘাতৰ পৰা
মুি� পাবৈল এিদন তাক িবচািৰ গ’�লা, িস থকা
ঘৰৈল৷ িক� তাক নাপােলঁা৷ বােয়কজনী,
ভােয়কক পােলঁা৷ �মাক বিহবৈল িদিছল, িক�
নবিহেলঁা৷ তাৰ �টবুলখনৈল চােলা৷ �মাৰ
বুকুখন িচিৰংৈক গ’ল৷ এটা ��মত ব�ী কিৰ
ৰািখেছ �মাক৷ চকুপানী ওলাব খুিজিছল, িক� 

ব�ত সংযত হ’�লা৷ তাক �মাৰ ওচৰৈল
আিহবৈল বােয়ক আ� ভােয়কৰ আগত �ক
আিহেলঁা, িক� নািহল৷

আমাৰ ক’িচং �চ�াৰত পতা িশ�ক িদৱসত
পুৰিণ ছা�-ছা�ীও ব�ত আেহ৷ আমাৰ ব�ত
ভাল লােগ িসহঁতক �দিখ, আমাৰ �িত থকা
��া-ভি� �দিখ৷ িসহঁতেবােৰও আমাৰ ক’িচং
�চ�াৰৰ অনু�ানেবাৰ উপেভাগ কেৰ, দইু-
এজেন ব�ব�ও ৰােখ৷ মই আশা কিৰ থােকঁা –
প�েজা আহক৷ �গ’টৈল চাই থােকঁা, নাই �দখা
নাপাওঁ৷ িপছতেহ এবাৰ গম পােলঁা, িস ক’িচং
�চ�াৰৰ িশ�ক িদৱসত �েত�ক বছেৰই
আেহ৷ �গ’টৰ ফঁােকেৰ �মাক এবাৰ চাই
যায়ৈগ৷ িভতৰৈল �সামাই নােহ৷ বািহৰেত িকছ�
সময় থািক �িচ যায়৷ এবাৰ মই তাক চাবৈল
ওলাই �গিছেলঁা, �মাৰ স’�ত চকুেৱ চকু
পিৰলত িস সাউৎকেৰ মুখ ঘূৰাই আনিপেন
খৰেখদাৈক আঁতিৰ �গিছল৷ সি�য়াৰ নুনমা�ৰ
ব�� ফুটপাথত িচনা-অিচনা ছায়ামূিত�  এ�
িনিমষেত জন সমাগমত িবলীন �হ �গিছল৷

মই মােথঁা চাই �ৰিছেলঁা �থৗিক-বােথৗ এযুিৰ
অবাক চকুেৰ!

About the writer of the Article CHAYA i.e.
Bani Kanta Medhi: 
নাট�কাৰ, অিভেনতা, নাটপিৰচালক,
সািহিত�কলগেত �ধানম�ীৰআঁচিনৰ �াৰােসউজ
িব�ৱৰঅধীনত Recirculating Aqua Culture
System ৰ এজনউপেভা�া ।
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বােৰ�াত পািৰ �থাৱা বাহৰ মুঢ়ােটাত বিহ
বস�ই চকুৰ িনিমখ নকৰাৈক এেকথেৰ চাই
আিছল৷ প�ৱা এটাই �ভনামািখেটাক
�চােচাৰাই টািন িন থকাৰ দশৃ�৷ হয়েতা তাৰ
আেপান বাহৈল৷ এটা প�ৱােটােৰা চােগ িন�য়
পিৰয়াল আেছ৷ নহেলেনা প�ৱােটাক
�চােচাৰাই টািন িনবই বা িকয়৷ এৰা কথােটা
�েকই, সংসাৰ বািঢ়েল �য জীৱৰ দািয়�ও
বােঢ় কথােটা এশ শতাংই সচঁা৷ িকয়েনা
প�ৱােটাৰ গিত-িবিধ ল� কিৰেল �তেনই
অনুমান কিৰব পািৰ৷ 

বস�ই তাৰ দািয়�ৰ কথা বুিজ পাই যিদও তাৰ
সংসাৰখনেক পািতব পৰা নাই৷ হাই�� লীয়া
জীৱনেত মেন-�ােণ ভাল পাইিছল বৰষাক৷
বৰষাক কথা িদিছল৷ এিদন িস পঢ়া-পািত কিৰ
এটা ভাল চাকিৰ কিৰব ঘৰ দৱুাৰ সািজ
বৰষাক িবয়া কৰাব৷ তাৰ �যন এ� ডাঙৰ
সেপান৷

সেপানেবাৰ বা�ৱত িকমান �দখা িদেয় এই
সকেলােবাৰ ভাগ�ই িনণ�য় কেৰ৷ চাওেত চাওেত
দকুুিৰ পাৰ হ’ল বয়স বস�ৰ৷ িস িস�া� ল’ব
পৰা নাই তাৰ সংসাৰৰ কথা৷ চহৰৰ �কােনা
এটা অিফচত চাকিৰ কেৰ সচঁা৷ িক� আিজ
পয�� চাকিৰেটা িনয়মীয়াকৰণ �হাৱা নাই৷ 

দৰমহা �পাৱা টকা �কইটােৰ চহৰত খাই বািচ
থেকােটােৱ তাৰ �যন এটা ডাঙৰ সমস�া৷
বত� মান বজাৰত বয়-ব�ৰ িয জইু-চাই দাম,
�সইিখিন টকােৰ সংসাৰ পতাৰ ক�না কৰা
দৰূৰ কথা ভ�লেতা এবাৰ িচ�া কিৰব �নাৱােৰ৷
বৰষাৰ কাৰেণ তাৰ �বয়া নলগাও নহয়৷ তাৰ
কাৰেণ �ৰ �কামিলয়া গাভ� জীৱনেটা পাৰ
কিৰ িদেল৷ তাইেৰা �ায় �দৰকুিৰ পৰা �হ
�যাৱাৰ উপ�ম৷

বৰষাইও মেন-�ােণ ভাল পাইিছল বস�ক৷
বস�ৰ বািহেৰ আন কােৰা কথা ভািববই
�নাৱােৰ৷ মাক-�দউতাকৰ পছ�ৰ ল’ৰাৰ
লগত িবয়া হ’�ল হয়েতা আিজ তাই িকজািন
�কচ�ঁ ৱাৰ মাক হ’লেহেতন৷ িনজৰ মানুহজনৰ
লগত িবলাসী গাড়ীত উ� ৰং-ৰহইচ কিৰ ঘুিৰ
ফুিৰব পািৰেলেহেতন৷ নাই নাই বৰষাৰ এইেবাৰ
ৰং-ৰহইচত এেকবােৰ চখ নাই৷ তথািপেতা
তাইৰ �বয়া লােগ৷ তাইৰ লগৰ �ছাৱালীেবাৰৰ
�ায় িবয়া-বা� �হ বত� মান �কছ�ৱাৰ মাক৷
অথচ তাই ঘৰেত বুিঢ় �হ বিহ িদনেবাৰ গিণব
ধিৰেছ৷ তাইৰ দইু এজনী ভাল বা�ৱীেয় আ�
ঘৰৰ মানুেহ ল’ৰা আেন যিদও বৰষাই �সই
িবয়াৰ স�িত িনিদেয় একমা� বস�ৰ কথা
ভািব কথােবাৰ ভািবেল বস�ৰ �িত �কিতয়াবা
ঘৃণা উপেজ যিদও তাই তাক টানৈক কবওঁ
�নাৱােৰ৷ কাৰণ তাই বস�ক সচঁা অ�েৰেৰ
ভাল পায়৷ �থম ��মক তাই �কিতয়াও
�ত�াখ�ান কিৰব িনিবচােৰ৷ তাই িসহঁতৰ
��মক ময�দা িদব িবচােৰ৷

এিদ বৰষাই হাতত কলম কাগজ ত� িল লেল
বস�ৈল িচ� এখন িদও বুিল৷ মুখত কলমেটা
কামুিৰ ধিৰ িক িলিখব কৰ পৰা আৰ� কিৰব
ক’ত �শষ কিৰব৷ তাই এইেবাৰৰ এেকা আগ-
�গাৰ িবচািৰেয় �পাৱা নাই৷ �শষত িলিখেল –

মৰমৰ বস� দা,
�পান �থেম ব�িদন ধিৰ �মাৰ ভাগ�ৱা �দয়ৰ
�কােনা এ� গহীন চ�কত অিত সজতেনেৰ সঁািচ
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সঁািচ �থাৱা উ�, িনভাজ আ� সচঁা মৰমেবাৰ
�তামাৈল বুিল ছ�য়াই িদেছা৷ �মাৰ িব�াস ত� িম
সকেলােবাৰ �কাচ ভৰাই বুটিল লবা৷ ব�িদন
ধিৰ �তামাৰ �কােনা খবৰ বাতিৰ �নপাই �মাৰ
�তামাৈল ভয় �হেছ৷ ত� িম চােগ হয়েতা চহৰৰ
বায়ু-পানী পাই আমাৰ গঁাওৰ কথা, �তামাৰ
আকিৰজনীৰ কথা পাহিৰ গ’লা৷ পাহিৰ গ’লা
অতীতৰ �ৃিতৰ চােনকীেবাৰ৷ বত� মান ত� িম
চােগ ব�ত ব��৷ �সইবােব হয়েতা আিজৰ পৰা
�তামাক �কিতয়া �তামাৰ বহমূলীয়া সময়েবাৰ
ন� নকেৰা৷ িক� এটা কথা মনত ৰািখবা সময়
�য িন�ুৰ৷ ইিত,

‘বৰষা’

বৰষাই িচ�খন জািপ-জিুপ চািৰটামান চ�মা
খাই তাৰ িপছিদনা ডাকঘৰত িদ আিহল৷ আ�
এস�াহমান িপছেত বস�ৰ অিফচত িপয়ন
এজেন িচ�খন িদ গ’ল৷ িচ�খন হাতত �লেয়
বুিজব পািৰেল তাৰ মৰমৰ বৰষাই িদয়া িচ�৷
িচ�খন আল-ফুলৈক খুিন পিঢ় গ’ল৷ বস�ই
পিঢ় বৰষাৰ মনৰ অৱ�ােটা নুবুজাৈক থকা
নাই৷ তথািপ বস� আিজ িন�পায়৷ তাৰ
চাকিৰেটা আিজ পয�� িনয়মীয়াকৰণ নহ’ল৷
তাৰ অিফচাৰজনক িকমান কাকুিত-িমনিত
কিৰেল যিদও �কােনা ফল নধিৰেল৷

বস�ই �কিতয়াবা �কিতয়াবা ভািঙ পেৰ৷ িস
ভােব – “তাৰ দভু� াগ� �ন অিফচাৰজনৰ
�কাপদ�ৃ”৷ – �সইিদনা বস�ৰ �টাপনী অহা
নািছল৷ তাৰ �িত �যন �সইিদনা িন�ােদৱী
িবত��৷ বােৰ বােৰ �টাপনী যাবৈল �চ�া কেৰ
যিদও দ-ুচকুত ভািহ আেহ বৰষাৰ কথা, তাৰ
মৰমৰ গাওঁখনৰ কথা, তাৰ ভিৱষ�তৰ কথা৷
এৰা বৰষাক �কেনৈক সা�না িদব৷ �কেনৈক
বুজাব৷ তাৰ হাতত �যন ভাষা নাই ভাল ব�াকৰণ
নাই৷ ধহ-মহৈকৰ িবছনাৰ পৰা এেক জােপ উ�
বিহল৷ �মৰ লাইটেটা �লাই িদ ক’লম কাগজ
এিখলা হাতত ত� িল ল’�ল আ� িলিখেল-

মৰমৰ বৰষা,

“�মাৰ মৰম ল’বা৷ ত� িম িচ�ত িলখাৰ দেৰ
�মাৰ গাত �তেন �কােনা চহৰৰ হাৱা-বতাহ লগা
নাই৷ �তামাৰ িনয়ৰৰ দেৰ �কামল মনেটাক মই
�কেনৈক বুজাম৷ �মাক ত� িম বুিজবৈল �চ�া
কৰা, ত� িম ভবাৰ দেৰ মই �তেন ল’ৰা নহওঁ
বৰষা৷ �তামাক �কেনৈক সা�না িদম �মাৰ
সাহসকণও �হৰাই �গেছ৷ তথািপ �তামাৈল এ�
কিবতা িলিখ পঠাইেছা৷ �মাৰ িব�াস ত� িম
পিঢ়বা৷

পায় �হ�ৱা িবফলতাতৈক,
�নােপাৱাৰ �বদনাই ��য়৷
ভািবিছেলা এইবাৰ চাকিৰেটা িনয়মীয়াকৰণ
হ’ব,
ঘৰৈল যাম এমাহৰ চ�� �ল
কািলয়া আ� �ঢালেটােক বেজাৱাম
�ীয়তমাই আ� িকমানিদন ৰিখব৷
িপেছ চাকিৰেটা িনয়মীয়াকৰণ নহ’ল
�মাৰ অিফচাৰজনক পুনহঃ পুনহঃ বুজাই
ক’�লা
িদেল মােথা এ� িবফল পিৰহাস৷
এৰা সাগৰৰ মািণেক �যিনবা
পুখুৰীৰ বািলৰ অনুভ� িত িক বুিজব!
আিজ জংকীও নাই পাৈন থকা হ’�লও
বুিজ পােলেহেতন �মাৰ ��ম �পুত-�পুেত
�থাৱা৷
�হ �ীয়তমা ত� িম �মাক ভ�ল নুবুিজবা,
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পাৰ যিদ ত� িম �মাৰ �সৗ অিফচাৰজনক
অিভশাপ িদবা
�তওঁ �যন পৰজনমত �মাৰ দেৰ এজন
দভু� গীয়া কেপৗ �হ পুনৰ ধৰাৈল আেহ৷

ইিত-
�তামাৰ বস�
০৫/০৪/১৯৮৮

�সইিদনাই বস�ই ওচৰেৰ ডাকঘৰেটাৈল �গ
িচ�খন �পা� কিৰ িদ আিহল৷ আিহ বাছ
�েপজত অকমান �য় িদয়াৰ িপচেতই গাড়ীৰ
�হ�ীেমনজেন িচঞিৰ উ�ল৷
�ৱাহা��াৱ……চা�মাৰী……নুনমা�
ফেৰ�েগট…………৷ বস�ই ঘপৈক
বাছখনত উ� লেল৷ গাড়ীখনৰ �শষৰ
িচটেটাত বিহ লেল আ� চকু মুিদ আিহ
থািকল৷ িকছ�  সময়ৰ িপচত �হ�ীেমনজেন
পুনৰ িচঞিৰ উ�ল৷ নািম ল’ব অনুৰাধা
-বামুনীৈমদান৷ বস�ই থহমহৈক গাড়ীৰ পৰা
নািম লেল আ� স� ফুটপাথেটােৰ এখুিজ
দখুুিজৈক আিহ থািকল এ� �মুনীয়াহ কািঢ়
তাৰ গ�ব��ান অিফচৈল৷

সেপানৰ িলিহৰী আঙ� িলেৰ-
-ড০ পণূ� ভ�াচায�

�কান জী উেঠ

�লাক- কিবতাৰ সুৱাগী �নত
�কান জী উেঠ অ' �সইজনী
�তজীমলা �ন কমলা

পানীেয় িজওৱা নদী
পানীেয় ড� েবাৱা পুখুৰী।

বুকুৰ আ�ােৰৰ সেপানেবাৰ
�কেনৈক সিৰেছ �দিহ!

ৰািত ফুিলেছ; িদনত বগাইেছ
িদনত নািমেছ ; ৰািত ড� িবেছ।

�হম�ী আকাশখন পানীৈল নািম আিহেছ
�শলুৈৱ গজা পুখুৰীেতা ঢল উ�েছ।

�েনঁা- নু�েনঁাৈক �িনছা �নিক
সাউদৰ কিলজাত মাত

পানী নালােগ বুিল �কাৱা
জনতাৰ এশ এবুিৰ হাত।

   �কান জী উেঠ
সেপানৰ িলিহৰী আঙ�িলেৰ
�থাপা- �থােপ �জানাক নািমেছ।
ধিৰবেক পৰা নাই
দেুয়া চকুত িক ফুিলেছ
এপাহ সুখ �ন দপুাহ দখু।
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"শাওনৰ কঠ�য়া  �গাছী"
 �ী বিশ� ৰাম কিলতা
অৱসৰ �া� কম�চাৰী
(IOCL- Guwahati Refinery)
আজীৱন সভ� (অসম সািহত� সভা)

িনৰ� কৃষকৰ িবপ� কৃিষ ভ� িম
তােতই িসেছা সেপানৰ কঠ�য়া �গাছী
আিহনৰ বােন যিদ
িনিনেয় ধুই
ক '�ৰানাই নাযায় চ�ই
িনিদও মািৰব বনহাতীক মৰণা ,
আেঘাণৰ পথাৰত বুটিলম
গূ�েসাণ মূকুতা ।
িনৰ� �কাঠাৰ দৱুাৰৰ চািব
শাওনৰ এই কঠ�য়া......
দৰূ হব িনৰয় যা�না
িবহ� মনৰ িনৰাশ �বদনা
সেপানেৰা সেপান শাওনৰ এই কঠ�য়া।
শাওনৰ সেপােন
পুহৰ ভৰালৰ গভ�  পুৰাব
িনৰ� আকাশত �জাণেবিল তৰা ওলাব
িনৰহ ম�ত বৰষা নািমব
িনৰাগ মনত িনম�ল �ন �ব
িন�� দৱুাৰ খুিলব ।
শাওণৰ এই কঠ�য়া .....
িনৰৱিধ মনৰ িন�জ ক�না
দৰূ কেৰ িনৰ� কৃষকৰ
িনৰয় যান�না ।
শাওনৰ িবপ� ভ� িমত
সেপানেৰা সেপান
শাওনৰ এই আশাৰ কঠ�য়া।

।

�न�य कम�रत है वह ।
प�रवार क� �तंभ है वह ।
�भात क� श�द वह।
घर क� ल�मी है वह।

उसके �बना ना काम बने।
उसके �बना ना इंसान बने।
सृ�� �जसक� गोद म� बसे,
धरा म� मां है वह।

घर से लेकर द�तर सब चलाये ।
हो जो मां तो �श�क भी बन जाए ।
पूरा गृह है उसक� ऋणी,
तभी तो वह गृ�हणी कहलाए।

शंका �यागो साहस बढ़ाओ।
उसक� हर बढ़ते कदम पर उसक� उ�साह बढ़ाओ।
काल क� नई उ�मीद है वह।
वह नारी है, शंका �यागे शंकरी है वह।।

शंकरी ह ैवह
Kankan Dutta



Did you know?

*20 percent of young people have a 
mental health problem, and one in 
10 young people have a period of 
major depression.

 
*Treatment for mental health 
problems does not only consist of 
prescription or over-the-counter 
medications. Therapy, yoga, 
meditation, and holistic treatments 
can help to calm the symptoms.

 
*By addressing risk factors such as 
trauma, it is possible to prevent 
certain mental disorders, especially 
in children and adolescents.

 
(Stay safe, and look out for your 
loved ones and yourself)

WOMS (World of Medical Saviours)Source: 
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এ�াৰৰ উ�লতা
- �ীমতী িনিবড়েজ�ািত মৃদতুা
বাতিৰ পিৰেবশক 
�াগ (NE News Live)

মই িবচািৰ �নােপাৱা ব�ৰ মাজত লুকাই থােক,
�মাৰ �কাঠাৰ �হৰাই �যাৱা ৰঙও।

�মাৰ আগত এ�াৰ �হ যায়,
আমাৰ ঘৰৰ �পাহৰ �কাঠাৰ উ�লতা।

ইয়াৰ পৰা তাৈল
ব�ত দীঘল নহেলও দীঘল
�মাৰ চ�� উশাহ �বাৰ!

�মাৰ �কাঠাৰ ৰঙ �বাৰ �দিখছা?
মই িবছৰা ধৰেণই ৰঙীন
িক� মই অঁকাৰ ধৰেণ নহয়
�মাৰ �কাঠাৰ ৰঙেবােৰা �য �মাৰ নহয়।

//"মেন মেন জােনা �কােনাবাই কাে�?
িন�য় কথা �কাৱা নাই"//



জ� হ’ল আমাৰ �াৰি�ক খাটা
মৃত� � হ’ল আমাৰ �শষ িহচাপ
সং�াৰপূণ� দ�ৃভ�ী হ’ল আমাৰ �দয়
সৃজনীশীল ভাৱধাৰােবাৰ হ’ল আমাৰ স�ি�
�দয়খন হ’ল আমাৰ চিলত স�ি�
আ�ােটা হ’ল আমাৰ �াৱৰ স�ি�
মগজেুটা হ’ল আমাৰ ব�মূল স�য়
ভাৱনােবাৰ হ’ল আমাৰ চিলত খাটা
সাফল�েবাৰ হ’ল আমাৰ মূলধন
চিৰ� আ� িনয়মানবুিত� তা হ’ল আমাৰ ব�ৱসায়ৰ
মজিুত
ব�ুেবাৰ হ’ল আমাৰ সাধাৰণ সংৰ�ণ
মূল�েবাধ আ� আচৰণ হ’ল আমাৰ �ফু�তা/সুনাম
সিহ�ুতা হ’ল আমাৰ আি�� ত সুত
ভালেপাৱােবাৰ হ’ল আমাৰ লাভাংশ
স�ানেবাৰ হ’ল আমাৰ �বানাচ
িশ�া হ’ল আমাৰ কৃত���
�ান হ’ল আমাৰ িবিনেয়াগ
অিভ�তা হ’ল আমাৰ িকি�ৰ িহচাপ

অিভ�ায় – জীৱনৰ িহচাপ-িনকাচ স�কৈক িমেলাৱা
ল�� – ‘��� উপ�ািপত িহচাপৰ বঁটা’ লাভ কৰা

৷৷আেপানাৰ স�ক িহচাপ-িনকাচ সদায় কামনা
কিৰেলা৷৷

Source: Let's Take a Break: Balance Sheet of Life, retrieved from
https://www.goodfun2u.blogspot.com/2008/11/balance-sheet-of-life_08.html

িচকাৰী চৰাইিবলাকৰ িভতৰত ঈগলৰ আয়ুস
সকেলাতৈক �বিছ৷ ঈগেল ৭০ বছৰৈল জীয়াই
থািকব পােৰ৷ িক� ৭০ বছৰৈল জীয়াই থািকবৈল
ঈগেল এটা কেঠাৰ িস�া� ল’বলগীয়া হয়৷ এইেটা
হয় ৪০ বছৰ বয়সত৷ ইগলৰ �চাকা নখিবলােক খাদ�
িহচােপ ব�ৱহাৰ কৰা ইতৰ �াণীক খামুিচ ধিৰব
�নাৱাৰা হয়৷ তাৰ �চাকা দীঘল �ঠঁাটেটা �বকা �হ
যায়৷ বুঢ়া বয়স আ� গধুৰ �ড়উকাৰ বােব ঈগেল
উিৰব �নাৱাৰা হয়৷ এেন অৱ�াত ঈগলৰ হাতত দটুা
পথ �খালা থােক – হয় মিৰ �যাৱা নহয় ১৫০ িদনৰ
ক� সিহ সলিন �হাৱা৷ এই পিৰৱত� নৰ বােব ঈগেল
দৈূৰৰ পাহাৰৈল উিৰ �গ এটা বঁাহ সািজ বাস
কিৰবৈল লয়৷ তােত িস িশলত খু�য়াই খু�য়াই
পুৰিণ �বকা �ঠঁাটেটা ভািঙ িদ নত�ন �ঠঁাট নহাৈলেক
অেপ�া কেৰ আ� �যিতয়া তাৰ নত�ন �ঠঁাট আেহ,
িস তাৰ হঁােতাৰােবাৰ উভািল �পলায়৷ �যিতয়া তাৰ
হঁােতাৰােবাৰ পুনৰ বািঢ় আেহ, �তিতয়া িস তাৰ
পুৰিণ পািখেবাৰ উভািল �পলাবৈল আৰ� কেৰ৷
এইদেৰ পঁাচ মাহৰ �শষত �যিতয়া তাৰ পািখেবাৰ
নত�নৈক আেহ, �তিতয়া িস তাৰ পুনঃজনমৰ উড়ন
লাভ কেৰ আ� �ডৰকুিৰ বছৰ আগৈল জীয়াই
থােক৷

নীিত িশ�াঃ পিৰৱত� ন িকয় লােগ?

জীয়াই থািকবৈল আিম ব� সময়ত পিৰৱত� নৰ পথ
ল’বলগীয়া হয়৷ পুৰিণ �ৃিত, অভ�াস আ� অতীত
পৰ�ৰা পাহিৰ �যাৱাৰ �েয়াজন হয়৷ অতীতৰ
�বাজা িবলাকৰ পৰা মু� �হ থািকবৰ বােব আিম
বত� মানৰ সুিবধািবলাক ল’ব পােৰা৷

Source: David Mikkelson (2007). The Rebirth of the Eagle, retrieved from
https://www.mnbound.com/eagle-blog/2012/5/16/the-rebirth-of-the-eagle-
story.html

জীৱনৰ িহচাপ-
িনকাচৰ খ�য়ান

 

Compiled and translated 
by Sri Mukul Sarmah

ঈগলৰ কািহনী
 

Compiled and translated 
by Himashree Sarmah
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Nature of articles: Original and innovative articles covering topics from the
perspectives of social, economical, political, cultural, environmental,
philosophical, and ethical standpoints with managerial overtones which may
include: (1) Stories, case studies, personal experiences, observations, and
qualitative analysis. (2) Industry / Corporate / Organisational Life Experience (3)
Motivational quotes (4) Poems (5) Travelogue to a distant place in India or outside
(6) Pencil Sketches (7) Management quiz, etc.

Language: To be in English / Assamese

Word Limit: Maximum of 1200 words

Screening Process: The articles will go through a screening process and due
consideration will be given to the originality of the articles.

The Softcopy of your article has to be in MS word format. It may be mailed at:
AIMpulse2021@gmail.com

Contribution for AIM pulse is open throughout the year. The rules and regulations
for contributions are as below;

 

 

‘We also solicit new people who are interested to be members for the AIMpulse
Team. Such people are required to be self motivators, creative, have a passion for
content writing, editing and a tinge towards artistic expressions". 

Interested people may kindly contact any member of the AIMpulse team !

Watch out glimpses of AIMpulse2021 Editorial Team Members sharing their
experiences on working for the 2021 issue at:
                                       https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KO_fNLcVD4s

 

RULES FOR CONTRIBUTION TO AIM PULSE

i

mailto:AIMpulse2021@gmail.com


A Pool of Photographs
 Snapped by 

Creative Minds 
of AIM

Photo
Gallery



The power of

Photograph: Capturing

a moment for lifetime 

that can never be

brought back,

 but it can always take

us back 

to that moment with

memories, 

to reminisce it forever.

-Hiya D.

CAPTURING 
MOMENTS

Kaushik Das
AIM BATCH 2020-22

Kaushik Das
AIM BATCH 2020-22

Kaushik Das
AIM BATCH 2020-22



Anksuman Dutta
AIM BATCH 2020-22

Pallab Phukan
AIM BATCH 2020-22

'Be in
awe of 

nature's
magic'

Kaushik Das
AIM BATCH 2020-22

Kaushik Das
AIM BATCH 2020-22

Kaushik Das
AIM BATCH 2020-22

Kaushik Das
AIM BATCH 2020-22



Daisy Kalita
AIM BATCH 2019-21

Nitesh Kumar
AIM BATCH 2020-22

Aparajita Kakati
AIM BATCH 2019-21

  Creative 
 Corner



Hiya  Deori
AIM BATCH 2020-222

Hiya Deori
AIM BATCH 2020-22

Debashree Bharali
AIM BATCH 2020-22



Anisha Chetia Pator
AIM BATCH 2020-22

Palkipriya Boiragi
AIM BATCH 2020-22

Ayana Hazarika
AIM BATCH 2020-22

Dr. Nandini Borah
Guest Faculty, AIM

 



Nitesh Kumar
AIM BATCH 2020-22

Arindom Baruah
AIM BATCH 2020-22

Arindom Baruah
AIM BATCH 2020-22

Aparajita Kakati
AIM BATCH 2019-21

Deepankar Das
AIM BATCH 2020-22

Puja Deb
AIM BATCH 2019-21



Activity     
    Corner

Various Activities carried out by 
Assam Institute of Managenment



AIM Cyclothon 2021

Chanaka Trekking 
with Batch 2020-2022

Annual Sports Week 2021



Madhurjya Mazumdar of (2019-2021) 
MBA batch receiving his first Award 

of his Professional Career at 
Marico Industries Pvt ltd.

'Life is meaningless without the  
Students and Faculty CONNECTIONS

Participants of the (2019-2021) MBA batch
with AIM Faculty Members in a festive

mood at the Campus SRD  Nutrients Field Visit 
by Batch 2019-2021

Amsoi Nogaon Picnic
Batch 2019-2021

Signs of jubilation after participants of the
(2020-2022) MBA batch successfully

organised Freshers Social to welcome the
(2021-2023) batch of MBA participants

post lockdown at the Campus



'Team work means Synergy'
1+1=3

Numaligarh Refinery Limited (NRL) has signed an MoU with
Assam Institute of Management (AIM), Guwahati to carve out
industry-academia collaboration in various shared domains

‘Positive vibe among the Stakeholders after 
the signing of MoU between AIM and RGVN' 



‘Education Sans Frontier’

‘Management 
Gurus providing 
Yoeman Service 
to the Institute 
post retirement'

‘Former Director of AIM, Prof. Santikam Hazarika 
taking class for (2021-2023) batch of MBA students' 

‘Former Managing Director of
Numaligarh Refinery Limited
(NRL) as well as Bharat Oman

Refineries Ltd (BORL) Dr. B. K.
Das taking Orientation Class of 

the Faculty members of AIM'

‘Rastriya Gramin Vikash Nidhi - Executive Director, Dr. Amiya Kr. Sharma addressing 
students and their parents in the Induction Session of the 2021-2023 batch of MBA Participants



RANGOLI COMPETITION 

1st Prize Team members: 
(Ananya Baruah, Ayana Hazarika,

Hiya Deori, Karishmita Bayan)
 

2nd Prize Team members -  Manish Nath,
Satabdi Sarma, Payushni Bhuyan, Chirag

Roy Choudhury, Mehnaaz Khan 3rd Prize:  Niharika Buragohain,
Swaraj Kumar Nath, Lokesh Pradhan,

Vishal Kashyap, Bidisha Bhuyan

By: Rishani Batsyas, Ruli Deb, 
Sagorika Sharma, Swati Baruah

By: Rani Borah, Palkipriya Boiragi,
Arpita Dey,  Rohan Roy,  Sajjad

Rahman Hazarika



Trip to
 Malaysia,
Mumbai 

& Goa

AIM BATCH 
2019-2021

'Experiencing 
Life both in 

India and Abroad'



AIM BATCH 
2019-2021

Trip to
 Malaysia,
Mumbai 

& Goa



AIM BATCH 2019-2021

AIM BATCH  2020-2022

AIM BATCH 2021-2023



AIM  FACULTY MEMBERS

AIM  OFFICE STAFF MEMBERS



A
I
M

P
U
L
S
E

“Courage. Kindness. Friendship.
Character. These are the qualities

that define us as human beings,
and propel us, on occasion, to

greatness.”
― R.J. Palacio, Wonder

https://www.goodreads.com/work/quotes/16319487

